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Preface
Introduction to AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) Software
Bentley's AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections software is a solution focused on the inspection and management of
infrastructure assets like bridges, sign gantries, retaining walls, station platforms, and more. Bentley is a software provider
that delivers comprehensive solutions for the infrastructure lifecycle. The AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections software system can be effectively used in the field to collect data and sync to the web server for approving reports, inspection management, performance management, maintenance needs management, and FHWA and MAP-21 compliance.
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections consists of four different modules:

Collector Module
The Collector module is focused on the management and completion of inspection reports for all assets in the system.
This module allows users to schedule, create, edit, and review inspection reports, create and review maintenance items
during the inspection process, view the inspection schedule to ensure all inspections are completed on time, and more.
Any user who is involved in the inspection process will use the Collector module.

AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections Collector Mobile Application
The mobile application is an extension of the Collector module. The mobile app allows users to utilize a mobile device
in the field to create and complete their inspection reports even without an internet connection. Once all reports are completed, data and pictures can be seamlessly uploaded to the online system. The mobile application exists for both iOS
and Android devices.

Maintenance Module
The Maintenance module is focused on the maintenance activities for all assets in the system. This module allows users
to create and manage work orders and maintenance items including planned and reactive work. The Maintenance module seamlessly integrates with the Collector module to allow inspectors and maintenance personnel to see the complete
feedback loop from identified maintenance through to completed maintenance. Any user involved in the identification
and resolution of maintenance items will use the Maintenance module.

Manager Module
The Manager module is focused on leveraging all of the data which has been collected in the system to advance an
agency’s asset management program. This module contains executive dashboards, management reports, ad hoc queries,
and interactive mapping tools for the managers to easily access and visualize the extensive data stored in the AssetWise
Asset Reliability Inspections system.

Administration Module
The Administration module is accessed by administrators and contains tools for managing users and assets as well as
includes extensive configuration tools which allow the site to be tailored to meet the specific needs of each agency.

AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections's Users
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections was created for infrastructure owners and operators who are responsible for managing and maintaining an asset inventory and ensuring its safety. The software is easy to use, intuitive, and configurable
to meet each user's specific requirements.

AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections's Purpose
The purpose of AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections is to make managing, inspecting, and maintaining bridges, roadways, railways, and other assets an efficient and productive process.
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System Requirements
Browser

- Internet Explorer 11
- Firefox 46 and later
- Chrome 50 and later
32-bit systems:
1 GHz or faster processor (2 GHz or faster recommended). Multi-core
processor recommended.

Processor

64-bit systems:
1.4 GHz or faster processor. Multi-core processor recommended.
64-bit processors are recommended for the best performance.

Memory

Prior to install, there should be a minimum of 4GB free. More memory
almost always improves performance, particularly when working with
large amounts of data.

Mobile App Requirements
Due to ever-changing mobile operating systems, it is important for users to be aware of the systems currently supported
by AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)'s Mobile Collector app.
As of 06/04/2019, the mobile application supports:
Mobile Operating System

Supported Versions

iOS

8+

Android

8.0

As new operating systems are released for iOS and Android, the AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections Mobile Collector app's supported versions will change. Be sure to stay within the supported versions in order to get the most out of
the mobile application.
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Release Notes
For the latest AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) Release Notes, visit:
http://communities.bentley.com/products/assetwise/inspecttech/w/wiki/32729.02082017-feature-release
Previous versions' Release Notes can also be found here.
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GettingStarted
This section describes the basics of AssetWise Asset
Reliability Inspections (AWARI), including: the login
process, navigation of the software, and the logout
process.

Logging In
With the release of AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) CONNECT Edition (CE), AWARI is now utilizing Bentley's Identity Management System (IMS). Bentley IMS is a single sign-on system that allows users to use one
account for multiple Bentley products. The user's computer remembers the Bentley credentials so that logging in to any
Bentley software is quick and easy.

To log in, enter the email and password for the account and click the Sign In button. If the Bentley IMS account email
address matches an account within the agency's AWARI system, the user will be logged in to the system.
If the Bentley IMS account email address does not match an account within the agency's AWARI system or the password is incorrect, the user will be notified and will need to contact the administrator to fix the issue.
To create a new Bentley IMS account, click the Register link.
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Basic Navigation
Understanding the basics ofAssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) will help users easily navigate its pages
and get the most out of its features. The two components that make up the majority of the navigation in AWARI are the
Module Menu and the Asset Tree.

Module Menu

The header is the main tool used to navigate to almost every page and feature in AWARI. It is separated into each of the
modules with additional tabs for each user's main information and the help system.
Note: Not all pages in AWARI have a direct route from the header. Some of the most important pages in AWARI - the
Asset Details page and the entire inspection report process - can only be accessed using the Asset Tree or certain links
and controls in the software.
Note: Not all users will see what is shown in the above image. Module permissions are set by the administrator and are
determined by the user's role.

Asset Tree and Quick Search Bar

The Asset Tree and quick search bar in the top right corner of the application allow the user to navigate to a specific
asset in the system where the user can view that asset's details, create/edit reports, etc.
To locate an asset using the Asset Tree, click the

button to open the Asset Tree:

The +/- symbols expand/minimize the parent assets in the Asset Tree. When the desired asset is located, select the asset
to be taken to its Asset Details page.
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Alternatively, the user can type into the quick search bar and the results will populate automatically with any assets that
contain the text typed into the quick search bar:
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Logging Out
Logging out of AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) is mostly necessary when multiple users are sharing
one device or if an administrator needs to utilize more than one account. Users can log out of the system in two ways:
Using the Logout option in the Main tab or using the Logout option in the bottom right corner of the screen. The below
screenshot displays the two methods of logging out of the system:
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Main
This section describes the pages and processes that
make up the Main tab within AssetWise Asset
Reliability Inspections (AWARI). The Main tab
contains each user's account info, preferences, and
working set.

My Account
The My Account page, located in the Main tab, allows the user to manage various aspects of their account. Some fields
are set to read-only for security purposes.

Editable Fields
Most of the fields on the My Account page are editable. However, only the Password and Email Address fields are mandatory. The rest of the fields are for informational purposes only.

Read-Only Fields
The Account Expiration Date checkbox and First Name, Last Name, and User Name fields are read-only. To request a
change to this information, contact your administrator.

Certificates

Users can also use the My Account page to add certificates to their account. Agencies use these certificates in various
ways, such as to provide proof of a user's ability to perform a certain task.
To add a certificate to the account, click the Add New button to reveal the following popup:
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Certificate Controls
Certification
The Certification dropdown determines the type of certification being added.
Additional controls will become available depending on the selection made in the Certification dropdown.

Active/Approved
The Active and Approved checkboxes determine whether the certificate being added is currently active and whether it
has been approved.

Date
Use the Begin Date and End Date textboxes to enter the corresponding dates for the certificate in a MM/DD/YYYY
format, or use the

icons to select the desired dates.

Certificate Files Upload
Images and other files can be uploaded to display a certificate or provide additional information.
Click the Choose File button to locate the desired file within the computer.
When the desired file has been chosen, click the Upload button.

Saving the Certificate
Click the Save button in the top right corner of the popup to save the new certificate.
Click the Close button to exit the popup.
Once a certificate is added, it will show up in the Certificates list. To delete it, click the View Details link for the
desired certificate, and then click the Delete button in the popup.

Save the Account
To save the changes made to the user account, click the Save button in the top right corner of the screen.
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My Preferences
The My Preferences page, located in the Main tab, is used to set personal user preferences for various default items and
displays.

Editing a Preference
To edit a preference, first locate the desired preference from the list. To narrow down the search, use the Preference dropdown to sort by Asset Details, Default, or Display. Once the desired preference is located, click the associated Edit
hyperlink to bring up that preference's details:

Read the description of the preference and use the Value control (either radio buttons or a dropdown depending on the
selected preference) to make a selection. Once a selection is made, click the Save button.
To cancel the selection and exit the window, click the Close Window button.
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My Working Set
The My Working Set page, located in the Main tab, allows the user to manage their working set. A user's working set is
the set of assets that will be downloaded to the mobile device. For users utilizing the mobile app, updating the working
set is critical to ensure the proper data is available on the device when in the field.

View Working Set
Once on the My Working Set page, the expandable Asset Tree shows all of the assets currently in the working set.

Working Set Count
There is a limit on the number of assets available to add to the working set due to the need for mobile devices to sync
with the main server as quickly as possible. This limit, as well as the current number of assets in the working set, is displayed at the top of the page:

If the My Working Set Count is greater than the Maximum Working Set Count, it will appear in red text. The working
set must then be revised to lower the number of assets or the working set will not be able to sync with the main server.

Update Working Set
The working set can be updated based on the user's scheduled inspections or updated manually.

Update Based on Schedule
To update the working set based on schedule, click the Update Based on Schedule button in the top right corner of the
screen. The following popup will appear:
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Updating based on schedule allows the user to have assets with inspection reports that are assigned to the user be added
to the user's working set at a specified time. Use the Add Schedule Assets Due textbox and dropdown to determine when
assets will be added to the working set.
Example: If a value of "3 Months" is entered, all of the inspections assigned to the user that are due in the next three
months will be added to the working set.
Checking the Remove Other Assets checkbox will remove all assets currently in the working system and only include
assets based on the schedule.

Save/Close
Click the Save button to save the changes made to the working set and close the popup window.
Note: If the assets added to the working set have caused the My Working Set Count to exceed the Maximum Working
Set Count, the following message will appear and the working set will need to be revised:

Click the Close button to cancel any changes made to the working set and close the popup window.

Manually Update
To manually update the working set, click the Manage Working Set button in the top right corner of the screen. The following popup will appear:
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The Asset Tree is used to select which assets will be included in the working set. Individual assets can be selected, or
parent assets (and therefore all of the child assets) can be selected.
Click the checkboxes of the desired assets to add them to the working set.

Filter Assets
The filter can be used to locate a specific asset or group of assets. Select an option from the Filter Assets dropdown Asset Code, Asset Name, or Asset Type - and enter the desired information into Filter Assets textbox.
If only one filter needs applied, click the Filter button to view the results.
If more than one filter needs applied, use the And/Or dropdown below the Filter button to add additional filters. Selecting "And" will only return results that match all of the chosen filters combined. Selecting "Or" will return results that
match either of the filters chosen singularly, not combined. Once all of the filters have been added, click the Filter button to view the results.

Clear Working Set
Click the Clear Working Set button to reset the working set and start with a clean slate.

Save/Close
Click the Save button to save the changes made to the working set and close the popup window.
Note: If the assets added to the working set have caused the My Working Set Count to exceed the Maximum Working
Set Count, the following message will appear and the working set will need to be revised:
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Click the Close button to cancel any changes made to the working set and close the popup window.
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Change Password
The Change Password page, located in the Main tab, allows the user to change the password they use to log in to
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI).

In order for the user to change the account's password, the old password must be known and accurately entered into the
Old Password textbox.
The new password can be entered into the New Password textbox and then re-entered into the Confirm New Password
textbox. The password guide bar will appear to indicate whether or not the password has met the necessary requirements:

When all of the fields are complete, click the Change Password button in the top right corner of the screen.
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Collector
This section describes the pages and processes that
make up the Collector module within AssetWise Asset
Reliability Inspections (AWARI). The Collector
module will be utilized by all users and will make up
the majority of the users' time in AWARI.

Collector Module Overview
The Collector module is focused on the management and completion of inspection reports for all assets in the system.
This includes everything from the scheduling of future inspections to report creation, data entry, and the review and final
approval of the reports in the system. Any user who is involved in the inspection process will use the Collector module.
Inspection data is used as a basis to make critical safety, maintenance, and capital planning decisions. It is important to
ensure that the information collected is error free, accurate, and in a usable format. AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)'s Collector module is designed to make the collection of this data efficient and error free. Collection
forms throughout the module incorporate tools to prevent and catch erroneous data entry, including:
l
l
l
l

Dropdown selection controls
Integrated FHWA coding guide manuals
Ability to have reference pictures and diagrams associated with condition states
Error checks and warnings for questionable values

To encourage a richness of data collected, the software supports:
l
l
l

Integration of digital pictures and sketches
Narrative data for fields
Electronic file attachment

The Collector module also includes automatic report generation functionality to reduce clerical work. Utilizing PDF
report templates in an inspection can instantly generate a PDF document based on the inspection data that has been
entered. The report template can include a cover page, table of contents, pictures, sketches, location maps, and all field
notes captured during the inspection.
Inspection scheduling tools make it easy for managers to assign upcoming inspections to inspectors or inspection teams.
Inspectors can easily see the work that has been assigned to them and the intuitive interface allows them to efficiently
and accurately complete their required inspections.
The electronic workflow process that is built in to the Collector module helps ensure the accuracy of the data in the system. Each inspection report that is completed must pass through a configurable workflow process where approving managers can utilize the web interface to review the data and pictures that have been collected for the report, leave
comments, and choose to accept or reject the inspection results.
Integrated inspector tools allow inspection manuals to be uploaded to the system and referenced directly from the inspection input forms. This allows inspectors to have all of the necessary reference material at their fingertips.
In addition to the web-based Collector module, users may also have the ability to use the AWARI Collector mobile
application. The mobile app is an extension of the Collector module that allows users to utilize a mobile device in the
field to create and complete their inspection reports even without an internet connection.
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Collector Module Filters
The Collector module contains two filters: Report Filter and Inspection Schedules.
The Report Filter page allows the user to create custom filters to locate a particular report or group of reports based on a
set of defined criteria.
The Inspection Schedules page allows the user to create custom filters to locate scheduled asset inspections based on a
set of defined criteria.
The basic process for creating and running both filters is the same. The screenshots below will reflect the Report Filter,
but the Inspection Schedules page will have the same controls. Any differences between the two filters will be noted.

Create New Filter
New filters can be created and saved for future use. To begin, click the Manage dropdown and select Create New. Once
a filter is created, the Manage dropdown can also be used to edit or delete the filter.

Filter Creation Controls
Name
The Name field is used to designate a name for the filter. Once saved, the filter will be included in the Saved Filters
dropdown. It is helpful to choose a name that gives an indication of the filter’s criteria and display fields.

Criteria
The criteria determine exactly what the filter will search for and return. Multiple criteria can be added to one filter. To
add a new criterion to the filter, click the

symbol:
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Note: AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) CE now allows user-defined fields (created in the Site Configuration tools) to be used as filter criteria.

Adding a Criterion
The information necessary to add a criterion is dependent upon the selection. Typically there will be a dropdown
selection or a combination of a dropdown selection and a text field. Much of the criteria will require a determination
of how the filter will search for them. The following table provides a description of the parameters and how they operate within the context of the filter.

Parameter Meanings
Selection

Description

=

The filter will only return items with a criterion that exactly matches the text field. This can be
used for words and numbers.

<

The filter will only return items with a criterion that is less than the text field. This can be
used for numbers only.

>

The filter will only return items with a criterion that is greater than the text field. This can be
used for numbers only.

<=

The filter will only return items with a criterion that is less than or exactly matches the text
field. This can be used for numbers only.

>=

The filter will only return items with a criterion that is greater than or exactly matches the text
field. This can be used for numbers only.

In the Past

The filter will only return items with a criterion that exists within a specified time in the past.

In the Next

The filter will only return items with a criterion that exists within a specified time in the
future.

Once the criterion is complete, click Add to add the criterion to the filter, or click the

symbol to cancel and go back.

Note: Report Status is a mandatory criterion for the Report Filter page filters. If the report is run without Report Status
set as a criterion, the following message will appear instead of the filtered list of reports:

To delete or edit a criterion from the filter, select the desired criterion from the list to reopen the criterion’s information:
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Click Delete to delete the criterion from the filter, or make the desired changes and click Update.

Display Columns
The display columns are the column headers for the filtered list, therefore determining what aspects of the filtered items
will be displayed in the list.

To add a display column to the filter, select the desired column from the Available Columns listbox and click the
button. To remove a display column from the filter, select the desired display column from the Display Columns listbox
and click the

button.

To change the order in which the display columns will appear in the filtered list, select the desired display column from
the Display Columns listbox and use the
and
buttons to change the order. The display column at the top of the
Display Columns listbox will be the left-most column in the filtered list.

Sort Columns
AWARI CE now allows users to establish default sorting options for filters. Filters can still be sorted when viewed, but
the Sort Columns listbox is used to establish the default sorting the filter will have upon opening.

To add a sort column, select the desired column from the Display Columns listbox and click the
a sort column, select the desired column from the Sort Columns listbox and click the

button. To remove

button.

When a column is selected in the Sort Columns listbox, use the
and
symbols to determine whether it will sort in
ascending or descending order. For dates, "A-Z" begins with the oldest date, "Z-A" begins with the newest date.
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Save/Cancel
When the desired selections have been made, click the Save button to save the filter.
To cancel the new filter creation, click the Cancel button.

Viewing a Filter
When a new filter is created and saved, it is also run. To view an existing saved filter, click the Saved Filters button and
select the desired filter from the list. The selected filter will then run:

To sort by a specific column, click on that column's header link. The page will then refresh and an arrow will appear
next to the header to display whether it is sorted in ascending or descending order.
The Inspection Schedule page filters will have an additional column in the list that indicates the inspection schedule
status with colored dots:

Dot Color

Description

●

A green dot indicates that an inspection is current and not past due.

●

A yellow dot indicates that an inspection's due date is coming up.

●

A red dot indicates that an inspection is past due.

Private/Public Filters
When a user creates a filter, that filter is considered private and is only visible by that user. However, users do have the
ability to make their filters public and choose which other users can utilize them.
Once a filter has been saved, the Manage dropdown will have an option to "Save As Public Filter."
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Clicking the Save As Public Filter link will make the filter public and take the user to the Manage Filter Permissions
page where they can determine which roles and/or profiles within the system can access the filter.
For more information on determining filter permissions, read the Manage Filter Permissions section of the user manual.
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Report Summary View
The Report Summary View page displays a quick view of the basic information of all assets within a selected parent
asset and offers quick access to an asset's Asset Details page or inspection report.

Use the Select Assets button to open the Asset Tree. Selecting a parent asset will display all of the assets within that parent in the grid.
Note: If the selected parent asset has parent assets within it, it will not display the assets within those parent assets. For
instance, selecting "All Assets" will only display the parent assets at the next tier of the asset hierarchy, not all of the
assets in the system.
Once the grid populates, the user can click an asset hyperlink to be taken to the asset's Asset Details page, click the
symbol to edit the most recent inspection report, or click the
tion report.

symbol to select an action for the most recent inspec-

Clicking the Export Results to Excel button in the top right corner of the page will create a download of an Excel
spreadsheet that contains all of the information currently listed in the grid (including the pages that aren't shown).
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Merge Reports
The Merge Reports tool, located in the Collector module, allows the user to merge two or more reports into one to
ensure that all of the information recorded during a specific inspection can be found in a single report. It is most commonly used when multiple users are working on the same inspection report at the same time, such as when inspecting a
very large structure, and then the users' reports need to be merged into one when the inspection is complete.

Note: When merging two or more reports, any overlapping fields (whether newly entered or from asset values that were
loaded into the report) will have their time stamps compared and the most recent report's value will be the merged value.
When the Merge Reports page is opened, the filter options can be used to display the desired assets with mergeable
reports.
Note: Only reports that are in the "In Progress" stage can be merged.
Once the desired asset is located, click on the

symbol to open the merge report options:

Although all of the reports displayed can be merged, they do not have to be merged. The Primary Report and Merge to
Primary Report checkboxes determine how the merge is performed.

Merge Reports Controls
Primary Report
The Primary Report checkbox indicates into which report all of the other selected reports will be merged. Once this
checkbox is checked for one of the reports, it will become unavailable to all other reports.

Merge to Primary Report
The Merge to Primary Report checkbox indicates that the report will be merged into the primary report. Only the reports
with this checkbox checked will be merged.

Merge Report/Close
When the desired selections have been made, click the Merge Reports button to complete the merge. If any errors occur
with the merge, they will be displayed on the page.
To exit the page without merging, click the Close button.
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Archived Assets
The Archived Assets page, located in the Collector module, provides the user with a quick view of all of the archived
assets in the system.

Archived assets are assets within the system that are no longer in service and can no longer have their information edited
or have reports created, but these assets remain in the system as read-only historical data.
Note: When an asset has been archived, the only two locations within the system where it can be viewed are the
Archived Assets and Manage Inventory (only viewable to users with Administration module access) pages. The asset will
no longer appear in the Asset Tree.
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) CE now allows the user to export the list of archived assets into
Excel by clicking the Export Results to Excel button in the top right corner of the screen.
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Bulk Report Workflow Change
The Bulk Report Workflow Change feature located within the Collector module allows the user to assign, review, or
approve multiple reports at once. Due to the vast number of assets that a user is responsible for monitoring, it can be
very difficult and time consuming to maintain all of the inspection reports. This tool greatly reduces the time and effort
needed to change the status of multiple reports.
Note: A bulk report workflow change can only be performed for inspection reports that have the same configurations
and are in the same workflow stage. Examples of this stipulation and its necessity can be found throughout this section.

Performing a Bulk Report Workflow Change
The purpose of filling out the bulk report workflow change form is to locate the reports that will be changed. The form
is condition-based and each step’s selection defines what options will be available in the following steps. As selections
are made, aspects of the form will change, appear, or hide to conform to the current selections.

Bulk Report Workflow Change Controls
Report Type
The first step to performing a bulk report workflow change is selecting the report type of the reports that will be
updated.
Example: 20 inspection reports are in the “In Progress” stage and have been submitted to be assigned, 10 with a
"Routine" report type and 10 with a "Fracture Critical" report type. Even though all of the reports are at the same workflow stage, a bulk report workflow change of all 20 inspection reports cannot be performed because they have different
report types. In order to ensure the entire inspection process is completed accurately, only one report type at a time can
undergo a bulk report workflow change.
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Current Workflow Stage
The workflow stages available for selection are dependent on the workflows created
within the Manage Workflows feature of the Administration module and to which
report types those created workflows have been tied. The user should select the stage
that all of the inspection reports intended to be bulk assigned are currently in.
Example: If the user wants to perform a bulk report workflow change to send multiple
inspection reports within the routine report type to the "In Review" workflow stage
using Workflow #1, the current workflow stage selected should be "In Progress."

Workflow Action
This is the action the user will assign to all of the inspection reports within the bulk
report workflow change. Most users will have created Pass, Fail, and Change Assignment
workflow actions within the Manage Workflows feature, but workflow actions are
completely configurable to meet a user’s needs and current workflow system. The
selection made will, based on the workflow associated with the report type, determine
what options are available for the Next Workflow Stage dropdown.
Example: If a bulk report workflow change is being done for inspection reports that are
in the “In Progress” stage of Workflow #2, the available workflow action will in most
cases only be Pass, because Change Assignment and Fail would not make sense as part of
the first step in the process. Change Assignment and Fail could be chosen in later stages
of the workflow.
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Next Workflow Stage
This is the stage within a workflow where all of the inspection reports in the
bulk report workflow change will be sent. As with the workflow action, the
next workflow stage is condition-based and dependent on the prior selections
made on the bulk report workflow change form. Often there will only be one
available option, but some users' workflows will contain more.
Example: If the user has several reports in the “Under Review” stage of
Workflow #3, the next workflow stage will be dependent on the workflow
action that is selected. If the reports pass, the next workflow stage will be
"Approve Final Report." If the reports fail, the next workflow stage will be
"ER Review."

Assign To
The bulk report workflow change form allows the user to assign the selected reports to a specific person. This is an
optional selection and is not necessary to perform a bulk report workflow change, but it can be a useful management aid
depending on the user’s internal process.
Note: Even if the workflow action is Change Assignment, it is not necessary to select a specific person. If left blank, the
inspection reports will revert back to being unassigned.

Comments
The comment box is available for the user to include any additional information or notes with the bulk report workflow
change. The comments entered into the box can be found in the report history for each individual report of the bulk
report workflow change.

Inspection Report Table
The Report Type and Current Workflow Stage selections will determine what inspection reports appear in the Inspection
Report table. Once the bulk report workflow change form is completed, the user can check the boxes of the inspection
reports that will be included.
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Note: If an expected report does not appear in the Inspection Report table after all of the form selections have been
made, consider the following:
Report Type – Is the missing report found within the report type that has been selected on the bulk report workflow
change form?
Current Workflow Stage – Does the missing report’s workflow stage match the current workflow stage selected on the
bulk report workflow change form?
Both the report type and current workflow stage of the missing report must match the selections made on the bulk report
workflow change form in order for the report to appear in the Inspection Report table.

Assign Reports
When the bulk report workflow change form is finished and all of the inspection reports to be included have been
checked, the bulk report workflow change can be completed by clicking Assign Reports in the top right corner of the
screen.
Once Assign Reports has been clicked, a confirmation box will pop up on the screen to ensure that the user is aware of
the action and has the correct information before completing the assignment.
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Manage Asset Schedules
The Manage Asset Schedules page allows the users to bulk schedule recurring and non-recurring asset inspections to
reduce the time it takes to set up asset inspection schedules.
To begin, a parent asset or project work specification and inspection type must be selected using the Select Assets and
Inspection Type controls. Only assets within the selected parent asset that have reports of the selected inspection type
will appear in the grid.

Once the grid is populated, the user can check the boxes of the desired assets to manage their schedules. Once checked,
click the Manage dropdown button.

Schedule Recurring Inspection
To schedule a recurring inspection for the selected assets, click the "Schedule Recurring Inspection" option from the Manage dropdown button.
Note: Only assets that do not currently have a recurring inspection scheduled will be included. Selected assets that
already have a recurring inspection scheduled will simply be left out.
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Frequency
The Frequency textbox determines the length of time (in months) between recurring inspections for the selected assets.

Due Date
If a previous inspection was completed on the selected assets, the due date of the next inspection will be determined
using the previous inspection's completion date and the frequency.
If no previous inspection exists, use the Due Date calendar textbox to select the month and year of the due date for the
next inspection.

Schedule Date
The Schedule Date field indicates the specific date on which the inspection is intended to be completed.

User Assigned to Inspection
To assign a specific user to the recurring inspections for the selected assets, select the user from the User Assigned to
Inspection dropdown.

Save/Cancel
Click the Save button to accept the selections and create the new recurring inspections.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the creation of the new recurring inspections.

Edit Recurring Inspection
To edit a recurring inspection for the selected assets, click the "Edit Recurring Inspection" option from the Manage dropdown button.
Note: Only assets that currently have a recurring inspection scheduled will be included. Selected assets that do not
already have a recurring inspection scheduled will simply be left out.
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Frequency
Edit the Frequency textbox to adjust the length of time (in months) between recurring inspections for the selected assets.

Update Due Date
If checked, the Update Due Date checkbox indicates that the current due date for the selected assets will be adjusted
based on the new frequency.

Update Scheduled Date
If checked, the Update Scheduled Date checkbox indicates that the current scheduled date for the selected assets will be
adjusted based on the new frequency.

Save/Cancel/Delete
Click the Save button to accept the edits made to the recurring inspections.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the edits made to the recurring inspections.
Click the Delete button to delete the schedule for the recurring inspections.

Edit Schedule Details
The "Edit Schedule Details" option contains similar controls to the "Edit Recurring Inspection" option, however the purpose of it is different because it applies only to the next inspection in the schedule, not to the recurring inspections as a
whole.
To edit the schedule details of a recurring inspection for the selected assets, click the "Edit Schedule Details" option
from the Manage dropdown button.
Note: Only assets that currently have a recurring inspection scheduled will be included. Selected assets that do not
already have a recurring inspection scheduled will simply be left out.
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Frequency
Edit the Frequency textbox to adjust the length of time (in months) between recurring inspections for the selected assets.

Due Date
Edit the Due Date calendar textbox to select the month and year of the due date for the next inspection.

Schedule Date
The Schedule Date field indicates the specific date on which the inspection is intended to be completed.

User Assigned to Inspection
Use the User Assigned to Inspection dropdown to change the user assigned to the recurring inspections of the selected
assets.

Save/Cancel/Delete
Click the Save button to accept the edits made to the schedule details.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the edits made to the schedule details.
Click the Delete button to delete the schedule for the recurring inspections.

Export to Excel
The user can export the grid results into an Excel spreadsheet by clicking the Export Results to Excel button in the top
right corner of the page.
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Asset Details
Every asset in the system has an Asset Details page. This page provides a detailed overview of the asset including basic
asset information, inspection reports, scheduling, maintenance, and more.
The Asset Details page can be reached for any asset by using the Asset Tree or quick search bar in the top right corner of
the application, locating the asset in a filter or query, etc.
Below is a description of each of the tabs on the Asset Details page. If a tab is not visible, click the Show More Details
button in the top right corner of the page to reveal the additional tabs that have been hidden by the user on the My
Preferences page.

Quick View

The Quick View tab displays basic information about the asset, the open reports for the asset, the scheduled inspections
for the asset, and any projects to which the asset is tied.
The reports in the Open Reports table can be edited or action can be taken against the report using the
icons.
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and

Asset Info
The Asset Info tab displays the completed reports for the asset and allows the user to create historical notes for the asset.

To take action against the report, click the

icon.

To create a new historical note for the asset, click the Create New History/Note button in the History/Notes section.
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Files
The Files tab displays the files that have been attached to the asset and any of its reports and allows the user to add new
files to the asset.

Attaching Files

To attach a file to the asset, click the Select button. This will open the computer's files. Select one or more files and click
Open.
Use the File Type dropdown to indicate the type of file that is being attached to the asset. If a photo is being attached,
use the Category checkboxes to check off one or more categories for the photo, if desired.
Note: If multiple files are being attached, it's important that all of the files be of the same file type/category.
Use the Set Description checkbox to automatically use the uploaded file's file name to fill in the Description textbox.
To accept the selected files and attach them to the asset, click the Attach button.
To remove any of the files, click the

icon for the desired file.
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Viewing Files
The bottom portion of the Files tab allows the user to view all of the files attached to the asset.

There are various controls for each of the report's file types:
File Type Controls
Control

Name

Description

Save Order Changes

If a file type has multiple files, each file is given
an order number. Those numbers can be edited to
change the order of the files, and this button saves
those changes.
Opens the photo viewer to scroll through the
images and view them at a much larger scale.

Photo Viewer

Displays a list of all of the files in that file type
and allows the order of the files to be changed.

File List
Delete Selected
Select from Previous
Reports

Deletes the selected file(s) from the report.
Allows the user to search through and attach old
report files.

Note: The available controls differ depending on the file type.

In addition to the file type controls, each individual file within a file type has controls:
File Controls
Control

Name

Description

Edit
Image

Opens the image editor to allow the user to edit the look of the image,
draw on it, add text, etc.

Refresh
Image

Updates the thumbnail view of the image after it has been edited in the
image editor.
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File Controls
Control

Checkbox

Name

Description

Edit
Details

Allows the user to edit all of the file's details, including file name, file
type, category, etc.

Set as
Default
Image

Establishes the image as the asset's default image, displaying it on the
Asset Details page.

Delete

Checking this box will delete this file (and any other files with their
boxes checked) when the file type's delete button is selected.

Note: The available controls differ depending on the file type.
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Maintenance
The Maintenance tab displays all of the maintenance items for the asset.

The Create New Maintenance and Manage buttons will allow the user to create and manage maintenance items, as
described in the Maintenance module section of the user manual.
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Scheduling
The Scheduling tab displays all of the inspections scheduled for the asset, including both nonrecurring and recurring
inspections.

The Schedule Inspections grid shows all of the inspections that are scheduled for the asset regardless of the recurring or
non-recurring status.
The Asset's Recurring Inspection Types grid shows only the inspection types that are set as required, recurring inspections for the asset.

Nonrecurring Inspection
A new nonrecurring inspection can be scheduled by clicking the Schedule Nonrecurring Inspection button:

Select the desired inspection type, due date, and assigned user for the inspection.
Click the Save button to schedule the new nonrecurring inspection for the asset.
Once scheduled, the inspection will be added to the Scheduled Inspections table and the Edit and Delete links will be
available.

Recurring Inspection
A new recurring inspection can be scheduled by clicking the Add Recurring Inspection button:
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Select the desired inspection type, indicate the frequency of the inspections, determine whether the existing inspection
due dates and scheduled dates will be updated, and indicate the due date.
Click the Save button to add the new recurring inspection for the asset.
Once scheduled, the inspection will be added to the Asset's Recurring Inspection Types table and the Edit and Delete
links will be available.
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Administration
The Administration tab displays the asset's user security settings and the changes that have been made to the asset.
Note: Only administrators can access this tab.

User Asset Security
This section displays the user group and supplemental security for the selected asset.

Asset Changes
This section allows the admin to see what changes have been made to the asset.
Select a date range and use the User dropdown to select "[All Users]" or a specific user.
Click the Run Report button to view the results:
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Asset Details Page Controls
In addition to the Asset Details page's tabs, there are buttons in the top right corner of the screen:

Show More Details
The Show More Details button displays the additional tabs on the Asset Details page that have been hidden by the user
on the My Preferences page.

Edit Asset Values
The Edit Asset Values button opens the asset value inspection report view. This is the same view seen by users when in
the asset's inspection report but with a blue background and a different purpose.
Note: Access to edit asset values is dependent on the user's role permissions.
The user can navigate the forms to edit/view the asset values. Most often, an asset's most recent report values will be
used to overwrite the existing asset values to ensure the asset values remain up-to-date and accurate.
However, there will be instances in which the user may need to update the asset values, such as a change to an under
record.

Show on Map
The Show on Map button opens the map view of the asset.
Note: This takes the user to the Main Map page within the Manager module, therefore only users with access to the
Manager module will see this control.

Create Report
The Create Report button begins the process of creating a new inspection report for the asset. This process is described
in detail in the next section.
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Inspection Reports
The inspection report process is one of the main components of the AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)
software. An inspection report is created each time an inspector performs an inspection in the field. All of the data, files,
and information associated with an inspection are located within the inspection report.
Existing reports can be accessed through various filters and pages in AWARI, but the creation of inspection reports is
performed primarily on an asset's Asset Details page.

Creating a New Inspection Report
The inspection report process begins by visiting an asset's Asset Details page and clicking the Create Report button.

New Report Selections
Create Inspection Report Based On:
Use the Based On radio buttons to determine whether the new inspection report will be blank or whether the asset's
asset values will be used to fill the report. In most cases, users will choose to fill in the report with the asset values to
save time and avoid having to re-enter asset information that has not changed since the last inspection.

Options:
Use the Options checkboxes to determine if the new report will copy report files and/or previous report section attachments. Checking these boxes will pull the items from the last recorded inspection report for the asset.
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Report Type:
Use the Report Type dropdown to determine what the report type will be for the new inspection. This selection is important because it determines the forms, report sections, and workflow for the inspection report.
Note: The report type cannot be changed once the report is created.

Inspection Type:
Use the Inspection Type checkboxes to determine the inspection type of the new inspection. This is the business reason
for the inspection and can also be used to set up automatic scheduling in AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections
(AWARI).
Note: More than one inspection type can be selected for the inspection report.

Create or Cancel
Click the Create button to create the asset's new inspection report and be taken to the inspection report view of AWARI.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the creation of a new inspection report for the asset.
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Navigating the Inspection Report
Once the inspection report is created, the user is taken to the inspection report view of AssetWise Asset Reliability
Inspections (AWARI). This view has a few main components that make up its design:

1. Content View
The content view displays the currently selected form within the inspection report view.

2. Navigation Bar
The navigation bar houses the various functions and forms necessary to navigate the inspection report.

1

Show/Hide Navigation Bar

2

Show Forms

3

Report Actions

4

GIS Location Map

5

Current Field Info

6

Manual Pages for Current Field

7

Photo Attachments for Current Field
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8

Exit Report

9

Asset Name

10

Exit to Parent Asset

3. Navigation Pane
The navigation pane displays all of the options of the item selected from the navigation bar. This could be report
actions, various forms, etc.
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Inside the Inspection Report
Certain aspects of an inspection report will be different for each agency using AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections
(AWARI) due to the configurability of the forms, but the basics of an inspection report will be the same for all users.

Inspection Report Information
When a new inspection report is created it will open to the Inspection Report Information page. This page contains the
general report information including the assigned user, scheduling, and previous reports.

User Assignment:
To change the user assigned to the report, click on the desired user and use the
from the Users Assigned to Report listbox.

and

buttons to move the user to/-

Note: More than one user can be assigned to a report.
When a user is selected, clicking the Set as Owner button will establish that user as the owner of the report. If the inspection is being performed by a single individual, he/she will be the owner. If a team of inspectors are performing the inspection, the owner will typically be the team leader.
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Report Sections
The Report Sections form determines the look and settings of the PDF output of the report.

Add Section or Attachment
To add a section not currently listed or an external attachment, click the Add Sections/PDF Attachments button.

Use the controls to add the desired report sections or attachments to the report's PDF output.
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Remove Section
To remove a section currently listed among the output sections, click that section's

button.

Order
The order of the sections determines how they will be displayed in the PDF output. Use the Order textboxes to assign
each section a number, starting with "1."
If the order of the report sections has been changed, click the Save Order Changes button to save the changes.

View Link
Click the View link for the desired report section to display what that report section will look like within the PDF.

Checkboxes
l
l

l
l

Print - Check the box if the report section should be included in the printed output of the report.
Include in Table of Contents - Check the box if the report section should be included in the output's table of contents.
Insert Cover Page Before Section - Check the box if the report section should have a cover page.
Show Page Number - Check the box if the report section should have page numbers shown.

Report Section Controls
Click the View PDF button to view the output with all of the report sections.
Click the Email PDF button to email the PDF to the desired email addresses.
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Pictures/Files
The Pictures/Files form allows the user to attach pictures and other files to the report.

Attaching Files
To attach a file to the asset, click the Select button. This will open the computer's files. Select one or more files and click
Open. The selected files will be previewed prior to finalizing the attachment.
Use the File Type dropdown to indicate the type of file that is being attached to the asset. If a photo is being attached,
use the Category checkboxes to check off one or more categories for the photo, if desired.
Note: If multiple files are being attached, it's important that all of the files be of the same file type/category.
Use the Set Description checkbox to automatically use the uploaded file's file name to fill in the Description textbox.
To accept the selected files and attach them to the asset, click the Attach button.
To remove any of the files, click the

icon for the desired file.

Viewing Files
The bottom portion of the Pictures/Files form allows the user to view all of the files attached to the report.
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There are various controls for each of the report's file types:
File Type Controls
Control

Name

Description

Save Order Changes

If a file type has multiple files, each file is
given an order number. Those numbers
can be edited to change the order of the
files, and this button saves those changes.

Photo Viewer

Opens the photo viewer to scroll through
the images and view them at a much
larger scale.

File List

Displays a list of all of the files in that file
type and allows the order of the files to be
changed.

Select All for Printing

Selects all of the files in the file type to be
included in the printed report.

Select None for
Printing

Selects none of the files in the file type to
be included in the printed report.

Delete Selected

Deletes the selected file(s) from the report.

Select from Previous
Reports

Allows the user to search through and
attach old report files.

Note: The available controls differ depending on the file type.

In addition to the file type controls, each individual file within a file type has controls:
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File Controls
Control

Name

Description

Edit Image

Opens the image editor to allow the user to edit the look of the image,
draw on it, add text, etc.

Refresh Image

Updates the thumbnail view of the image after it has been edited in
the image editor.

Edit Details

Allows the user to edit all of the file's details, including file name, file
type, category, etc.

Set as Default
Image

Establishes the image as the asset's default image, displaying it on the
Asset Details page.

Checkbox

Include File in
Printed Report

Checking this box ensures that the file will be included in the printed
version of the report.

Checkbox

Set as Cover
Photo

Checkbox

Delete

Establishes the image as the cover photo for the printed report.
Checking this box will delete this file (and any other files with their
boxes checked) when the file type's delete button is selected.

Note: The available controls differ depending on the file type.

Attaching Files to Fields
One thing the Pictures/Files form does not allow the user to do is to attach files directly to a specific field within a form.
This must be done within the form itself.
To perform this action, open the desired form and click on the desired control. For a textbox - click inside the textbox,
for a dropdown - open the dropdown, etc.
Once the control is selected, the

icon within the Navigation Bar will no longer be greyed out and can be selected.

To add an attachment to the control, click the

button:
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To attach a file to the asset, click the Select button. This will open the computer's files. Select one or more files and click
Open. The selected files will be previewed prior to finalizing the attachment.
Use the File Type dropdown to indicate the type of file that is being attached to the asset. If a photo is being attached,
use the Category checkboxes to check off one or more categories for the photo, if desired.
Note: If multiple files are being attached, it's important that all of the files be of the same file type/category.
Use the Set Description checkbox to automatically use the uploaded file's file name to fill in the Description textbox.
To accept the selected files and attach them to the asset, click the Attach button.
To remove any of the files, click the

icon for the desired file.
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Location Map
The Location Map form allows the user to add map views to the report. To add a new map view, click the Create New
Image button:

Adjust the map to desired location, zooming as far in or out as needed, and then click the Save button to save the map
view.
Note: The map pin cannot be moved using this form. It must be moved from the Main Map page within the Manager
module. Managers can also access the Main Map page from the Asset Details page.
Click Cancel to cancel creating the new map view.
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Forms
The Forms page displays all of the forms that exist in the Forms section of the Navigation Bar and allows the user to
determine which forms will appear in the Forms section for the currently selected inspection report.

Forms with unchecked boxes will no longer be displayed in the Forms section of the Navigation Bar when the page is
refreshed.
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Asset Files
The Asset Files form allows the user to view all of the files for the selected asset, not just the files for the current inspection report.
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Element Inspection
The Element Inspection form is for users who perform National Bridge Element inspections. It allows the inspector to
indicate the condition of each of the structure's elements as well as add defects and protective systems.

Add New Element
To add a new element to the list, click the Actions dropdown button and select "Add Physical Element."

Locate the desired element, click the desired Environment button for the element (1-4), then click the Add button.
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Editing Elements
Once an element is added, its total quantity and condition states can be determined and changed. Enter the entire size of
the element in the Total Quantity textbox. By default, the State 1 textbox will populate with the total quantity. As values are entered for condition states 2-4, condition state 1 will update to ensure that the total of condition states 1-4 add
up to match the total quantity. This is why the State 1 textbox is greyed out and cannot be changed.
To add a defect or protective system to the element, click the
Use

icon and select the desired option to open a popup.

buttons to select the defects or protective systems to add to the element, then click the Add button.

Note: If the desired defect or protective system isn't listed, it likely has not been linked to the element. Contact your
administrator to have the element linked to the desired defect or protective system on the Manage Elements page of the
Administration module.
Once defects and/or protective systems are added, the total quantity and condition states can be determined and changed
in the same way as elements.

Add Pictures/Files or Maintenance
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) now allows users to add files and maintenance directly to an element,
defect, or protective system. Select the View link for the desired element, then use the Pictures/Files tab or Maintenance
tab to add the desired files or maintenance.
For more information on adding pictures/files, see the Pictures/Files portion of the Inspection Reports user manual section.
For more information on adding maintenance items, see the Maintenance module section of the user manual.
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Scour Channel Profile

The Scour Channel Profile form is a default AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) form used to record channel bed measurements and create a sketch with the data. The below figure of a bridge can be used to help explain the
form and how it works:

Channel Bed Measurements
- The Measurement Type dropdown determines how the data will be measured. "Depth from Reference Point" will
measure down from a specific reference point, which will typically be the deck. "Height in Elevation" will measure up
from the bed of the river. These two options are opposites, therefore it's very important to ensure that the data collected
matches the selection so that the sketch created when the form is complete is accurate.
Note: "Depth from Reference Point" is the more commonly used measurement type.
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Regardless of the selection, the system does not assume multiple measurements are being taken. If the inspector measures
from the measurement point to the water, then from the water to the channel bed, the inspector must input the sum of
those two measurements into the grid.
Note: It is important to be consistent with measurements throughout the process. For example, if "Depth from Reference
Point" is the selected measurement type, every data item entered on the form must be measured in that same way.
- The Location Distance Reference Point textbox indicates the "0" location for all "Measurement Location" measurements in the Measurement Points grid.
- The Depth/Height Reference Point textbox is used to indicate the specific spot on the bridge from where the
"Depth/Height Measured" measurement in the Measurement Points grid is measured.
The Height of Bridge textbox is only available if the "Height in Elevation" measurement type is selected. It is used to
indicate the height of the bridge from the underwater footings and can be found in the original drawings/documentation
for the bridge.
The Number of Measurement Points Taken dropdown indicates how many measurements will be taken across the
bridge. The Measurement Points grid below the dropdown will expand to the number selected.

Measurement Points Grid

Note: The values in the above grid example are not representative of the bridge image at the beginning of this section.
- Items 4 through 7 on the bridge image indicate the locations of the measurement points. The Measurement
Point Label and Measurement Location textboxes typically will not change from report to report as the measurement
points are not typically changed once established.
Note: The sketch drawn by the form assumes that the measurement points are in a straight line along the leading edge of
the bridge.
The Depth/Height Measured textbox is the field that will be updated upon every new inspection. It is the actual measurement, be it a depth or height measurement, of the distance between the bridge and the water's floor.

Fixed Objects Grid
The Number of Fixed Objects in Channel dropdown indicates how many fixed objects are within the channel. The
Fixed Objects grid below the dropdown will expand to the number selected.
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Note: The values in the above grid example are not representative of the bridge image at the beginning of this section.
- Items 8 and 9 on the bridge image indicate the locations of the bridge's fixed objects. The Fixed Object
Label and Measurement Location will not change once established.
The Depth/Height to Top and Depth/Height to Bottom textboxes indicate the highest and lowest measurement points for
each fixed object.

Other Channel Information
The Depth/Height of Water Level and Depth/Height of High Water Mark textboxes allow the user to add additional
information about the water level and high water mark that will then be shown on the sketch of the channel.

Graphing Options
The Graphing Options checkboxes indicate whether or not to include the following on the sketch:
l
l
l
l

High water mark line
Current water level line
Previous - The line to show the previous inspection's results.
Baseline - The line to show the original (oldest) inspection's results.

The View Sketch button opens a popup with a sketch representation of the measurements:
The Save Image button saves the sketch to the report.

View Sketch
When the View Sketch button is clicked, a popup of the sketch will appear:
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Additional/Configured Forms
Due to the configurability of AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)'s forms and the individual needs of each
agency that uses AWARI, most of the remaining forms used within an inspection report will be different from agency to
agency.
One of AWARI's greatest strengths is the Site Configuration suite that was introduced in version 7.4. It allows each
agency to configure their own forms to look and perform the way that they want. For more information on creating
forms, read the Site Configuration section of the user manual.
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Submitting the Inspection Report
When an inspection report is complete it must then be submitted into the agency's workflow for approval.
To submit a report, click the
Report for Review link:

icon to view the Report Actions section of the Navigation Bar and click the Submit

Select the desired workflow stage to send the report to from the Workflow Stage dropdown.
Select the desired user to send the report to for approval from the Submit To dropdown.
Click the Submit button to submit the inspection report for review, or click the Close button to cancel the submission.

Conflict Resolver
When a report has proceeded through the agency's workflow and is submitted for final approval, AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) compares the report values to the asset's asset values to determine if there are any conflicts.
A conflict exists when an asset value is both different and newer than a value in the submitted report.
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A conflict is determined by reviewing the time stamps of the values. Because the most recent report values become the
asset values, issues arise when the asset values have time stamps that are more recent than the most recent report values.
This typically occurs because the time stamp for report values is the date and time of the creation of the report not the
submission of the report.
Example: A new report is created for an asset on 01/02/16 at 1:00 p.m. A user realizes there is an error with the asset values of that same asset and makes corrections on 01/05/16 at 9:00 a.m. The asset's report is completed and submitted for
final approval on 01/10/16 at 4:00 p.m.
The report was submitted more recently than the asset values were changed, but a conflict arises because the system
recognizes the report values' time stamp as 01/02/16 at 1:00 p.m and the new asset values' time stamp as 01/05/16 at
9:00 a.m.
Conflicts must be resolved before the report can be submitted for final approval. Conflicts can be resolved in two ways:
1. Manually - The user can manually edit the conflicting values by clicking on the form link for each of the conflicting values. The values that need changed will be highlighted in red on the form:

Clicking on the field will reveal a popup that allows the user to choose whether to use the asset value or the
report value:
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Once all of the conflicts are resolved, the user can resubmit the report.
2. Automatically - The user can use the dropdown to determine whether all of the conflicts will use the asset values
or report values:

Once a selection is made, the user can resubmit the report.

Issues Due to Editing and Resubmitting Reports
Issues can also occur when a user needs to edit an existing report. This depends on whether or not the report is the most
recent report for the asset. Assuming the asset values have not been changed, reports fall into four categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Created but yet to be approved - most recent report for asset
Approved, reopened and edited, then resubmitted - most recent report for asset
Created but yet to be approved - not most recent report for asset
Approved, reopened and edited, then resubmitted - not most recent report for asset

Editing items 1 and 2 does not create an issue for the user because they are the most recent reports for the asset and therefore their values will be accepted as the new asset values.
Items 3 and 4 create issues because they are not the most recently created reports for the asset. Regardless of when the
reports are edited and submitted, their changes will not trigger the asset values to update because their time stamps are
based on report creation and not report submission. In order to get the asset values to update, the user must either change
the asset values specifically or create a new report and enter the desired values so that the report will have the most
recent time stamp and update the asset values.
Example: A good example of this situation is when an agency creates a routine inspection report for an asset and then
later creates an underwater inspection report for the same asset. If the user realizes a mistake was made on the routine
inspection, fixing the mistake will not update the asset values because the underwater inspection report has the most
recent time stamp for the asset.
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Maintenance
This section describes the pages and processes that
make up the Maintenance module within AssetWise
Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI). The
Maintenance module will be utilized mainly by users
performing or managing the maintenance needs of an
agency's assets.

Maintenance Module Overview
The AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) Maintenance module is specialized for maintenance personnel
who are carrying out work on assets outside of the typical inspection process. Users can view and update existing maintenance items, create new maintenance items, and have all of the data seamlessly integrated between the Collector and
Manager modules.
The Maintenance module has several pages including the Maintenance Filter, Maintenance Dashboard, and Manage
Maintenance by Asset that streamline the users' ability to access and update the maintenance items that are in the system.
Both reactive and recurring maintenance items can be recorded and tracked, and each individual user can easily see the
items that are assigned to them and their area of concern.
As with the other modules, pictures and other files can easily be attached to maintenance items to show before and after
results of maintenance work. All data collected is saved in the web server and can be accessed at any time. This integrated level of access and reporting makes closing the loop between inspection results and maintenance activities simple
and efficient.
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Maintenance Filter
The Maintenance Filter tool, located in the Maintenance module, allows the user to create custom filters to locate maintenance items based on a set of defined criteria.

Create New Maintenance Filter
New maintenance filters can be created and saved for future use on the Maintenance Filter page. To begin, Click the
Manage dropdown and select Create New. Once a filter is created, the Manage dropdown can also be used to edit or
delete the filter.

Maintenance Filter Controls
Name
The Name field is used to designate a name for the filter. Once saved, the filter will be included in the Saved Filters
dropdown on the Maintenance Filter page. It is helpful to choose a name that gives an indication of the filter’s criteria
and display fields.

Criteria
The criteria determine exactly what the filter will search for and return. Multiple criteria can be added to one filter. To
add a new criterion to the filter, click the

symbol:
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Note: AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) CE now allows user-defined fields (created in the Site Configuration tools) to be used as filter criteria.

Adding a Criterion
The information necessary to add a criterion is dependent upon the selection. Typically there will be a dropdown
selection or a combination of a dropdown selection and a text field. Much of the criteria will require a determination
of how the filter will search for them. The following table provides a description of the parameters and how they operate within the context of the filter.
Parameter Meanings
Selection

Description

=

The filter will only return maintenance reports with a criterion that exactly matches the text
field. This can be used for words and numbers.

<

The filter will only return maintenance reports with a criterion that is less than the text field.
This can be used for numbers only.

>

The filter will only return maintenance reports with a criterion that is greater than the text
field. This can be used for numbers only.

<=

The filter will only return maintenance reports with a criterion that is less than or exactly
matches the text field. This can be used for numbers only.

>=

The filter will only return maintenance reports with a criterion that is greater than or exactly
matches the text field. This can be used for numbers only.

In the Past

The filter will only return items with a criterion that exists within a specified time in the past.

In the Next

The filter will only return items with a criterion that exists within a specified time in the
future.

Once the criterion is complete, click Add to add the criterion to the filter, or click the

symbol to cancel and go back.

To delete or edit a criterion from the filter, select the desired criterion from the list to reopen the criterion’s information:

Click Delete to delete the criterion from the filter, or make the desired changes and click Update.
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Display Columns
The display columns are the column headers for the filtered list of maintenance reports, therefore determining what
aspects of the filtered maintenance reports will be displayed in the list.

To add a display column to the filter, select the desired column from the Available Columns listbox and click the
button. To remove a display column from the filter, select the desired display column from the Display Columns listbox
and click the

button.

To change the order in which the display columns will appear in the filtered list, select the desired display column from
the Display Columns listbox and use the
and
buttons to change the order. The display column at the top of the
Display Columns listbox will be the left-most column in the filtered list of reports.

Sort Columns
AWARI CE now allows users to establish default sorting options for filters. Filters can still be sorted when viewed, but
the Sort Columns listbox is used to establish the default sorting the filter will have upon opening.

To add a sort column, select the desired column from the Display Columns listbox and click the
a sort column, select the desired column from the Sort Columns listbox and click the

button. To remove

button.

When a column is selected in the Sort Columns listbox, use the
and
symbols to determine whether it will sort in
ascending or descending order. For dates, "A-Z" begins with the oldest date, "Z-A" begins with the newest date.

Save/Cancel
When the desired selections have been made, click the Save button to save the filter.
To cancel the new filter creation, click the Cancel button.

Viewing the Maintenance Filter
When a new filter is created and saved, it is also run. To view an existing saved filter, click the Saved Filters button and
select the desired filter from the list. The selected filter will then run:
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To sort by a specific column, click on that column's header link. The page will then refresh and an arrow will appear
next to the header to display whether it is sorted in ascending or descending order.

Private/Public Filters
When a user creates a filter, that filter is considered private and is only visible by that user. However, users do have the
ability to make their filters public and choose which other users can utilize them.
Once a filter has been saved, the Manage dropdown will have an option to "Save As Public Filter."

Clicking the Save As Public Filter link will make the filter public and take the user to the Manage Filter Permissions
page where they can determine which roles and/or profiles within the system can access the filter.
For more information on determining filter permissions, read the Manage Filter Permissions section of the user manual.

Create a New Maintenance Item
The Maintenance Filter page also allows the user to create new maintenance items for an asset without leaving the page.
To begin, click the Create New Maintenance dropdown button next to the Manage dropdown button to reveal all of the
available maintenance types. Select the desired maintenance type to open the following popup:
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Use the Asset Tree to select an asset to which to add the maintenance item. Clicking on the asset will take the user to
the maintenance item form.
The process of completing the maintenance item form is described on the Manage Maintenance by Asset page's manual
section.
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Manage Maintenance by Asset
The Manage Maintenance by Asset page, located in the Maintenance module, allows the user to select a specific asset to
view its current maintenance needs as well as add new maintenance items.

Begin by locating the desired asset in the Asset Tree. Selecting the asset will reveal its maintenance items:

Note: Multiple assets can be selected without refreshing the page. If an asset is selected from the Asset Tree, a new tab
will be opened within the page, allowing the user to switch from asset to asset.
To view an existing maintenance item, select that item's View link.

Create New Maintenance Item
New maintenance items can be created for the selected asset by clicking the Create New Maintenance dropdown button
and selecting the maintenance type from the dropdown. The following page will then open:
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New Maintenance Item
Workflow Buttons
l

l

l

l

- Change Workflow Stage - Allows the user to change the current workflow stage of the maintenance item.
- Assign to Other User - Allows the user to assign the maintenance item to another user.
- Assign to Me - Allows the user to assign the maintenance item to his/her self.
- History - Allows the user to view the history of the maintenance item.

Date Reported
Use the Date Reported textbox to indicate the date that the maintenance item was reported.

Priority
Use the Priority dropdown to indicate the priority of the maintenance item. The meaning of each priority level will
depend on the agency's standards.
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Work Code
Use the Work Code dropdown to indicate what type of action needs to be performed on the maintenance item.

Attach Files
The

icon provides a view of all of the files that have been attached to the maintenance item.

To attach files to the maintenance item, click the
icon at the bottom right of the section. A popup will appear to
allow the user to attach files to the maintenance report:

Attach Picture/File
To attach a file to the maintenance item, click the Select button. This will open the computer's files. Select one or
more files and click Open. The selected files will be previewed.
Use the File Type dropdown to indicate the type of file that is being attached to the maintenance item. If a photo is
being attached, use the Category checkboxes to check off one or more categories for the photo, if desired.
Note: If multiple files are being attached, it's important that all of the files be of the same file type/category.
Use the Set Description to File Name checkbox to automatically use the uploaded file's file name to fill in the
Description textbox.
To accept the selected files and attach them to the maintenance item, click the Attach button.
To remove any of the files, click the

icon for the desired file.

Attach Existing File From Report
To use an existing file from a report, select the Attach Existing File From Report tab and use the File Tree to locate
the desired file.

Manage Existing Maintenance Items
Existing maintenance items can be managed for the selected asset by clicking the Manage dropdown button and selecting the maintenance type from the dropdown. The following page will then open:
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Use the dropdown at the top left corner of the screen to filter the maintenance items shown based on whether they're
open, closed, etc.
To add a new maintenance item, click the
symbol in the top left corner of the screen. This will add a blank maintenance item (it will need to be opened before it can be edited).
To open a maintenance item, click that item's
tenance item as described above.

symbol. The editing process will be the same as creating a new main-

To delete a maintenance item, click that item's

symbol.
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Work Orders
The Work Order feature, located in the Maintenance module, is used to group together sets of maintenance items so that
they may be organized and assigned to be completed.

Create New Work Order
When the user wants to group a set of maintenance items into a work order, the process begins by clicking the Create
New Work Order button in the top right corner of the screen. This will open the following page:

Complete the Subject and Description textboxes and click the Save button to proceed to the following page:
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The Work Order Information section of the work order provides the description, workflow, and attached files. The Work
Order Details section of the work order allows the user to add and manage maintenance items.

Work Order Information
Workflow
- Change Workflow Stage - Allows the user to change the current workflow stage of the maintenance item.

l

l

- Assign to Other User - Allows the user to assign the maintenance item to another user.
- Assign to Me - Allows the user to assign the maintenance item to his/her self.

l

l

- History - Allows the user to view the history of the maintenance item.

Asset Files
The

button provides a view of all of the files that have been attached to the maintenance item.

To attach files to the maintenance item, click the

button. A popup will appear to allow the user to attach files:
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Attach Picture/File
To attach a file to the work order, click the Select button. This will open the computer's files. Select one or more files
and click Open. The selected files will be previewed.
Use the File Type dropdown to indicate the type of file that is being attached to the work order. If a photo is being
attached, use the Category checkboxes to check off one or more categories for the photo, if desired.
Note: If multiple files are being attached, it's important that all of the files be of the same file type/category.
Use the Set Description to File Name checkbox to automatically use the uploaded file's file name to fill in the
Description textbox.
To accept the selected files and attach them to the work order, click the Attach button.
To remove any of the files, click the

icon for the desired file.

Attach Existing File From Report
To use an existing file from a report, select the Attach Existing File From Report tab and use the File Tree to locate
the desired file.

Add Maintenance Items
To add maintenance items to the work order, click the Add/Remove Items button. The following popup will appear:
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View Options
The View Options radio buttons determine what results will appear when the selections have been made.
l

l

View only results for this work order - This will only display the maintenance items of the selected assets that
already belong to the work order. This is typically used when the user wants to remove maintenance items.
View all results from filtered selections - This will display all existing maintenance items of the selected assets
regardless of whether or not they belong to the work order.

Find Items by Asset
Use the filter and Asset Tree to locate the desired assets and check their checkboxes to add them to the maintenance
item search.

Find Items by Type
Use the Maintenance Type dropdown to filter the maintenance items based on maintenance type.

Select Maintenance Items
Once the desired settings have been established, click the View Results button to reveal all of the maintenance items that
fit the criteria:
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Check the checkboxes of the maintenance items that should be added to the work order and click the Save Selections
button.

Manage Work Order
Once the work order has maintenance items added, they will appear in the Work Order Details section.

Click the

icon to delete a maintenance item from the work order.

Click the View link to view the details of the maintenance item.

Delete the Work Order
To delete the work order, click the Delete button in the top right corner of the screen.
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Manager
This section describes the pages and processes that
make up the Manager module within AssetWise Asset
Reliability Inspections (AWARI). The Manager
module will be utilized by managers, leaders, or other
individuals of authority within an agency to manage
assets and inspections, run queries, and create the
Federal submissions.

Manager Module Overview
With potentially thousands of structures to manage, powerful software tools are critical to ensure effective and efficient
asset management. The Manager module is focused on retrieving, reporting on, and visualizing the data that has been
collected for the assets in the system. This module is typically reserved for manager-level access and features advanced
dashboard widgets, mapping functionality, and configurable reporting and querying tools.
One of the most powerful capabilities of the Manager module is the report query, which can be used to create reports
based on any inventory and inspection data that has been collected in the system. A manager can quickly use the tool to
create query criteria and select what information they would like to see for each asset that meets the criteria. The results
of the report query can then be exported to a number of formats.
Incorporated into the Manager module is the interactive, GIS-based mapping capability that displays the position of
each asset in the system. The map allows for pinpoint accuracy in locating any asset as well as allowing the user to click
on an asset to access additional information and pictures.
The Manager module also includes an executive level dashboard including graphs and charts which show performance
metrics based on industry best practices for the assets in the system. Managers can choose which data they are most interested in and can configure their dashboard to display only the most important data. The graphs and charts which summarize the performance metric data can also be clicked on to allow the user to view the details of the data.
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Main Map
The Main Map feature, located in the Manager module, allows the manager to view a map of the filtered assets.

Filter Assets
Use the Asset Tree to select which assets to include in the map. To filter further, use the Asset Filter dropdown to select
a filter type and then enter the desired criterion into the Asset Filter textbox.
The Asset Type checkboxes can also be used to filter for specific asset types.

View Map
To view the filtered assets on the map, click the Show Assets button in the top right corner of the screen. The map will
then appear with the assets pinpointed:
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The
icon indicates a specific asset. Seeing a circle with a number inside assets in close proximity.

To view information about an asset, click that asset's

icon to reveal the details:

Information Tab

Visit the Asset Details page by clicking the Asset Details Page link.
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- indicates a specific number of

Zoom into the asset on the map with the Zoom Map to Asset button.

Street View Tab
The Street View tab allows the manager to view the asset's street view:
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Management Reports
The Management Reports tool, located in the Manager module, allows the user to run specific reports for designated
assets.

To run a report, select the assets to be included using the Asset Tree, select the report's output from the Output Type
dropdown, and then click the Run Report link for the desired report.
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Query
The Query tool, located in the Manager module, allows the user to create reports based on any inventory and inspection
data that has been collected in the system. Each query can be created with specific criteria to return the intended result.
The Query tool will open to the Report query type by default, but the Query Type dropdown button the top left corner
of the page allows the manager to select which type of query to perform: Report, Asset File, Element, Repeating Field
Group, or Maintenance.

Report/Asset File/RFG/Maintenance Queries
The Report, Asset File, Repeating Field Group, and Maintenance query types all use the same interface. Any difference
between the query types (most notably the Asset File type) will be noted.

Create New Query
To create a new query, use the side tabs to determine the query criteria and other specifications.

Enter Query Criteria Tab
To specify the criteria for the query, click the Enter Query Criteria tab.

Click the Click to Add a New Criteria link to add a criterion.
Note: If the Add Criteria Field to Displayed Columns checkbox is checked, any criteria added to the query will automatically become a display column in the report the query creates.
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Use the All/Any dropdown to determine whether the query will return results that match "All" or "Any" of the criteria
selected.
Select the desired field and use the dropdown and textbox to specify the details of the criterion.
Parameter Meanings
Selection
=

The filter will only return items with a criterion that exactly matches the text field. This can be
used for text and numbers.

<

The filter will only return items with a criterion that is less than the text field. This can be used
for numbers only.

>

The filter will only return items with a criterion that is greater than the text field. This can be used
for numbers only.

<=

The filter will only return items with a criterion that is less than or exactly matches the text field.
This can be used for numbers only.

>=

The filter will only return items with a criterion that is greater than or exactly matches the text
field. This can be used for numbers only.

Contains

The filter will return all items with a criterion that contains at least what is in the text field. This
can be used for text and numbers.

Does Not
Contain

The filter will return all items with a criterion that does not contain what is in the text field. This
can be used for text and numbers.

In List
Not In List

The

Description

The filter will return all items with a criterion that is in the list of items. Multiple items can be
listed and separated by a comma.
The filter will return all items with a criterion that is not in the list of items. Multiple items can be
listed and separated by a comma.

button can assist the manager in picking a value to enter into the textbox.

Criteria Groups
Managers can group together criteria using the all/any system to increase the specificity of the query. Using the arrow
button or arrow icons, the manager can add a new criteria group:

Once added, the new group will have its own All/Any dropdown for the criteria within the group. This affords managers
great control in exactly what results the query will return. An example of a query with criteria groups is shown below:
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Example:

The red border on the inside displays the criteria group and the yellow border on the outside displays all of the criteria.
The image shows that ALL of the conditions must be met. This means that in order for an item to be a result of the
query, the criteria group condition and the other condition must be met. However, this does not mean that all of the criteria group's internal conditions must be met, because each criteria group has its own All/Any dropdown. "Any" is selected for the criteria group in the example above, therefore only one of the three conditions in the criteria group must be
true.
The text description of the condition helps further explain this point:
(All assets where field 'NBI 058: Deck' <= '4' OR All assets where field 'NBI 059: Superstructure' <= '4' OR All assets
where field 'NBI 060: Substructure' <= '4' ) AND All assets where field 'Asset Name' contains '101'

Additional Filters Tab
Additional filters can be added to the criteria selected to make the query even more exact. To add these filters, click the
Additional Filters tab.

Values Returned
The Values Returned dropdown allows the manager to decide whether the query will return assets with only their asset
values (the most recent values) or if it will also include current report values.

Filter by Parent Asset
Use the Asset Tree to determine which parent assets to search from when running the query. If no parent assets are selected, the query will run its criteria search over the entire system of assets.
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Records Displayed
Use the Records Displayed textbox to determine how many results will be listed per page on the query's report.

Field Groups
The Manage Field Groups link opens the Field Organizer page that allows the manager to create field groups. The field
groups group together sets of fields that then appear in the tree when adding a new criterion. This makes it easy to find
and select fields that are regularly used in queries.

Select Display Columns Tab
To determine what information will be displayed in the query's report, click the Select Display Columns tab.
Note: The Asset File query does not utilize the Select Display Columns tab.

Use the Available Report Fields Tree to locate the desired fields, then click the
the display columns.

button to add the selected fields to

Displayed Columns
The Up and Down links in the Displayed Columns table determine the order of the display columns in the query results.
The top entry in the table will be the left-most column in the query results.
The Display Type dropdown determines whether the column will display the field's value or description.
The Display Linked Files dropdown determines whether the column will include links to files that are attached to the
field.
To remove a display column, click the desired field's Delete link.

Enter Asset File Filters Tab
If desired, use the filter controls to help determine which files the query will return. These filter selections can be used in
addition to the Query Criteria but the query cannot be run solely with these filters.
Note: The Enter Asset File Filters tab is only for the Asset File query.
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The File Date controls allow the manager to establish a date range for the query results.
The File Type dropdown determines if all file types or a specific file type will be queried.
The File Name and File Description textboxes allow the manager to filter based on a specific file name or description.
These textboxes operate under the "Contain" control, therefore all asset files that contain the entry (and meet the other
specified criteria) will be present in the query results.
The Category dropdown can be used to specify a specific file category to filter.

Run Query
When a new query is complete or a saved query has been loaded, click the Run Query button in the top right corner of
the screen to view the results of the query:

Depending on the query type, various buttons will be available to edit the results, print the results, show the resulting
assets on a map, or export the results.

Edit Query Results
When a query is run, the user may have the ability to edit the results depending on the returned items and display criteria.
Note: Editing query results is typically only available to administrators. Editing controls are available on the report,
asset file, and maintenance query types.

Click the Edit Results button to reveal the display columns that can be edited:
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Make the desired changes, then click the Done Editing button.

Bulk Edit
In addition to editing singular fields, the administrator can also perform a bulk edit.

Select the desired field from the Update Field dropdown, then enter a new value into the textbox and click the Bulk
Edit button.

Additional Query Controls

Save the Query
To save the query, click the Save Query button to open the following popup:
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Provide a title, description, and category (if desired) for the query.
Click the Save Query as a New Query button to save the query.

Load a Query
To load a query, click the Load Existing Query button to open the following popup:

Note: Only queries of the currently selected query type will appear in the list. For example, if the Asset File query type
is selected, only saved Asset File queries will appear in the list.
Use the User and Category dropdowns to filter the queries.
Click View to read the query's description.
Click Run to run the query from the load screen.
Click Edit to make changes to the query.
Click Delete to delete the query.

Clear the Query
To clear the filter selections for the query, click the Clear Query button.
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Elements Query
The Elements Query page has a different design than the other queries and is only utilized by agencies that are using
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)'s element features.

Create New Elements Query
By default, opening the Elements Query page begins the process of creating a new query.

Element Criteria
To enter criteria for the query, click the Add Criteria button in the Element Criteria section.

Use the Element, State, and Parameter dropdowns and the textbox to make the desired selections for the criteria.
Note: For assistance with the meaning of each parameter symbol, view the Parameter Meanings table in the previous
query section.

Additional Element Query Options
Additional query options can be added to the criteria selected to make the query even more exact. To add these options,
open the Additional Element Query Options section.
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The Search Elements In dropdown determines whether or not values from "In Progress" reports will be included.
The Return Elements Matching dropdown determines whether the query will return results that match "All" or "Any" of
the criteria selected.
Use the Asset Tree to determine which parent assets to search from when running the query. If no parent assets are selected, the query will run its criteria search over the entire system of assets.

Element Return Types
The user can determine which element types and individual elements will be included in the search. To make these selections, open the Element Return Types section.

Use the Element Type checkboxes to determine which element types will be included in the query.
Use the Element checkboxes in the Elements to Return section to determine which elements will be included in the
query.

Run Element Query
When a new query is complete or a saved query has been loaded, click the Run Query button in either the top right
corner of the screen or at the bottom of the screen to view the results of the query:
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Use the various buttons to show the resulting assets on a map or export the results to the desired format.

Additional Element Query Controls

Save the Query
To save the query, click the Save Query button to open the following popup:

Provide a title, description, and category (if desired) for the query.
Click the Save Query as a New Query button to save the query.

Load a Query
To load a query, click the Load Existing Query button to open the following popup:
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Note: Only queries of the currently selected query type will appear in the list. For example, if the Asset File query type
is selected, only saved Asset File queries will appear in the list.
Use the User and Category dropdowns to filter the queries.
Click View to read the query's description.
Click Run to run the query from the load screen.
Click Edit to make changes to the query.
Click Delete to delete the query.

Clear the Query
To clear the filter selections for the query, click the Clear Query button.
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Federal Submission
The Federal Submission feature, located in the Manager module, allows the user to generate the NBI and Element tapes
for Federal submission.

NBI Tape Generation

The Asset Tree within the NBI Tape Generation page allows the user to determine exactly which assets to include in the
NBI tape generation. Only assets that are available to be included in the NBI tape will be shown in the Asset Tree.
The NBI Excluded Assets button takes the user to a new page that indicates how many assets are not eligible for the
NBI tape generation and for what reasons. This is discussed further in the Troubleshooting section below.
Once the desired assets have been selected from the Asset Tree, click the Generate NBI Tape button in the top right
corner of the screen. This will create a download of the information.
To reset the selections and start a new tape generation, click the Reset button in the top right corner of the screen.

Troubleshooting the NBI/NBE Tape Generation
While the process of generating the NBI tape is relatively simple, troubleshooting issues with the tape can be more challenging. To troubleshoot an NBI tape issue, it's important to understand the settings that determine what records are
included in the NBI tape:
Note: The NBE tape follows the same inclusion settings as the NBI tape. Therefore, the below information can be used
to troubleshoot the NBE tape as well.
To begin the troubleshooting process, click the NBI Excluded Assets button to view the Excluded Asset Summary:
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The Excluded Asset Summary grid indicates how many assets are being excluded from the NBI tape and the reasons
why. The Search by Reason Excluded tabs on the left side of the screen allow the user to view more in-depth information about a specific exclusion reason.
There are several reasons why an asset might be excluded from the NBI tape. The following table explains those reasons:
NBI Tape Exclusions
Exclusion

Description
Located on the Manage Inventory page is the Asset is
required for the FHWA NBI Tape Submission
checkbox.

Not Setup for FHWA NBI

This checkbox must be checked in order for the asset to
be eligible to be included in the tape.
This is one of the most common reasons why an asset is
not found in the tape.
Located on the Manage Inventory page is the Asset
Status dropdown.

Archived

This dropdown can be set to "Archived" in order to
archive the asset and make it unavailable for editing.
If an asset is archived, it will not be included in the tape.

Not Calculated

If an asset is in the Not Calculated category, it means
that it has been changed since the last NBI calculation
has been run. By default, the calculation runs every 15
minutes.
Within asset values there are certain items that dictate an
asset's inclusion in the tape.

No NBI 5A Value
NBI Item 5A must be completed in an asset's asset
values in order for the asset to appear in the NBI tape.
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NBI Tape Exclusions
Exclusion

Description
Only assets indicated as having an on record are
included in the tape.

No On Record Value

Assets that appear here either have their on record entry
mislabeled and must be fixed, or they are pedestrian or
railroad bridges whose on records will not be included
in the tape but whose under records will.
Within asset values there are certain items that dictate an
asset's inclusion in the tape.

NBI Item 112 Not Set to Y

NBI Item 112 must equal "Yes," indicating the asset
meets the FHWA's requirement of a length of 20 ft. or
greater, to be considered a bridge and appear on the tape.

With these NBI tape exclusions in mind, users can troubleshoot the following scenarios:

Scenario 1: An asset expected to be in the NBI tape is missing
If the NBI tape was generated but a desired asset was missing, there are two locations the user can check for information:
1. The NBI Calculations form within the asset values
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If the NBI Output String section within the form contains the red text above the grid, the user can see that the issue is
with the Asset is Required for the FHWA NBI Tape Submission checkbox on the Manage Inventory page. This should
be the first step taken to resolve the issue.
If the NBI Output String section within the form does not contain the red text or if completing the first step does not
resolve the issue, the user can check location two for more information:
2. The NBI Tape Generation page
Click the NBI Excluded Assets button to see which assets have been excluded from the generated tape and why:

As described earlier, use the side tabs to reveal which assets are being excluded and why. The specific asset being
searched for will be contained in one of the side tabs. Once it is located, simply resolve the issue that is keeping it from
being included in the NBI tape.

Scenario 2: An unwanted asset is included in the NBI tape
If the NBI tape was generated with an unwanted asset included, the quickest way to remove it is to uncheck that asset's
Asset is Required for the FHWA NBI Tape Submission checkbox on the Manage Inventory page.
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Unchecking the box will ensure that the selected asset cannot be included in the tape.

Scenario 3: The underrecords of an asset should be included in the NBI tape, but the
on record should not
A more uncommon scenario, typically affecting pedestrian and railroad bridges, is the need to submit underrecord information to the FHWA without including the on record information.
In order to accomplish this, the user must leave NBI Item 5A blank for the on record, but complete everything else as normal for the underrecords. Because NBI Item 5A must not be null in order for the record to be included in the tape, leaving it blank for the pedestrian, railroad, or other applicable bridge will exclude it from the tape. However, because NBI
Item 5A is filled in for the underrecords, they will be included in the tape.
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Element Tape Generation

The Asset Tree allows the user to determine exactly which assets to include in the element tape generation.
The Excluded Assets section indicates how many assets are being excluded from the element tape generation and why.
To view exactly which assets, click the View Assets link in the desired category.
Once the desired assets have been selected from the Asset Tree, click the Generate Element Tape button in the top right
corner of the screen. This will create a download of the information.
To reset the selections and start a new tape generation, click the Reset button in the top right corner of the screen.
Note: For help with understanding and troubleshooting the NBE tape generation, read the NBI Tape Generation section
of the user manual. Troubleshooting the NBE tape generation will follow the same steps as the NBI tape generation.
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Administration
This section describes the pages and processes that
make up the Administration module within AssetWise
Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI). The
Administration module allows for the setup of assets,
users, security, etc., and contains the Site
Configuration tools. This module should only be used
by administrators.

Administration Module Overview
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)'s Administration module contains the tools necessary to properly
secure and manage the potentially hundreds of users and thousands of assets in the system.
Administrators can group the numerous assets in the system together in asset groups, asset views, and projects to make it
easy to search for assets in the system and assign permissions based on the agency's business needs. Groupings can be
based on geographical location, asset type, inspection group, or any logical grouping. This flexibility allows administrators to adapt the system to an agency's existing business process and meet their needs.
AWARI utilizes a tiered security model based on user groups and roles that provides administrators with the power and
flexibility to quickly assign and manage the user permissions in the system. Each person who uses AWARI is given a
unique user name and password that they can use to log in to the system. Every user in the system is assigned to one or
more roles which determine their level of access. These roles could be an administrator, manager, inspector, or a readonly data viewer. Once a user is assigned a role, an administrator can grant them access to assets or groups of assets in
the system.
The Administration module also contains the Site Configuration tools that enable administrators to configure many
aspects of the software to meet their needs. This includes the asset and report settings, creating custom forms with the
Forms Designer, and managing workflows, schedule definitions, elements, etc.
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Manage Inventory
The Manage Inventory feature, located in the Administration module, houses all of the assets in the system and allows
the admin to create and edit assets. AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)'s configurability enables agencies
to manage assets of any kind: bridges, culverts, roadways, railways, signs, and any other structures desired.

Create a New Asset
To create a new asset, the admin must find the desired location in the Asset Tree. The Asset Tree operates like a system
of folders where parent assets can have child assets, and those child assets can have their own child assets, etc. Each parent asset level within the Manage Inventory Asset Tree has a [Create New Asset] option, which allows the admin to create a new asset within that parent asset.

For a large Asset Tree, the filter controls can be used to find the desired location for the new asset. The Filter dropdown
allows the admin to select "Asset Code," "Asset Name," or "Asset Type," and then type the information into the textbox.
Once one selection is made from the dropdown, additional filters can be added using the And/Or dropdown that appears.
Once ready, click the Filter button in the top right corner of the screen to filter the Asset Tree.
Once the desired location for the new asset is found in the Asset Tree, select that location's [Create New Asset] option to
begin the asset creation:
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Asset Creation Controls
Asset Name
The Asset Name textbox is the name of the asset and one of the main identifiers for it in the Asset Tree and throughout
the rest of AWARI. An asset's name is recommended to be unique from all other assets' names.

Asset Code
The Asset Code textbox is another identifier for the asset. It is very important that an asset's asset code is completely
unique, that way it can be easily identified if it has the same asset name as another asset.

Parent Asset
The Parent Asset textbox will automatically be populated with the parent asset that [Create New Asset] was selected
from, but the textbox can be edited at any time to change the parent asset.

Asset Order
The Asset Order textbox determines where the asset being created will appear when the parent asset is expanded in the
Asset Tree. The Asset Tree will display assets alphabetically by default, but entering a value into the Asset Order textbox (starting with "0" as the first asset in the list) can change that order. All child assets that are not given an order number will still appear in alphabetical order under the parent asset.

Asset Type
The Asset Type dropdown allows the admin to determine what type of asset is being created. The available options are
configurable in the Manage Asset and Report Settings feature located in the Site Configuration branch of the Administration module, but some examples might be: bridge, culvert, sign, etc.

Default Report Type
The Default Report Type dropdown allows the admin to determine what report type will be pre-selected for the asset
being created when a new inspection report is opened. Other selections can still be made for the inspection report
depending on the available report types.

Asset Status
The Asset Status dropdown allows the admin to determine the status of the asset being created/edited. The asset statuses
are configured in the Site Configuration tools, but in most cases an agency will at least have a status for "In-Service" and
"Archived" assets. Newly created assets will typically have an "In-Service" status to indicate that they are active assets
that can have reports created and can be edited. "Archived" assets are set to read-only and can only be found on the Manage Inventory and Archived Assets pages.

Checkboxes
FHWA NBI Tape Submission
Checking the FHWA NBI Tape Submission checkbox indicates that the asset is required to have its NBI information
submitted to the FHWA, and therefore the asset will be included in the NBI tape creation.

Can Contain Other Assets
Checking the Can Contain Other Assets checkbox indicates that the asset can be a parent asset and have child assets
underneath it in the Asset Tree. Once checked, a new dropdown will appear underneath the Default Report Type dropdown:
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The Default Child Report Type dropdown determines what the child assets' report types will default to upon creation.
This setting is useful when a large number of child assets with the same default report type need to be created.
However, the default report type can be changed when editing each individual child asset.

Summary Report
The Summary Report checkbox is tied to the Can Contain Other Assets checkbox and indicates that a summary
report can be created for the asset. The summary report is the parent asset's report that provides information on each
of the parent's child assets.

Saving the Asset

The Save button saves the new asset, places it in the Asset Tree, and remains on that asset's page.
The Save and Create More button saves the new asset, places it in the Asset Tree, and resets the creation controls to
allow for a new asset to be created.
The Copy Asset button is used to make a copy of the currently selected asset. This can be very useful if the admin wants
to create several assets with the same settings and then rename them.
The Delete button deletes the selected asset as well as any of its child assets. The following message will appear to confirm deletion:

Note: If an asset has been in use within the system, it's often better to change the asset status of the asset rather than
delete the asset. This ensures that all of the asset's historical information is kept and accessible.
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AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)
Security
AWARI has a built-in security system that allows the administrator to control access and permissions to various areas
and items within the software. With the addition of form and field security in the Connect Edition, AWARI's security
has become an efficient and well-rounded way for an agency to maintain safe and accurate data.
The three main components of AWARI's security are users, roles, and user groups. A description of each is provided in
the table below:
Main Security Components
Component

Description

User

Every person who uses AWARI will have a user account with a user name and
password for logging into the system. On its own, the user account does not control
any security features. However, every user will be assigned at least one role and can
also be assigned to user groups.

Role

Roles determine module access, asset permissions, form and field access, and eligible
tasks. Every user must have at least one role, but can be assigned multiple roles.

User Group

User groups determine a user’s asset access. Users within the user group can only
access assets to which the user group has been granted access. Users can be assigned
as many user groups as needed.

A user is assigned at least one role and placed within one or more user groups. The user group determines which assets
in the system the user can access. The role determines what level of access the user has to those assets.
The role is the most important AWARI security component. Role security operates under the rule that once the main settings are established on the Manage Roles page, other security controls within the software can take away permissions
but cannot override the main settings to grant additional permissions.
Example: If the Manage Roles page establishes that a role has read-only access to reports, no amount of form and field
permissions granted to the role through the Site Configuration suite can override its read-only status.
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Manage Roles
Every user is required to be assigned to at least one role, but users can be assigned to as many roles as necessary. Roles
determine which modules a user can access, the asset permissions of the user, form and field access, and the tasks that a
user can perform within their accessible modules.

Office Doors Analogy
An office door analogy can be used to help explain how AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)'s role security works. Each office door represents a deeper, more specific level of security within AWARI.

Similar to an employee using his/her security badge to be granted/denied entry through an office door, the role security
settings established in AWARI determine which security points the user can get through and at what level of access.
"Full Control" and "Read-Only" allows entry through the door while "Hidden" does not permit entry.
It is important to note that there is a security hierarchy: Asset > Report > Form > Field. The level of access granted
through one door then determines the maximum access available through the rest of the doors in the hierarchy. However,
access can still become more limited as the user proceeds through the other doors. The following grid displays how
lesser access will always override higher access:
Levels of Access
Full Control

Read-Only

Hidden

Full Control

Full Control

Read-Only

Hidden

Read-Only

Read-Only

Read-Only

Hidden

Hidden

Hidden

Hidden

Hidden

Example: The Manage Roles page has a role's asset level security set to "Full Control." However, its report level security
is set to "Read-Only." This means that the role's report level security, form level security, and field level security can at
best only be "Read-Only." No amount of "Full Control" access granted at the form and field level in the Site Configuration suite can override the "Read-Only" access that has been set at the report level.

Create New Role
The administrator can create as many roles as desired, but it is recommended that four roles be created to represent the
users of each module, as pictured above. To create a new role, select [Create New Role] to begin the setup:
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Role Name and Description
The Role Name textbox is used to enter the name of the role that will be used throughout AWARI. The name should be
indicative of the type of users that will encompass the role.
The Description textbox is used to provide further details and explanation into the design and purpose of the role.

Module Access
Assigning a role’s module access is critical to controlling system security. Use the Module checkboxes to select which
modules will be available to the users within the selected role.
Example: The default Inspector role is setup to only allow those users to access the Collector module. Inspectors typically do not need the tools within the Maintenance, Manager, and Administration modules, and therefore those modules are not checked.
Note: Not only will a user not be able to use modules that their role cannot access, but those modules will not even be
visible to the user when they sign in to AWARI.

Default Asset Permissions
Asset access can be determined through user groups or supplemental security, but the asset permissions are determined
by a user’s role.

Asset Access Level
The Asset Access Level controls determine the role's access to assets, ability to create child assets, and ability to change
security aspects.
For the Asset Access Level dropdown, Full Control enables users to update the values for assets, whereas Read-only
simply permits the user to view the values.
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Clicking the Use Detailed Security button allows the user to make the Asset Access Level controls selections for each
asset type within the system:

To return to the simple, all-encompassing view, click the Use Simple Security button. Before returning, a warning message will appear:

Report Access Level
The Report Access Level controls determine the role's ability to create and access inspection reports.
For the Report Access Level dropdown, Full Control enables users to edit the values for reports, whereas Read-only
simply permits the user to view the reports without editing values.
Clicking the Use Detailed Security button allows the user to make the Report Access Level controls selections for each
inspection type within the system:

To return to the simple, all-encompassing view, click the Use Simple Security button. Before returning, a warning message will appear:
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Maintenance Access Level
The Maintenance Access Level controls determine the role's ability to create and access maintenance items.
For the Maintenance Access Level dropdown, Full Control enables users to edit the values for maintenance items,
whereas Read-only simply permits the user to view the maintenance items without editing values.
Clicking the Use Detailed Security button allows the user to make the Maintenance Access Level controls selections for
each maintenance type within the system:

To return to the simple, all-encompassing view, click the Use Simple Security button. Before returning, a warning message will appear:

Task Security
Each of the four modules has a list of tasks that a user can perform. Task Security determines which of those tasks will
be available for a specific role, but only the tasks of the modules that role has access to will appear in the Task Security
section.
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Below is a table for each of the modules with a list of every task and a brief explanation of what each does:
Collector Module
Security Task
Select All Collector Tasks

Explanation (when selected)
Permits users to perform all Collector module tasks listed.

Add and remove bridge elements

Ability to add and remove bridge elements from the National Bridge
Elements form.

Add and remove protective systems and
defects to physical elements

Users can add and remove protective systems and defects attached to
bridge elements from the National Bridge Elements form.

Add files from historic and current
reports to work management groups and
instances

Users can select attachments from previous reports when linking files
to asset tasks, such as maintenance items.

Create maintenance items
Create project tasks

Delete mobile reports from the server

Ability to create maintenance items for an asset.
This permission works hand-in-hand with Access Project Tasks. If
selected, users will be able to manage existing project tasks, only if
the Access Project Tasks option is selected.
Users can delete reports created or currently saved on a mobile
device from the main server.
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Collector Module
Security Task
Edit asset detail history on the asset
detail screen
Edit asset values

Explanation (when selected)
Users in role can edit the asset detail history from the Asset Detail
page.
Ability to edit asset values.

Manage asset schedules

Users are able to manage an asset’s schedule on its Asset Detail page.
They can schedule inspections, set recurring dates for inspections,
and assign users to the inspection.

Manage components

The user can manage the components, or sub-assets, that exist within
an asset. If an inspector does not have permission to manage a full
asset, this permission allows that inspector to edit individual subassets.

Manage their own working set

Permits users to decide which assets will be included in their
working set.

Merge in progress reports for the same
asset

Ability to access the Merge Reports page to merge an asset’s
multiple In Progress reports into a single report.

Modify bridge element total quantities

Users can revise the number that was originally set for a bridge
element’s total quantity on the National Bridge Elements form.

Share saved asset task filters with other
users

Permits users to edit public filters and assign them to other users.

Upload files on the asset detail screen

Role users can upload images, sketches, PDFs, and other relevant
files to an asset’s Asset Details page.

Upload signature images

Permits users to upload an image of their signature to their user
account. This signature can then be used in various forms throughout
the system (such as in inspection reports).

Upload their own certificates

If a user possesses a certificate relevant to their work within the
agency and desires to make the certificate available to other users
within the system, this task permits the user to upload the certificate
to their user account.

View archived assets

Allows users to have access to the Archived Assets page containing
assets that have been archived in the system.

Maintenance Module
Security Task
Select All Maintenance Tasks
Add files from historic and current
reports to work management groups and
instances
Create maintenance items
Edit asset values
Manage their own working set

Explanation (when selected)
Permits users to perform all Maintenance module tasks listed.
Users can select attachments from previous reports when linking files
to asset tasks, such as maintenance items.
Ability to create maintenance items for an asset.
Ability to edit asset values.
Users are able to decide which assets will be included in their
working set.
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Maintenance Module
Security Task
Manage work orders
Share saved asset task filters with other
users

Explanation (when selected)
Ability to access the Work Orders screen where work orders can be
created and edited and maintenance items can be attached to the
work orders.
Permits users to edit public filters and assign them to other users.

Upload signature images

Permits users to upload an image of their signature to their user
account. This signature can then be used in various forms throughout
the system (such as in inspection reports).

Upload their own certificates

If a user possesses a certificate relevant to their work within the
agency and desires to make the certificate available to other users
within the system, this task permits the user to upload the certificate
to their user account.

Manager Module
Security Task
Select All Manager Tasks

Explanation (when selected)
Permits users to perform all Manager module tasks listed.

Add files from historic and current
reports to work management groups and
instances

Users can select attachments from previous reports when linking files
to asset tasks, such as maintenance items.

Create project tasks

This permission works hand-in-hand with Access Project Tasks. If
selected, users will be able to create project tasks, only if the Access
Project Tasks option is selected.

Edit asset detail history on the asset
detail screen

Users in role can edit the asset detail history from the Asset Details
page.

Edit asset values
Edit the results of a query directly in the
returned results
Edit work order records on the asset
detail screen
Manage their own working set
Move and save GIS page markers

Ability to edit asset values.
When a query is run within the system, this task permits the user to
edit the query results directly from the Report Query screen.
Work orders can be edited from the Asset Details screen.
Permits users to decide which assets will be included in their
working set.
Ability to move the map marker to an asset’s location.

Run elements query

Users can access the Element Query page to create queries to return
bridge element data.

Run picture queries

Permits access to the Asset Files Query page to create queries to
return pictures uploaded to assets and reports.

Run report queries

Users can access the Report Query page to create queries to return
asset and report values.

Update values of a single field based on
query results

Permits users to bulk update a single field’s value to a new value
based on the result of queries executed on the Report Query page.
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Manager Module
Security Task
Upload files on the asset detail screen

Explanation (when selected)
Role users can upload images, sketches, PDFs, and other relevant
files to an asset’s Asset Details page.

Upload signature images

Permits users to upload an image of their signature to their user
account. This signature can then be used in various forms throughout
the system (such as in inspection reports).

Upload their own certificates

If a user possesses a certificate relevant to their work within the
agency and desires to make the certificate available to other users
within the system, this task permits the user to upload the certificate
to their user account.

View main map
View management reports

Users can access the main map to view the location of all assets in
the system on the GIS map.
Ability to access the Management Reports screen and generate
management reports from the system.

Administration Module
Security Task
Select All Administration Tasks
Access audit reports pertaining to asset
details
Access the asset detail fields
administration screen

Explanation (when selected)
Permits users to perform all Administration module tasks listed.
Allows user to access the audit reports on the Asset Details page that
contain asset values and other information.
Ability to access the Manage Asset Details page to create, edit, or
remove fields displayed on the Asset Details page.

Assign task security

Gives users the authority to determine task permissions and securities
for roles.

Bulk import

Permits users to access the bulk import tools to perform bulk imports
of asset and report values, field definitions, assets, and user accounts.

Create and assign user messages

Allows users to send other users messages. These messages can be
formatted to a default template.

Create and edit roles

Ability to create and edit roles.

Create and edit users

Ability to create and edit user accounts and assign them to roles,
profiles, and user groups.

Create profiles on the profile creation
page

Users can create new profiles on the Manage Profiles page.

Delete assets

Permits users to delete assets from the inventory. This completely
removes the asset and all of its data and files from the system.

Design Forms

Permits users to access the Forms Designer tool to configure the
layout of input forms and output reports.

Edit asset values
Edit manual pages

Ability to edit an asset’s asset values.
Users can upload manual pages to the system, link manual pages to
fields within inspection reports, and update linked manual pages
when necessary.
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Administration Module
Security Task
Generate the federal NBI tape

Explanation (when selected)
Permits users to generate the US DOT Federal NBI data on the NBI
Tape Generation page.

Impersonate other users

Ability to impersonate other users within the system via the Manage
Users page. This helps the admin view and address an issue from the
user’s perspective.

Manage all user certificates

Allows admin to add or edit users’ certificates on the Manage
Certificates page. This is a helpful option in case Collector,
Maintenance, and Manager roles are not authorized to upload or edit
their own certificates.

Manage asset and report settings

Grants users access to the Manage Asset and Report Settings section
of the Site Configuration tools. This allows users to configure
settings for asset statuses, asset types, file types and categories, forms,
inspection types, maintenance types, repeating field groups, report
fields, report sections, report types, templates, and user agreements.
This task should only be granted to high level administrators who are
very familiar with the site’s configuration and have the authority to
make changes.

Manage asset inventory

Allows the admin to manage the system's assets on the Manage
Inventory page.

Manage asset security

Users can manage their system’s inventory security on the User
Group Security and Supplemental Security pages.

Manage BrM administration values
Manage BrM exports
Manage BrM to AWARI field mappings
Manage Documentation

Manage elements

Manage field groups

Manage persist PDF again

Manage ProjectWise administration

Manage ProjectWise Mapping

Allows the user to access the BrM Integration configuration page to
adjust integration settings.
Permits the user to access the BrM Exports page to schedule and
create BrM data exports.
Allows the user to access the BrM Field Mapping configuration page
to adjust data mappings.
Users can manage the system's documentation on the Manage
Documentation page.
Permits access to the Manage Elements page where users can create
new agency developed elements and edit the element definitions in
the system.
Users can create and edit field groups that are used on the query
pages.
Allows the user to regenerate a saved PDF for an approved report.
This allows design changes to output report sections to be reflected
in older reports.
Allows the user to access the ProjectWise Administration
configuration page to adjust integration settings.
Allows the user to access the ProjectWise Asset Mapping and
ProjectWise Field Mappingconfiguration pages to adjust data
mappings.
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Administration Module
Security Task
Manage their own working set

Explanation (when selected)
Permits users to decide which assets will be included in their
working set.

Manage user groups

Users can access the Manage User Groups page to assign users to
user groups and user groups to asset groups and views.

Manage workflows

Allows users to create and edit workflows and workflow stages via
the Manage Workflows page.

Restore deleted reports, assets, and users

Users are permitted to restore reports, assets, and users that have been
deleted.

Share saved asset task filters with other
users

Permits users to edit public filters and assign them to other users.

Upload and edit logos

Users can upload, edit, and add agency logos to the inspection report.

Upload signature images

Permits users to upload an image of their signature to their user
account. This signature can then be used in various forms throughout
the system (such as in inspection reports).

Upload their own certificates

If a user possesses a certificate relevant to their work within the
agency and desires to make the certificate available to other users
within the system, this task permits the user to upload the certificate
to their user account.

View audit reports
View in progress device reports

Ability to view audit information on the Audit Reports page.
Permits users to view In Progress reports that are currently open and
being modified or completed on a mobile device. While the reports
can be viewed from outside the device, they cannot be edited.

Manage Roles Page Controls

When the settings for the role are complete, click Save.
To copy the currently selected role’s settings to create a new role, click Copy Role. The copied role will appear in the
Role Tree on the left side of the screen.
To delete the currently selected role, click Delete.
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Manage User Groups

While roles determine a user’s module access and permissions, user groups determine a user’s asset access. Asset access
can also be determined with supplemental security, but user groups are the recommended resource for most users.

Create New User Group
The administrator can create as many user groups as needed. To create a new user group, select [Create New User
Group] to begin the setup:

Name
The name is the label that will be used throughout AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI). The name should
be indicative of the type of users that will encompass the user group.
Example: If an agency has inspectors for each of its 10 counties, the agency might create a user group for each of the
counties and add the inspectors from each county to their respective county’s user group. Users can still be added to
other user groups if needed, but this will help the agency manage their security more efficiently.

Profile
The dropdown lists all of the profiles that have been created in the system. Selecting the user group’s profile determines
two things:
1. Users who can be in the user group - Only users within the selected profile or its child profiles can be in the
user group.
2. Users who can manage the user group - Only users within the selected profile or its parent profiles can manage
the user group.
This determination is only necessary if the system has more than one profile. A single-profile system can simply select
that profile for all user groups.

Users in User Group
This box shows all of the users that are in the user group. To add/remove users from the user group, select Edit.
Note: Users can be added to multiple user groups.
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Filter
To narrow down the list of users that appear, the Filter button can be used to show only the users within the profile
and/or role selected to filter.

Select User(s)
Check the box of the users that should be included in the user group. If all users shown should be included, check the
Select All Users checkbox. If the desired user is not shown, adjust the filter settings.

Save
When all of the intended users have been selected, click Save. To go back to the Manage User Groups screen without
making changes, click Cancel.

Manage User Groups Page Controls
When the settings for the user group are complete, click Save.
To delete the currently selected user group, click Delete.
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Manage Users
Every user that uses AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) needs a user account. The user account allows
them to log in to the software and is tied to security with roles and user groups to determine the access and permissions
for the user.

Create a New User

Note: Items on the page with a "*" are mandatory in order to create/edit the user. All other items are optional.

Profile Filter
If more than one profile exists for the system, the filter can be used to show only users from the selected profile. This feature is used when editing users but is not relevant when creating a new user.

Choose a User
By default, the dropdown menu will have "-Create New User-" selected, but existing users can be edited by locating the
user’s name in the dropdown.
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Account Expiration Date
In most cases, user accounts will not need to expire. For exceptions, an expiration date can be entered.
icon where the admin can either enter the expiration date

Unchecking the Never checkbox activates the textbox and
manually in a MM/DD/YYYY format, or select a date from the
“User name/password failed” message on the login screen.

icon. On the date of expiration, the user will get a

Example: If a DOT has contracted work to a company for inspections and that contract ends on 01/01/2016, all of the
accounts created for the contractors could be given an account expiration date of 01/01/2016 to ensure that the contractors no longer have access to the system once the contract has expired.

Name/Password
First/Last Name
Entering the user’s first and last name is mandatory. This is the name that will be displayed throughout the system, and
will read as “[last name], [first name].”

User Name
The user name is used to login to the system. On the initial creation of a user, the user name can be left blank. The system will then automatically formulate a user name with the user’s first initial + last name.
Example: If the user name field is left blank, Jane Deer’s created user name will be “jdeer.”
The user will not be able to change their own user name, but the admin can change it for them.

Password
The password is used to log in to the system. There are requirements for the password that must be met. When typing the
password, the requirements appear next to the textbox:

The indicator will verify when the password meets the necessary requirements:

The password must then be retyped into the Confirm New Password textbox. This is necessary to ensure that the password was typed as intended.

Password Expiration Date
Similar to the Account Expiration Date field, the Password Expiration Date field is set as "Never" by default, but
unchecking the box activates a textbox and

icon where the admin can either enter the expiration date manually

in a MM/DD/YYYY format, or select a date from the
attempts will fail.

icon. When the user’s password expires their log in

Password Valid For Days
This option allows the admin to set a specific number of days that the user’s password will be valid. The Password
Expiration Date field will automatically update to the appropriate date. When the user’s password is no longer valid
their log in attempts will fail.
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Email Address
Enter the user’s email address. The email address must be in a valid format to proceed. The email address can be used on
the Users List page to send emails to the user. If the agency/user utilizes other Bentley products, the email address used
for those products can be entered here to enable single sign-on through Bentley's IMS authentication.

Profile
The dropdown lists all of the profiles in the system. A profile must be selected, and a user is only permitted to be
assigned to one profile.

Time Zone
Select the user’s time zone. Specific times do not play a large role within the system, but the time zone can affect a
report’s submittal date.

Role
The user must be assigned to at least one role, but there is no limit to the amount of roles the user can be assigned. The
role will control the user’s module access and task permissions.

User Group
The user group is not mandatory, but it is recommended. The user group will control the user's asset access and there is
no limit to the amount of user groups the user can be assigned.

Activation Key
AWARI does not currently require an activation key. Many Bentley products are subscription based and use activation
keys as a means of verifying that the user has purchased a subscription. AWARI may require an activation key in the
future.

Manage Users Page Controls

Impersonate User
Selecting the Impersonate User button permits the administrator to view AWARI from the selected user’s perspective.
This tool allows the admin to ensure that the proper security levels have been established for the user. This is also a tool
that the admin and the AWARI Support Team can use to diagnose technical issues for a particular user.

Save
When all of the user information is complete, click Save.

Delete
To delete the currently selected user, click Delete.
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Users List

The Users List page shows all of the users within the system. It includes all of the information entered on the Manage
Users page, as well as the user account creation date and the last login date.
AWARI CE now allows the admin to export the users list into Excel by clicking the Export Results to Excel button in
the top right corner of the screen.
The page also has a Compose Email button that allows an email to be written and sent to any of the listed users whose
checkboxes are checked.
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Manage Profiles

Profiles allow users to be segmented into groups within the system for security administration purposes. Typically, only
one profile is needed within AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI). However, multiple profiles may be necessary if an agency has decentralized user administration where local managers can create and manage users for their area.
Example: A state DOT has bridge inspectors for each county:
l
l
l

County A: Inspector 1
County B: Inspectors 2, 3
County C: Inspectors 4, 5

That DOT may have individual managers for each county office:
l
l
l

County A: Manager 1
County B: Manager 2
County C: Manager 3

The DOT may only want the managers to have access to the users within their county, so the profile setup might look
like this:

The DOT will have access to all users in the system while each county will only have access to the users within their
profile.

Create New Profile
AWARI has one main profile by default, which can be edited to fit the desired specifications, but the user can create as
many profiles as necessary. Selecting New within the profile cell activates the following popup (selecting Edit activates
a popup with similar information):
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Profile Name
This is the name of the profile that will be used throughout AWARI.

Profile Type
Manage All
The "Manage All" option encompasses the entire system. A system with only one profile would use this option because
it allows access to all users.

Manage Self and Below
The "Manage Self and Below" option encompasses all users within the selected profile as well as all users within the
selected profile’s child profiles.

Children Only
The "Children Only" option is for profiles that can be child profiles of multiple profiles in the system but cannot have
child profiles themselves. For instance, a profile created strictly for contractors might use the "Children Only" setting.

Activation Key
AWARI does not currently require an activation key. Many Bentley products are subscription based and use activation
keys as a means of verifying that the user has purchased a subscription. AWARI may require an activation key in the
future.

Billable Profile
As with the activation key, AWARI is not currently requiring the billable profile to be entered.

Copy Settings from Profile
This option allows the admin to set up a new profile’s settings by copying the settings of an existing profile. Most of
these settings have been removed from AWARI, and the settings that remain are internal. In most cases, the settings for a
new profile should just be copied from the main profile.

Manage Roles

Clicking on the Manage Roles text within the new profile popup expands the popup to include the following:
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The checkboxes indicate which roles can be part of the profile, and therefore which users can be in the profile. For
instance, if the profile created only allows the Administrator role, selecting that profile when creating a new user will
only permit that user to be an administrator.

Manage Profiles Controls

Filter
Selecting the Filter button activates a Profile Tree. All of the profiles that have been created can be seen and selecting
one will reveal that profile’s path from the main profile.

Delete Profiles
The Remove button within the profile cell removes the profile from the organizational structure, but does not permanently delete the profile. Clicking the Delete Profiles button reveals all of the profiles that have been removed from
the organizational structure that are available to be deleted. Selecting Delete prompts one final step for added precaution:

“Delete” must be entered into the textbox, and then OK can be selected to perform the deletion.
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User Group Security
Once user groups have been established, the user can begin to set up the user group security. Utilizing user group security enables the administrator to establish and maintain the security system with minimal effort and upkeep. User group
security simplifies the security system by managing asset access based on groups rather than based on the individual
user.

Example: A state DOT has bridge inspectors for each county:
l
l
l

County A: Inspector 1
County B: Inspectors 2, 3
County C: Inspectors 4, 5

The DOT only wants the inspectors to have access to the assets within the counties they are responsible for, so they create user groups:
l
l
l

User Group A contains: Inspector 1
User Group B contains: Inspectors 2, 3
User Group C contains: Inspectors 4, 5

The created user groups must then be granted access to the appropriate assets. Then, even though the system as a whole
contains all assets, the inspectors can only access the assets available to their assigned user groups.
By creating user groups, the DOT has streamlined their security process because any change made to the user group is
then applied to all users within the group. If the DOT hired a new inspector for County A, they could simply add the
inspector to user group A, automatically setting up the inspector’s asset access. This greatly reduces the time necessary to
setup a user’s security.

Establish User Group Security
Asset Tree
The Asset Tree on the left of the screen lists all of the parent assets within the system as well as the asset views. Individual assets are not listed because user group security is assigned at the parent asset level to simplify the process. Individual asset level security can be established with supplemental security.
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Use the +/– symbols on the Asset Tree to expand/minimize the list. When a parent asset is selected, the user group security is applied to all of the assets contained within the parent asset. So, selecting "All Assets" will apply the user group
security to all assets in the system. Selecting a specific county will apply the user group security to all assets within the
county.

Set Security: [Selected Parent Asset]

The right side of the user group security page shows the user groups that currently have access to the assets within the
selected parent asset. If checked, the Read-Only column indicates that the user group can view the selected assets but
cannot make changes or perform tasks for them.

Edit User Group Security
Selecting the Edit button will activate a pop-up window that allows the administrator to add/remove user group access
to the selected assets.
Note: If a user group has access to the selected asset because of access granted at a higher level parent asset (such as
granting a user group access to "All Assets"), the user group will not appear in the list. In order to remove or change that
user group's access to the selected asset, the admin must edit the highest applicable parent asset's user group security.

Full Access
Checking the box to the left of the User Group column will give the user group full access to the selected assets.
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Read-Only
Checking the Read-Only box will allow the user group to view the assets, but they will not be able to make any
changes.

Save/Cancel
When all of the desired changes have been made, click Save. To go back to the User Group Security screen without making changes, click Cancel.

Supplemental Security Override
If a user is listed here, their supplemental security is overriding the user group security. Supplemental security works in
both ways, so the user could be granted permission that they would otherwise not have based on the user group, or permission could be taken away when the user group would otherwise grant permission. Supplemental security is discussed
in greater detail in the next section of the user manual.

Assets with Exceptions
Lists the number of assets within the selected parent asset that the user's access has been changed for due to their supplemental security settings. When supplemental security is set up, access can be given down to the individual child asset
level.

View
Clicking View activates a popup window that displays the user’s supplemental security for the selected assets. It reveals
asset and report access levels, including the user’s permissions to create assets, create reports, review reports, and secure
assets. These levels are determined by the user’s role or are established when setting up the supplemental security.

Remove
Clicking Remove will delete the user’s supplemental security for the selected assets. If the user has individual child asset
access, a popup will ask if that access should be removed as well.
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Supplemental Security
Supplemental security is asset-based security for individual users, not for user groups. Supplemental security overrides
user group security to provide or take away user access to assets. User groups should be used to control most users’ asset
access because they simplify the security process, but supplemental security is helpful for special cases outside of a user
group.

Example: A DOT has bridge inspectors for each county:
l
l
l

County A: Inspector 1
County B: Inspectors 2, 3
County C: Inspectors 4, 5

If there is a bridge on the edge of County B where County B and County A meet, the DOT may want/need an inspector
from County A to inspect that bridge at some point. However, they may not want to give the County A inspector access
to all of County B’s assets. So, rather than adding Inspector 1 to the County B user group, the administrator could give
Inspector 1 access to that specific asset using supplemental security.

Establish Supplemental Security
Filter Assets
Rather than scroll through all of the assets in the Asset Tree, the filter can be used to narrow the search. To use the filter,
select either "Asset Code," "Asset Name," or "Asset Type" from the dropdown menu and then type the appropriate search
information into the textbox. The And/Or dropdown can be used to add additional words to the search. When the information is entered, select the Filter button at the top right corner of the screen. Then, when expanding the Asset Tree, only
assets contained within the filter will be present.

Asset Tree
The Asset Tree on the left of the screen lists all of the assets within the system. Use the +/– symbols on the Asset Tree to
expand/minimize the list. Assets can be selected from the highest parent asset (All Assets) to the furthest expanded child
asset. Selecting an asset reveals the security information for the asset:
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The Supplemental Security page appears very similar to the User Group Security page. It displays both the user groups
and the supplemental security with access to the selected assets.

User Groups with Access
The User Group table displays the user groups with access to the selected assets and whether or not that access is read
only.

Supplemental Security
Users with supplemental security for the selected assets will be listed:

The Access Level Trees display the specific access levels the user has for the asset. This is either determined by the user's
role or established when the supplemental security is set.
Clicking Remove will delete the user’s supplemental security for the selected assets. If the user has individual child asset
access, a popup will ask if that access should be removed as well.
Clicking Add at the bottom right corner of the screen will activate a new window to add supplemental security to the
selected assets:
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Profile/Role Filter
The user list can be narrowed by filtering based on a certain profile and/or role using the dropdowns. The Select All and
Deselect All buttons will respectively check and uncheck all of the users listed in the user box.

Apply Permissions to Child Assets
Checking this box will give the selected users access to all child assets of the selected asset. So, if "All Assets" has been
selected from the Asset Tree, checking this box will give the selected users access to all of the assets in the system.
While there are exceptions, this box should be checked in most instances.

Use Default Permissions
This checkbox relates to the selected users’ roles. Roles determine a user’s permissions, such as whether or not the user
has access to create assets (usually only a permission of administrators and managers), but supplemental security can
change the selected users’ permissions. The box is checked by default, but unchecking the box presents these selections:

Similar to the permissions set on the Manage Roles page, the administrator can set the selected users’ asset and report
access levels. These levels and the permission boxes checked will apply only to the assets for which the supplemental
security is being applied.
Most supplemental security will provide additional access rather than removing access, but choosing "Hidden" from the
Asset Access Level dropdown will actually make the selected assets invisible to the selected users.
Note: A user’s role cannot be positively overruled by supplemental security. Permissions that a user normally has based
on their role can be removed for the selected assets using supplemental security, but users cannot be granted additional
role permissions from supplemental security.
Example: If a user’s role as an inspector does not allow them to create assets, checking the box “This user can create
child assets for this asset” within the supplemental security will NOT grant that user permission to create assets.
However, the inspector role does have the permission to create reports, so leaving the “This user can create inspection
reports for this asset” checkbox unchecked will remove that permission for the selected assets.
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Manage User Working Sets
Working sets are only applicable to mobile devices and define what assets will be present on a user's mobile version of
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI). Many AWARI systems have thousands of assets and would take a
long time to sync with the mobile device if all assets were included. The working set makes it possible to limit the
amount of assets on the mobile device to ensure that syncing with the system is as efficient as possible.

User Working Sets
All users are able to manage their own working sets, but the Manage User Working Sets page allows the administrator to
set up and edit working sets for users.

Max Working Set Count
This is the maximum number of assets that can be added to a user’s working set. In the above image the number is 467,
but this number is dependent upon the system and will be different for all AWARI systems. The users listed in the Users
box have numbers in parenthesis after their names, indicating how many assets are in their working set.
Note: If the user’s name is red, they have exceeded the maximum number of assets in their working set.

Users
The Profile dropdown filters the users in the list based on the selected profile.
Note: This dropdown will only be present if more than one profile exists in the system.
The Select All and Deselect All buttons respectively select or deselect all of the users currently listed in the Users box.
Checking the box of a user selects that user to then make working set changes.

Working Set Action
The Working Set Action dropdown determines what action will be taken on the selected users' working sets. Assets can
either be added or removed from the working set based on the selection made.
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Assets
The filter allows the admin to search for assets based on code, name, or type. This helps users find the assets they are
looking for in systems with very large Asset Trees.
All assets checked, including child assets of checked parent assets, will either be added to or removed from the selected
users’ working sets based on the selection made in the Working Set Action dropdown.

Manage User Working Sets Page Controls
When all of the selections to edit the working set have been made, click the Save button to save the changes.
The Reset button clears all of the selections and filters currently on the page and resets the page back to its default.
Selecting Reset does not undo changes that have already been saved.
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View User Asset Permissions
The View User Asset Permissions page allows the admin to quickly view a user group or user’s overall asset access. User
asset permissions can be viewed based on user group or based on the individual user by using the dropdown at the top
left of the screen.

User Group Selection
Selecting a user group reveals two tables: Parent Asset and Asset View.

Parent Asset
The Parent Asset table lists the highest level parent assets to which the user group has access. In the image above, the
administrator user group has access to all of the assets within the system, therefore the only item in the table is “All
Assets.”

Asset View
The Asset View table lists all of the asset views to which the user group has access.

User Selection

Selecting a user reveals the same information as the user group – Parent Asset and Asset View tables – but also reveals
the user’s specific asset access. This table includes all of the information determined by the user’s role, user group security, and supplemental security.
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Recommended Security Procedure
Properly forming the security framework is the key to quick and seamless security updates in the future. Once the system
is established, updates and changes should be infrequent. In order to establish a security system, it is recommended that
the administrator perform the initial build of the security framework in the following order:
1. Create Profiles
l
The main task for profiles is the initial system setup. After the initial setup, interaction with profiles is
often only for minor changes. The need for new profiles is very infrequent.
2. Create Roles
l
The main task for roles is the initial system setup. After the initial setup, interaction with roles is often
only for minor changes. The need for new roles is infrequent.
3. Create User Groups
l
The main task for user groups is the initial system setup. After the initial setup, interaction with user
groups is often only for minor changes. The need for new user groups is occasional.
4. Create Users
l
The main task for users is the initial system setup. After the initial setup, interaction with users is often
only for minor changes or the addition of a new user.
5. Set Up User Group Security and Supplemental Security
l
The main task for user group security and supplemental security is the initial system setup. After the initial
setup, the securities will occasionally need monitored and updated to suit needs.
Note: Security changes are not immediate. The system must queue the security change requests and process them in
order. The processing time is dependent upon the extent of the request. Smaller changes for only a few users will take
seconds, larger changes for 10+ users may take a few minutes. The status of these changes can be seen from the View
User Asset Permissions page.
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Manage Certificates
The Manage Certificates feature located within the Users and Roles branch of the Administration module allows the
admin to manage user certificates.

Add a Certificate
To add a certificate to the selected user's account, click the Add New button to reveal the following popup:
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Certificate Controls
Certification
The Certification dropdown determines the type of certification being added.
Additional controls will become available depending on the selection made in the Certification dropdown.

Active/Approved
The Active and Approved checkboxes determine whether the certificate being added is currently active and whether it
has been approved.

Date
Use the Begin Date and End Date textboxes to enter the corresponding dates for the certificate in a MM/DD/YYYY
format, or use the

icons to select the desired dates.

Certificate Files Upload
Images and other files can be uploaded to display a certificate or provide additional information.
Click the Choose File button to locate the desired file within the computer.
When the desired file has been chosen, click the Upload button.

Saving the Certificate
Click the Save button in the top right corner of the popup to save the new certificate.
Click the Close button to exit the popup.
Once a certificate is added, it will show up in the list. To delete it, click the View Details link for the desired certificate,
and then click the Delete button in the popup.
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Manage Asset Views
The Manage Asset Views tool, located in the Administration module, allows the admin to create and manage asset views.
Asset views are a way of organizing and grouping a specific set of assets. Asset views are similar to parent assets in the
Asset Tree, but are typically used for different purposes. Whereas parent assets are often used to distinguish an agency's
counties, districts, regions, etc., asset views are most commonly used to group assets to be used by specific sets of users.

Create a New Asset View
The Manage Asset Views page operates similar to the Manage Inventory page in that there is an Asset View Tree with a
"[Create New]" option that must be selected to create a new asset view.
Use the Asset View Name textbox to name the asset view, and then select the associated asset types from the Asset
Types checkboxes to determine what assets will be available to add to the asset view.
Once this information is complete, click the Save New Asset View button in the top right corner of the screen to save the
new asset view and reveal the Assets Included in Asset View section.

Click the Select Assets button to open a popup of the Asset Tree:
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Locate and check the boxes of the desired assets to be included in the asset view. Click the Save button to accept the
selections or click the Cancel button to cancel the selections.
Once the selections in the popup are saved, they will appear in the Assets Included in Asset View section and the Number of Assets indicator will update.

Manage Asset Views Page Controls
The Save New Asset View button is present when a new asset view is being created. This button saves the new asset
view.
Once the new asset view has been saved, the Save New Asset View button is replaced in the top right corner of the page
by the Copy and Delete buttons.
The Copy button makes a copy of the selected asset view.
The Delete button deletes the selected asset view.
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Site Configuration
Manage Asset and Report Settings
The Manage Asset and Report Settings feature located within the Site Configuration branch of the Administration module allows the administrator to configure many of the asset and report settings as well as inspection types, maintenance
types, repeating field groups, and more.
All of the configurable options are selectable from the Configure dropdown.

Two time-saving features to utilize when working in the Manage Asset and Report Settings feature are the search and filter tools:

The
icon activates the search bar that allows the admin to search for a specific item. Some of the configuration
options can have hundreds of items over dozens of pages, so the ability to search for a specific item becomes useful. The
search uses the "contains" rule, is not case sensitive, and automatically generates results:

All clickable column names are filters. Clicking the name will then display either
is being filtered in ascending or descending order.
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or

to signify whether the list

Asset Statuses
Each asset in the system is assigned a status that indicates whether or not the asset is active. Common asset statuses may
be "In Service," "Under Construction," or "Archived," but new statuses can be created to meet the agency's record keeping needs.

Create New Asset Status
To create a new asset status, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. A new, blank asset status will
appear in the list:

Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. The name should be indicative of the status' intended purpose.

Archived
If checked, the Archive checkbox indicates that the asset is not currently in service and is hidden from filters, searches,
and the Asset Tree views. Archived assets can still be viewed on the Archived Assets page of the Collector module and
the Manage Inventory page of the Administration module.
Setting assets to "Archived" is commonly used for assets that have been physically removed and therefore need to be hidden within AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) but their data must remain accessible.

Default
If checked, the Default checkbox indicates that this asset status will be the default asset status selected in the Asset
Status dropdown on the Manage Inventory page when creating a new asset.

Delete
Click the

symbol to delete the asset status.

Note: An asset status cannot be deleted if assets are currently assigned to it.

Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the asset status.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the asset status.
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Asset Types
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) provides the ability for users to perform inspections on any kind of
asset through the use of asset types. Asset types are what classify the assets and may include bridges, culverts, signs, railways, and more. Asset types determine how assets function within the system and can be considered the root configuration from which several other configurations, including inspection types and report types, are determined.

To edit an existing asset type, click the
symbol for the desired asset type. The process will be very similar to creating a new asset type as described below.

Create New Asset Type
To create a new asset type, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. The user will be taken to a new
page to enter information about the new asset type:

General Tab
Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the asset type and should be indicative of the type's intended purpose.
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Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the asset type.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the asset type.

Delete
Once the asset type is saved, the Delete button becomes available in the top right corner of the screen. Click Delete to
delete the currently selected asset type.
Note: If the asset type currently has assets assigned to it, the deletion cannot be completed.
Once the asset type is given a name and is saved, the Report Types and Asset Detail Page Fieldstabs will appear:

Report Types Tab
The Report Types tab allows the admin to check the box of any of the report types that should be made available to the
currently selected asset type. If a report type is checked, this means that assets under the currently selected asset type can
have an inspection report created with the checked report type.
Note: This setting can also be configured on the Report Types configuration page.

Asset Detail Page Fields Tab
The Asset Detail Page Fields tab allows the admin to determine exactly what information is displayed in the Quick View
tab breakdown of the Asset Details page for assets of the selected asset type.
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The grid displays all of the items currently included in the Quick View tab's information. To change the order of the
items, use the

icons. To edit an item, use the

icon. To delete an item, use the

icon.

To add a new item to the grid, click the Create dropdown button and select one of the options: Report Field Detail,
URL Detail, or Extra Detail Field.

Report Field Detail
The Report Field Detail option allows the admin to select report fields to have their asset-specific information displayed on the Quick View tab.
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Use the Available Report Fields tree to select fields to be displayed. When a field is selected, click the
add it to the Displayed Fields listbox. Use the
Use the

and

button to

buttons to change the order of the items in the listbox.

button to delete the selected field from the listbox.

Note: This popup is for a single line of information on the Quick View tab. Therefore, if multiple fields are added at
one time, they will be included in the same line. The top item in the Displayed Fields listbox will be the left-most
item displayed in the line on the Quick View tab.
When the desired selections are made, click the OK button.
To cancel the changes, click the Cancel button.

URL Detail
The URL Detail option allows the admin to add a URL to the Quick View tab. This URL can even contain variables
that change it based on the asset name or the asset code.

The following example will be used to help explain how to use the URL Detail option:
Company Website: https://www.bentley.com/
The Displayed Label textbox indicates the label for the web address. The above example's displayed label is "Company Website."
The URL Display Text textbox indicates the text for the clickable link. This can simply be the web address, but does
not have to be. The above example's displayed label is "https://www.bentley.com/."
The Site URL textbox indicates the actual web address that the user will be taken to when clicking on the displayed
label. For instance, in the above example the displayed label is "https://www.bentley.com/." However, if the displayed
label was changed to "Click Here," the user would still be taken to https://www.bentley.com/site because the site
URL was entered as "https://www.bentley.com/."

URL Variables
Adding URL variables allows the admin to make the site URL personalized for each asset. So, rather than direct
users to the same web address regardless of which asset's Asset Details page is being visited at the time, users can
be directed to a specific page of the website based on asset name or asset code.
To add a URL variable, click the

icon:
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Use the URL Variable dropdown button to choose whether to base the variable on asset name or asset code.
Because asset name and asset code are the only variable options, only two variables can be added. To add the
second variable, click the
To delete a variable, click the

icon.
icon.

The Final URL Link text will display the text entered into the Site URL textbox as well as any text from the variables.
Example: If your website is https://www.bentley.com and you have an individual page for each asset, an example
of a typical web address might be https://www.bentley.com/assets/AssetA.
In order to achieve the proper links on the Asset Details pages, the Site URL textbox entry would be
"https://www.bentley.com/assets" and an asset name variable would be added with a "/" to produce the final URL.
Most examples won't be as simple as adding a "/" for the variable, but the concept is the same regardless of the
URL complexity.
Click the OK button to save the URL details.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the URL details changes.

Extra Detail Field
The Extra Detail Field option contains Displayed Label and Displayed Value textboxes to add any additional information desired.
Click the OK button to save the URL details.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the URL details changes.
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Certification Types
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) enables users to add certificates to their user profiles to display their
relevant work certifications. The Certification Types configuration option allows the admin to establish which certification types can be selected to upload and the certification names within each certification type.

To edit an existing certification type, click the
symbol for the desired certification type. The process will be very
similar to creating a new certification type as described below.

Create New Certification Type
To create a new certification type, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. The user will be taken to
a new page to enter information about the new certification type:

General Tab
Name
Use the Name textbox to enter the name of the certification type.
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Save and Cancel
Once a name is entered, the Save button saves the new certification type.
The Cancel button cancels the creation of the certification type.

Delete
Once the certificate type is saved, the Delete button becomes available in the top right corner of the screen. Click
Delete to delete the currently selected certification type.
Once the certification type is given a name and is saved, the Certification Names tab will appear.

Certification Names
The Certification Names tab allows the admin to establish the various certifications within the selected certification
type.

To add a new certification name to the certification type, click the Add button.
Use the Certification Name textbox to enter a name for the certification. This will be the name that appears in the dropdown when adding a certificate and specifying its details.
Use the Certification Description textbox to enter any necessary information about the certification name. This will
appear as the "Details" of the selected certification name when adding a certificate to an account.
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File Types and Categories
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) allows users to attach files to assets, inspection reports, and even specific fields within inspection reports. The file types and categories configurations determine how those attachments are
categorized and organized within the system.

File Types Tab
File types are meant to indicate the type of file being uploaded so that the file can be organized properly.
Note: Because the file type is only for organizational purposes, it does not verify that the file being uploaded matches
the file type selected. The only time a file type is restricted is if the Must Be Image Files checkbox is checked for the
file type.
Example: If when uploading a file the selected file type is "Audio" but the file chosen to upload is an image file,
AWARI will not deny the upload. The uploaded image will simply be organized in the audio category.
To edit an existing file type, click the
new file type as described below.

symbol for the desired file type. The process will be very similar to creating a

Create New File Type
To create a new file type, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen.
The user will be taken to a new page to enter information about the new file type:
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General Tab
Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the file type and should be indicative of the type's intended purpose. The name is what appears as a selection in the File Type dropdown on the
Attach Picture/File form of an inspection report.

Header Name
The Header Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to indicate the name of the categorical header used to organize the file types on the Attach Picture/File form of an inspection report:

Note: The name and header name will often be the same for most agencies.

Must be Image Files
If checked, the Must be Image Files checkbox indicates that a file uploaded with the current file type selected
must be an image file.
If checked, two new checkboxes will appear to allow the admin to determine if the file type can be included in
printed reports and whether or not the file type can be set as a cover photo.

Can Attach to Fields
If checked, the Can Attach to Fields checkbox indicates that this file type can be attached to specific fields within
an inspection report. If it is not checked, this file type can only be attached to an asset or inspection report as a
whole.

Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the file type.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the file type.

Delete
Once the file type is saved, the Delete button becomes available in the top right corner of the screen. Click Delete
to delete the currently selected file type.
Note: If the system currently has a file attachment using the selected file type, the deletion cannot be completed.
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Categories Tab
The Categories tab allows the admin to check the box of any of the categories that can be used to classify the files of
the currently selected file type.
The Save, Cancel, and Delete buttons function the same as they do on the General tab.

Categories Tab
The Categories tab allows the admin to create and manage categories. Categories indicate the classifications of specific
file types.

Create New Category
To create a new category, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. A new, blank category will
appear in the list.

Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. The name should be indicative of the category's intended purpose.

File Types
All file types that allow for the category as a classification will show up in the File Types column. Clicking on a file
type's link will direct the admin to that file type's edit page.

Delete
Click the

symbol to delete the category.

Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the category.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the category.
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Forms
Forms are the pages within inspection reports that allow the user to input information. Forms can serve a multitude of
purposes, including inputting inventory and condition data, uploading files, generating PDFs of inspection reports, and
more. All forms can contain report fields used to collect asset and inspection report data. The forms that appear on an
inspection report are determined by the report type of the inspection report.
Note: The Forms configuration page contains the agency's forms for both the web and mobile versions of AssetWise
Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI).

To edit an existing form, click the
form as described below.
If a form has the

symbol for the desired form. The process will be very similar to creating a new

symbol in the list, it can be clicked to take the admin to that form's Forms Designer page.

Create New Form
To create a new form, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. The user will be taken to a new page
to enter information about the new form:
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General Tab
Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the form and should be indicative of
the form's intended purpose.

Type
The Type dropdown is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It determines what kind of form will be created. There
are several different form types that exist in AWARI:
l

l

Product - The default AWARI forms that typically serve special functions and cannot be modified, such as the
Attach Pictures/Files form. This option is not available to select.
Repeating Field Group - Forms where a set of fields are defined and then repeated as many times as desired, such
as the Under Records form.

l

Designer - The standard forms used for data entry.

l

Maintenance - The standard forms used for displaying maintenance items in the system.

l

l

Component - The forms used to display sub-component content. Component templates must be created to use this
form.
Component Maintenance - The forms used to display maintenance items of sub-components. Component maintenance templates must be created to use this form.

Platform
The Platform dropdown allows the admin to specify whether the form will be a "Web" or "Mobile" form.
Additional options will become available depending on the type of form selected:

Repeating Field Group
If "Repeating Field Group" is selected from the Type dropdown, the Template dropdown will appear:

A template, configured on the Repeating Field Group configuration page, must then be selected.

Designer
If "Designer" is selected from the Type dropdown, no new controls will appear on the screen until the form is saved.
Once saved, the Design button will appear:

The Design button takes the admin to the selected form's Forms Designer page.
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Maintenance
If "Maintenance" is selected from the Type dropdown, the Maintenance Types tab will appear:

Check the boxes of the maintenance types that should have their items included in the form.

Component and Component Maintenance
If "Component" or "Component Maintenance" is selected from the Type dropdown, the Asset Types tab will appear:

Check the boxes of the asset types and then select the desired templates from the Template dropdowns for the asset
types that should be included in the form.

Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the form.
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The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the form.

Delete
Once the form is saved, the Delete button becomes available in the top right corner of the screen. Click Delete to
delete the currently selected form.

Role Security Tab
Role security can now be applied to individual forms. Users within a role can either be given full control of the form,
read-only access to the form, or the form can be hidden from them completely.

Use the Access Level dropdown for the desired role to determine whether the role's access will be Full Control, Read
Only, or Hidden. By default, all roles will be set to Full Control.
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Inspection Types
Inspection types signify the business reason for an inspection. The most common inspection types are typically routine,
underwater, fracture critical, and damage. All inspection reports must have at least one inspection type but can include
more. Inspection types are also the driving criterion for AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)'s automated
scheduling functionality.

To edit an existing inspection type, click the
symbol for the desired inspection type. The process will be very similar to creating a new inspection type as described below.

Create New Inspection Type
To create a new inspection type, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. The user will be taken to a
new page to enter information about the new inspection type:

General Tab
Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the inspection type and should be
indicative of the type's intended purpose.
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Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the inspection type.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the inspection type.

Delete
Once the inspection type is saved, the Delete button becomes available in the top right corner of the screen. Click
Delete to delete the currently selected inspection type.
Note: If the inspection type is currently being used by inspection reports, the deletion cannot be completed.
Once the inspection type is given a name and is saved, the Report Types, Scheduling, and Advanced Settings tabs will
appear.

Report Types Tab

The Report Types tab allows the admin to check the box of any of the report types that should be associated with the currently selected inspection type. This means that the inspection type can be selected for reports created with the associated report type.
Note: This setting can also be managed from the Report Types configuration page.
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Scheduling Tab

The Scheduling tab allows the admin to view the current schedule definition assigned to the inspection type (determined
on the Schedule Definitions Manage Asset and Report Settings option).
The Assign Field button allows the admin to configure which field will be used as the schedule frequency field for the
selected inspection type. This field can be an agency-created field.

Advanced Settings Tab

Update Asset Values
If checked, the Update Asset Values checkbox ensures that when an inspection report with the currently selected
inspection type is approved, the asset values for the asset will be updated with the report's values. If it is not checked,
the asset values will remain the same regardless of the report's values. This setting should typically be checked.
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Maintenance Types
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) allows users to manage maintenance items for assets. Maintenance
items are similar to inspection reports because they are created for assets, have data entered into fields, have pictures and
files attached, and they pass through a workflow stage. All maintenance items in the system are defined by maintenance
types. The maintenance type determines the fields available on the maintenance form and the workflow associated with
the maintenance item.
Many agencies only require one maintenance type. However, an agency might want multiple maintenance types if they
track routine and cosmetic maintenance, such as graffiti or the removal of vegetation, through a separate process from
structural issues.
Example: A maintenance item made to cover up graffiti may only require that a maintenance crew be notified, therefore
requiring a relatively simple workflow. However, structural damage may require various reviews and input from engineers, therefore requiring a much more complex workflow.

To edit an existing maintenance type, click the
symbol for the desired maintenance type. The process will be very
similar to creating a new maintenance type as described below.
If a maintenance type has the
page.

symbol in the list, it can be clicked to take the admin to that type's Forms Designer

Create New Maintenance Type
To create a new maintenance type, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. The user will be taken to
a new page to enter information about the new maintenance type:
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General Tab
Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the maintenance type and should be
indicative of the type's intended purpose.

Workflow
The Workflow dropdown allows the admin to select a workflow for the maintenance item. As discussed earlier, this is
particularly useful to help distinguish between routine maintenance and critical maintenance for an agency using multiple maintenance types. Worklfows are created on the Manage Workflows page in the Administration module.

Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the maintenance type.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the maintenance type.
Once the maintenance type is saved, new controls and additional tabs will appear on the page:
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Design
The Design buttons take the admin to the maintenance type's Forms Designer page for the specified interface: Web,
Mobile, or Output. This designs what the specific interface will look like, but not the form itself.
Note: Once the maintenance type is created and designed, it must be associated with a form on the Forms configuration page and a report type on the Report Types configuration page in order to be utilized in the application.

Delete
The Delete button becomes available in the top right corner of the screen after the initial save. Click Delete to delete
the currently selected maintenance type.
Note: If the maintenance type is currently being used, the deletion cannot be completed.

Fields Tab
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The Fields tab is used to associate specific fields with the maintenance type. In order for a field's collected data to be
linked to a maintenance item, the field must be listed here.
To add a field that already exists for other maintenance types, click the Add Existing Field button and a popup will
appear:

Locate the desired field from the list or use the Search textbox to search for the field. Once the desired field is located,
Click its
icon to add the existing field to the maintenance type. The field will then be added to the maintenance
type's fields list.
To add a new field, click the Add New Field button and a popup will appear:

For more information on creating a new field, read the Report Fields section within the Manage Asset and Report Settings user manual section.
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Repeating Field Groups
Repeating field groups are specialized controls that allow a specific set of fields to be repeated multiple times within an
inspection report. The most common use for repeating field groups is under records, but repeating field groups can be
established for any collection of fields that need repeated multiple times.

To edit an existing repeating field group, click the
symbol for the desired repeating field group. The process will be
very similar to creating a new repeating field group as described below.
If a repeating field group has the
group's Forms Designer page.

symbol in the list, it can be clicked to take the admin to that repeating field

Create New Repeating Field Group
To create a new repeating field group, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. The user will be
taken to a new page to enter information about the new repeating field group:
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General Tab
Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the repeating field group and should
be indicative of the group's intended purpose.

Available on Queries
The Available on Queries radio buttons determine whether the repeating field group can be searched for with the
query tools.

Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the repeating field group.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the repeating field group.
Once the repeating field group is saved, new controls and additional tabs will appear on the page:

Design
The Design buttons take the admin to the repeating field group's Forms Designer page for the specified interface:
Web, Mobile, or Output. This designs what the specific interface will look like, but not the form itself.
Note: Once the repeating field group is created and designed, it must be associated with a form on the Forms configuration page and a report type on the Report Types configuration page in order to be utilized in the application.

Delete
The Delete button becomes available in the top right corner of the screen after the initial save. Click Delete to delete
the currently selected repeating field group.
Note: If the repeating field group is currently being used, the deletion cannot be completed.

Max Instances Tab
The Max Instances dropdown allows the admin to choose the maximum number of times the repeating field group can
be repeated on a form. When a user opens a form that contains a repeating field group template there will be a dropdown
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available on the form that allows the user to choose how many times to repeat the field group up to the maximum
instance.

Once a number is selected from the Max Instances dropdown, that number will reflect the amount of Label textboxes
that appear. The labels represent how each new representation of the repeating field group will be labeled on a form.

Fields Tab

The Fields tab is used to associate specific fields with the repeating field group. To add a new field, click the Add New
Field button and a popup will appear:
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For more information on creating a new field, read the Report Fields section within the Manage Asset and Report Settings user manual section.
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Report Fields
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)'s main function is to allow for the recording of inspection data, and
this requires various report forms with fields for entering information. Every distinct value an agency needs to collect is
inputted and stored in a specific field. Fields store only one piece of data, but they are not limited to one form. The same
field can be used to collect the same information across an infinite amount of forms in AWARI.

To edit an existing report field, click the
symbol for the desired report field. The process will be very similar to creating a new report field as described below.

Create New Report Field
To create a new report field, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. A popup will appear on screen
to enter information about the new report field:
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General Tab
Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the report field and should be indicative of the field's intended purpose.

Control Type
The Control Type dropdown is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It determines how the report field will be seen
and used. It can be a dropdown, a textbox, or a logo.
The "Logo" selection is used if the admin wants the agency's logo, or another logo, to be able to be included on
forms.
Note: If "dropdown" is selected, a new tab - Field Choices - will appear to allow the admin to create the selectable
options within the dropdown. Additional controls for dependent dropdowns will also appear. If "logo" is selected, the
Data Type dropdown and Character Max textbox will disappear because they are not applicable.

Dependent Dropdown
If "Dropdown" is selected from the Control Type dropdown, the following controls will appear:

The Child Dependent Dropdown checkbox determines whether the currently selected field is a dependent dropdown child. This means that the selections available in the dropdown will be dependent on what is selected in
another dropdown - the parent dependent dropdown.
If the box is checked, a new tab - Dependent Field - will appear to allow the admin to determine the parent dependent dropdown and the available child dependent dropdown field choices.
Note: Forms with dependent dropdowns must include all dropdowns in the relationship in order for the function to
work properly.
The Parent Dependent Dropdown listbox displays all of the fields for which the currently selected dropdown is a
parent dependent dropdown.

Calculated Field
The Calculated Field textbox will appear when "Text" is selected from the Control Type dropdown and the selection
in the Data Type dropdown is any of the number-based options.
Checking the Calculated Field checkbox indicates that the field's value will be determined by a calculation. This
reveals the Calculated Field tab.

Data Type
The Data Type dropdown is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It indicates what kind of data will be entered into
the field: decimal, integer, or string.
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Character Max
The Character Max textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It allows the admin to determine the maximum
number of characters permitted to be entered into the report field.

Precision
When "Decimal" is selected as the data type, the Precision textbox will appear. This determines how many decimal
places will be allowed in the field.

Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom right of the screen and are available in all of the tabs.
The Save button saves the changes made to the report field.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the report field.

Delete
Once the report field is saved, the Delete button becomes available in the bottom left corner of the screen and is available in all of the tabs. Click Delete to delete the currently selected report field.
Note: If the report field is currently being used, the deletion cannot be completed.

Advanced Settings Tab
Regular Expression
Regular expressions are sets of characters that determine specific acceptable formats for a field. Within AWARI, the
regular expression is a set of characters that determines a specific format for the field, such as how the user might
format a telephone number.

Required Field
Checking the Required Field checkbox indicates that the field is required and must be completed. If the field is not
completed in the inspection report, the report cannot be submitted.

Default Value
AWARI permits administrators to establish default values that will automatically populate within fields in the inspection report.
Use the Field Has a Default Value dropdown to determine when the field will populate with the default value. Additional options will then appear (options vary based on selection):

Checking the Overwrite checkbox will overwrite the existing report value for the field with the default value when a
new report is created.
Use the Default Value field (depends on the field's control type) to enter the value that will automatically populate
the field.
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Availability
The Availability radio buttons allow the admin to determine whether or not the report field should be available on
queries and maintenance filters. This means the report field can be used both as a display field for search results and as
a search criterion.

Calculated Field Tab
As noted above, if the Calculated Field checkbox is checked on the General tab, the Calculated Field tab will appear.

The Calculated Field tab allows the admin to populate a field based on a calculation. To begin, the admin must determine what kind of calculation will be used by making a selection from the Interaction Type dropdown.
Note: The available interaction types will be dependent on the current field's data type.
Note: Forms with calculated fields must include all fields in the calculation in order for the function to work properly.

Numeric Calculation
Selecting "Numeric Calculation" from the Interaction Type dropdown on the Calculated Field tab means the selected
field will automatically be calculated based on the designed numeric equation using fields and values.

To begin, determine whether the first item of the calculation will be a field or a value using dropdown #1.
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If "Field" is selected, click the
button to select the desired field. Selecting a field means that within the inspection
report, the value that is entered into that field will be used for the calculation. If "Value" is selected from the dropdown, use the textbox to enter a value.
Next, click the
button to add another item to the equation. When another item is added, dropdown #2 will appear
to allow the admin to choose which mathematical symbol will be used in the calculation.
The admin can continue the process of adding items and selecting the mathematical symbol between items until the
desired equation is complete.
To delete an item in the equation, click that item's

button.

GPS Conversion
Selecting "GPS Conversion" from the Interaction Type dropdown on the Calculated Field tab means the selected field
will populate with the converted coordinates of another GPS coordinate field. The coordinates can be converted to
either the decimal degrees format or the degrees minutes seconds format.

To begin, use dropdown #1 to indicate whether the field being converted will be converted to "Degrees" or "Degrees
Minutes Seconds."
Next, click the

button to select the field that will be converted.

Date Calculation
When "Date" or "DateTime" is selected from the Data Type dropdown on the General tab, the "Date" option is available from the Interaction Type dropdown on the Calculated Field tab. The date calculation is used to populate the
selected field with a next date based on a previous date and a frequency field or value.
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To begin, click the

button to select the field that contains the previous date.

Next, use dropdown #1 determine whether the frequency being added to the previous date will be from another field
or a specific value.
If a "Field" is selected, click the

button to select the field that contains the frequency.

If "Value" is selected, use the textbox to enter a frequency value.
Use dropdown #2 to determine the unit of time (days, months, or years) for the populated field.

Conditional Calculation
Selecting "Conditional" from the Interaction Type dropdown on the Calculated Field tab means the selected field
will be populated based on a conditional "If, Then" statement. This is the most flexible of all of the interaction types.
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"If"
To begin, the admin must develop the "If" portion of the conditional equation. The "If" portion can have multiple
items added.
Use dropdown #1 to determine whether the first part of an item will be a field or a value.
button to select the desired field. Selecting a field means that within the inspecIf "Field" is selected, click the
tion report, the value that is entered into that field will be used for the calculation.
If "Value" is selected, use the textbox to enter the desired value.
Next, use dropdown #2 to determine which symbol or expression to use in the equation:
Symbol Meanings
Selection

Description

=

The value of the first part of the item is equal to the value of the second part of the item.

<

The value of the first part of the item is less than the value of the second part of the item.

>

The value of the first part of the item is greater than the value of the second part of the item.

<=

The value of the first part of the item is less than or equal to the value of the second part of the
item.

>=

The value of the first part of the item is greater than or equal to the value of the second part of
the item.

In

The value of the first part of the item is in the value of the second part of the item.

Not In

The value of the first part of the item is not in the value of the second part of the item.

Contains

The value of the first part of the item contains the value of the second part of the item.

Does Not
Contain

The value of the first part of the item does not contain the value of the second part of the item.

And

Used to combine sections of the equation.

Or

Used to compare sections of the equation.

Once the symbol is chosen, use dropdown #3 in the second part of the item to determine whether it will be a field
or a value. Follow the steps listed above to complete the selection.
Perform these same steps for every additional item added to the "If" portion.

"Then"
Once the "If" portion of the conditional statement is created, the admin can determine what will result from it in the
"Then" portion.
To begin, a selection must be made from dropdown #4 to determine what action the "Then" portion will take: = ,
editable, or read only.
If "=" is chosen, the "Then" portion of the condition will operate exactly like the numeric interaction type. The
admin can make it equal to a specific field or value, or the admin can make it equal to the result of an equation.
For more information on how to formulate this type of item, review the "Numeric Calculation" portion of this
manual section.
If "Editable" is chosen, the "Then" portion indicates that if all of the conditions of the "If" statement are met, the
selected field will be editable in the form.
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If "Read Only" is chosen, the "Then" portion indicates that if all of the conditions of the "If" statement are met, the
selected field will be read only in the form.

"Else"
The outermost
button allows the admin to add "Else" and "Else If" sections to the calculation. Every additional
"Else" after the first will become an "Else If" and operate the same as the "If" section.
If "=" is chosen from dropdown #5, the item will operate exactly like the numeric interaction type. The admin can
make it equal to a specific field or value, or the admin can make it equal to the result of an equation. For more
information on how to formulate this type of item, review the "Numeric Calculation" portion of this manual section.
If "Editable" is chosen, the item indicates that the selected field will be editable in the form.
If "Read Only" is chosen, the item indicates that the selected field will be read only in the form.
To remove the "Else" option, click the option's

button.

Field Choices Tab
As noted above, if "Dropdown" is selected from the Control Type dropdown on the General tab, the Field Choices tab
will appear.

Clicking the Add Field Choice button will create a new entry in the table.

Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the field choice and is what the user
will see when they go to make a selection from the report field.

Value
The Value textbox determines whether or not the field choice will have a value associated with it. If selected, this
value is then stored in the database.
Example: If the dropdown is being used to determine a deck rating with a scale of 0-9, the values 0-9 would need to
be entered into their respective field choice's Value textboxes to ensure that the value is stored if selected.

Order
The Order textbox determines the order in which the field choices will appear in the dropdown, starting with "1."

Delete
Click the

icon to delete the field choice.
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Dependent Field Tab
If the currently selected field has been indicated as a child dependent dropdown, the Dependent Field tab will appear to
allow the admin to determine the parent dependent dropdown and the available child dependent dropdown field choices.

Click the Browse button to choose an existing field to be the parent dependent dropdown. Once chosen, the Field Selection dropdown will appear and will contain all of the field choices for the selected parent:

When a field choice is selected from the Field Selection dropdown, the admin can then check the boxes of the child
dependent dropdown's field choices that should be available. Only child field choices that are linked to a specific parent
field choice (their checkboxes are checked in the table) will appear as selectable fields in the child dropdown when the
specific parent field choice is selected in a form.
Example: A dependent dropdown system could be established for bridge elements and defects. If the parent dependent
dropdown was for bridge elements, the child dependent dropdown could display the defects possible for the selected element.
Parent Selections (Element):
l
l
l
l

12 - Reinforced Concrete Deck
120 - Steel Truss
331 - Reinforced Concrete Bridge Railing
etc.

Child Selections (Defect):
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l
l
l
l
l
l

1090
1130
1190
1900
7000
etc.

- Exposed Rebar
- Cracking
- Abrasion/Wear
- Distortion
- Damage

The admin would then check the checkboxes of the appropriate defects for each element. This would ensure that when a
specific element was selected from the parent dropdown on a form, only options relevant to that selection would appear
in the child dropdown.
Note: Child dependent dropdowns are restricted to having only one parent, but the child field choices can be tied to multiple field choices within the parent. For instance, defect 1090 in the above example could be made available in the
child dependent dropdown if either element 12 or element 331 were selected.

Manual Pages Tab
AWARI's design allows agencies to add manuals or reference guides to specific fields to aid inspectors and maintenance
crews. These reference materials are uploaded in the Manage Documentation feature of the Site Configuration tools.

Use the Add buttons for the PDF Pages, Text, and Image sections to add the desired files and information to the field.
These items will then be available to view when the field is selected in an inspection report.

Role Security Tab
Role security can now be applied to individual fields within a form. Users within a role can either be given full control
of the field or read-only access. The access level "hidden" is not applicable for fields.
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Use the Access Level dropdown for the desired role to determine whether the role's access to the field will be Full Control or Read Only. By default, all roles will be set to Full Control.

Advanced Settings Tab
The Advanced Settings tab allows the admin to establish additional settings for the report field.

Required Field
The Required Field checkbox is used to indicate that the field is a required field within reports. If checked, reports
with this field cannot be submitted until the field is completed.
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Default Value
The Field Has a Default Value dropdown allows the admin to set a default value for the field based on asset creation,
report creation, or both. If one of these options is selected, additional controls will appear:

If the Overwrite Existing Value on Report Creation checkbox is checked, the default value will overwite any existing value for the field when a new report is created.
The Default Value control will vary depending on the type of field. If the field is a dropdown, only the available
dropdown choices for the field will appear as options in the Default Value control.
The Default is Blank checkbox simply indicates whether or not a default value has been added. It will remain
checked until a default value is added using the Default Value control.

Queries and Filters
The report field's availability to be used in queries and filters in AWARI can be set using the radio buttons.
If selected to be available on Collector filters, the Display Value Type dropdown appears to allow the admin to
determine which value will be displayed in the Collector filter. The field can have its report value, asset value, or
both displayed in the filter. If both are selected, the Collector filter will contain two columns for each report to display the field's report values and asset values.
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Report Sections
Report sections are the output sections that comprise an inspection report's printable PDF. An inspection report's default
report sections are determined by its report type. A typical PDF output includes a cover page, table of contents, pictures,
and various report sections that display data collected during the inspection.

To edit an existing report section, click the
symbol for the desired report section. The process will be very similar to
creating a new report section as described below.
If a report section has the
page.

symbol in the list, it can be clicked to take the admin to that section's Forms Designer

Create New Report Section
To create a new report section, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. A new screen will appear for
the new report section:
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Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the report section and should be indicative of the section's intended purpose.

Type
The Type dropdown is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It determines what kind of form will be created for the
report section. There are several different form types that exist in AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI):
l

l

Product - The default AWARI forms that typically serve special functions and cannot be modified, such as the
Attach Pictures/Files form. This option is not available to select.
Repeating Field Group - Forms where a set of fields are defined and then repeated as many times as desired, such
as the Under Records form.

l

Designer - The standard forms used for data entry.

l

Maintenance - The standard forms used for displaying maintenance items in the system.

l

l

Component - The forms used to display sub-component content. Component templates must be created to use this
form.
Component Maintenance - The forms used to display maintenance items of sub-components. Component maintenance templates must be created to use this form.

Depending on the type that is chosen, the Design button will appear under the dropdown after the report section is
saved.

Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom right of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the report section.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the report section.

Delete
Once the report section is saved, the Delete button becomes available in the bottom left corner of the screen. Click
Delete to delete the currently selected report section.
Note: If the report section is currently being used, the deletion cannot be completed.
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Report Types
When a new inspection report is created the user must select a report type. The report type is important because it determines what forms and report sections are included in the inspection report as well as the workflow for the report.

To edit an existing report type, click the
symbol for the desired report type. The process will be very similar to creating a new report type as described below.

Create New Report Type
To create a new report type, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. The user will be taken to a new
page to enter information about the report type:

General Tab
Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the report type and should be indicative of the type's intended purpose.

Workflow
The Workflow dropdown allows the admin to select a workflow for the report type. This means that any inspection
report created with the currently selected report type will utilize the selected workflow.
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Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen and are available in all of the tabs.
The Save button saves the changes made to the report type.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the report type.
Once the report type is saved, the Delete button will become available and additional tabs will appear on the page:

Delete
The Delete button becomes available in the top right corner of the screen after the initial save. Click Delete to delete
the currently selected report type.
Note: If the report type is currently being used, the deletion cannot be completed.

Asset Types Tab
The Asset Types tab links asset types and report types. When an asset type is associated with a report type, an asset
within the given asset type is permitted to have inspection reports created with the associated report type. If an asset's
asset type is not linked to a specific report type, that report type will not appear as an option when the inspection report
is created.

Check the boxes of the asset types that should be permitted to utilize the report type.
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Note: This setting can also be managed on the Asset Types configuration page.

Inspection Types Tab
The Inspection Types tab links inspection types and report types. When an inspection type is associated with a report
type, the given inspection type is permitted to be selected for reports created with the associated report type.

To add a new inspection type, click the Add Inspection Type button. The button will reveal a dropdown that lists all of
the inspection types that have not already been selected.

Order
The order that the inspection types appear in the list can be adjusted by clicking and holding the
then dragging the inspection type to the desired location in the list.

symbol and

Default
To make an inspection type the default inspection type selected when a new inspection report is created with the currently selected report type, check that inspection type's Default checkbox.

Delete
To remove an inspection type from the report type, click the

icon for the desired inspection type.

Input Forms Tab
The Input Forms tab determines what forms are available for inspection reports of the currently selected report type. One
of the most important aspects of each report type is its form makeup because inspectors must have the necessary forms to
correctly perform their inspections.
Note: The COTS "Forms" inspection form is now mandatory. It must be added before the new report type can be saved.
The AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) team recommends that the following COTS forms be added to all
new report types: "Inspection Info," "Pictures/Files," and Report Sections.
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The Web and Mobile side tabs allow the admin to establish the report type's forms for both the web and mobile versions
of AWARI.
The structure displayed on the Input Forms tab is the same that will be displayed on the navigation pane of the currently
selected report type's inspection report:

The input forms within a report type are organized by form groups. Each report type must contain at least one form
group. Form groups are used to group together common forms. In the above image, "Report Info," "Field Notes," and
"Maintenance" are the form groups.
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Add Form Group
To add a form group, click the Add Form Group button. The Name textbox will appear in place of the Add Form
Group Button:

Enter a name into the Name textbox and click the

icon to add the form group.

Note: The new form group is not officially saved until the Save button is clicked. If the admin exits the page without
saving, the new form group will be removed.
Click the

icon to cancel the addition of a new form group.

Editing an existing form group is a similar process. Simply click the existing form group's

icon.

Add Form
To add a form to a form group, click the

icon. A popup will appear with a list of forms:

Find the desired form in the list or use the Search textbox to locate it. Once found, click the form's
to the form group.
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icon to add it

Order
The order that the forms appear in the form group can be adjusted by clicking and holding a form's
then dragging the form type to the desired location in the list.

symbol and

Delete
To remove a form or a form group, click the desired item's

icon.

Output Report Tab
The Output Report tab is used to manage the printable output for an inspection report with the currently selected report
type.

Add Report Section
To add a report section to the output, click the Add Report Section button. A popup will appear revealing all of the
available report sections not currently added to the output:
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Find the desired report section in the list or use the Search textbox to locate it. Once found, click the section's
icon to add it to the output.

Manage Section Groups
The output can be divided into groups with different report sections (overlapping is permitted) if desired. Click the
Manage Section Groups button to view the current section groups or add a new section group:

Click the Add Section Group button to add an additional group. A new Name textbox and Default checkbox will
appear.
The original section group cannot be deleted, but additional section groups can be deleted by clicking their
bol.
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sym-

Section Groups Selection

Use the Section Groups dropdown to select a section group to manage. The groups are permitted to have the same
report sections.

Output Report Table Checkboxes
The Print checkbox determines whether or not that section will be included in the printable version of the output
report. This box is often left unchecked for the report sections that contain images in order to preserve paper and ink.
The Includes in Table of Contents checkbox determines the default selection of whether or not that section will be
included in the output report's table of contents. If unchecked, the report section will still be included in the output
report but will not appear in the table of contents.
Note: This setting can be changed from within the report, but the default selection is determined here.
The Insert Cover Page Before Section checkbox determines the default selection of whether or not a cover page will
be inserted before that section's place in the output report. The cover page is a system-generated blank page with the
report section's name centered on the page.
Note: This setting can be changed from within the report, but the default selection is determined here.

Delete
To delete a report section from the output, click the section's

symbol.

Note: This action does not delete the report section from the system, it only removes it from the output.

Advanced Settings Tab
The Advanced Settings tab contains additional settings related to report types.
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Inspection Report Creation
If checked, the Inspection Report Creation checkbox ensures that new inspection reports of the currently selected
report type can be created. If unchecked, the report type will not appear as an option when creating a new inspection
report.

Query
If checked, the Query checkbox ensures that the currently selected report type can be used as a criterion and/or display field on the query screen.

Update Asset Values
If checked, the Update Asset Values checkbox ensures that when an inspection report with the currently selected
report type is approved, the asset values for the asset will be updated with the report's values. If left unchecked, the
asset values will remain the same regardless of the report's values. This setting should typically be checked.

Defaults
If desired, use the Default Inspection Form and Default Asset Form dropdowns to set the defaults for the currently
selected report type.

Roles
The Roles checkboxes make it possible for the admin to limit which roles can access the currently selected report
type. Users of the unchecked roles will not be able to see or create reports of the currently selected report type.
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Schedule Definitions
Schedule definitions allow the admin to create and configure specific inspection schedules for assets based on inspection
type. To define a schedule, the user indicates the type of inspection and then determines the schedule parameters based
on inspection recurrence, interval, due date, etc. Once established, inspection schedule definitions create an automated
scheduling system that eases the burden of tracking and rescheduling inspections.

To edit an existing schedule definition, click the
symbol for the desired schedule definition. The process will be
very similar to creating a new schedule definition as described below.

Create New Schedule Definition
To create a new schedule definition, click the Create New button in the top right corner of the screen. The user will be
taken to a new page to enter information about the new schedule definition:
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Details Tab
Name
The Name textbox is the name given to the inspection schedule definition. While it can be helpful to name the schedule definition after the inspection type that it will be used for, such as routine or underwater, the name is not used in
any other feature of AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI).

Recurring
The Recurring dropdown determines whether or not the inspection schedule will be for a recurring inspection.
"Yes" is used for recurring inspections that must be completed at a determined interval for the life of the asset. "No" is
used for unplanned, reactive inspections, such as a damage or flood inspections.
If "No" is selected, the Interval, Frequency Locked, and On Completion, Auto-Schedule Next Inspection controls are
removed from the schedule definition form.

Interval
The Interval textbox and dropdown determine the length of time between inspections of an asset and are only applicable if the schedule definition is for a recurring inspection. Enter a value in the Interval textbox and then use the
Interval dropdown to determine the unit of time.

Due Date Requirement
A due date must be determined for each inspection using the Due Date Requirement dropdown. The requirement can
be a specific day or an entire month. This selection can have a large impact on scheduling and deadlines if inspections are not completed and approved on time.
Example: If an inspection is set to be due "On Month" January 2016, but does not get completed until 02/01/16, the
inspection will appear to be an entire month late. Then, if the next inspection is auto-scheduled and the due date is
calculated from the completion date of the last inspection with auto-schedule turned on, the next inspection will be
scheduled in February - a month later than it should have been.

Frequency Locked
Once the interval is determined for a schedule definition, the user must use the Frequency Locked dropdown to
choose whether that interval can be changed for assets with that schedule definition or if the interval must always stay
the same. The interval that was assigned to the schedule definition will be the default, but the choice of "Yes" for the
frequency lock allows an owner to override the interval from within the Collector module.
Note: The configurable security features within AWARI control which users are permitted to view and change certain
aspects of the software.

Inspection Completed When
The Inspection Completed When dropdown is used to choose the stage within the inspection process that the inspection is considered complete. The inspection can be considered complete at "Report Create," "Report Approved," or during a time that is uniquely defined by the user – "Workflow Stage Action." Selecting "Workflow Stage Action"
allows the user to select a workflow stage for specific inspection types on the Inspection Types tab (after saving).
Note: In order to utilize a workflow within a schedule definition, the workflow must first be created on the Manage
Workflows page.
Note: When an inspection is completed, the asset’s scheduling needs and next due date are updated to indicate that
this inspection requirement has been satisfied. The inspection will no longer appear under scheduling on the Quick
View tab of the Asset Details page or on the Inspection Schedule Filter page.

On Completion, Next Due Date Calculated From
Choosing the next due date for recurring inspection schedules is an important step in the schedule definition process.
Use the On Completion, Next Due Date Calculated From dropdown to select from when the due date will be calculated. This selection can cause major changes to a schedule depending on the inspection process.
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Example: Recurring inspection / 24 month interval / Completed upon report approval
Inspection Timeline: Due on 01/01/15 - Performed on 01/05/15 - Approved on 02/01/15
Previous Due Date – If the next due date is calculated from the previous due date, the next inspection will be due
01/01/17. However, because the inspection wasn’t considered complete until approved on 02/01/15, the new
inspection due date will be 23 months after completion.
Inspection Date – If the next due date is calculated from the inspection date, the next inspection will be due
01/05/17. However, because the inspection wasn’t considered complete until approved on 02/01/15, the new
inspection due date will be just over 23 months after completion.
Completion Date – If the next due date is calculated from the completion date, the next inspection will be due on
02/01/17. While this choice is successful in maintaining the overall 24 month interval, the inspection itself will be
performed around 25 months after the previous inspection.
In order to choose the correct setting, the user must examine their inspection process and determine which selection
will be most successful at adhering to their schedule and maintaining the assets.

On Completion, Auto-Schedule Next Inspection
In an effort to preset and therefore simplify the inspection scheduling process, the On Completion, Auto-Schedule
Next Inspection dropdown allows the admin to choose whether or not to have AWARI automatically schedule an
asset’s next inspection upon completion of the current inspection. The auto-schedule feature should be set to "Yes" for
most recurring inspections.

Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the schedule definition.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the schedule definition.

Delete
Once the schedule definition is saved, the Delete button becomes available in the top right corner of the screen. Click
Delete to delete the currently selected schedule definition
Note: When deleting a schedule definition, the system will warn the admin if any scheduled inspections will be
deleted as a result.
Once the schedule definition is saved, two additional checkboxes appear on the Details tab and the Inspection Types tab
appears.

Update Checkboxes

If the Update Existing Inspection Due Dates checkbox is checked, all existing inspections of the inspection types
selected in the Inspection Types tab will have their inspection due dates updated to match the settings of the schedule
definition.
If the Update Existing Inspection Scheduled Dates checkbox is checked, all existing scheduled inspection of the
inspection types selected in the Inspection Types tab will have their scheduled dates updated to match the settings of
the schedule definition.
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Inspection Types Tab
The Inspection Types tab lists all of the inspection types that exist in the system. Checking the box of an inspection type
ensures that it will follow the schedule definition that the user is currently creating or modifying.

Note: An inspection type can only have one schedule definition attached to it, but one schedule definition can be
attached to multiple inspection types.
Example: One of the most commonly used inspection types is routine. However, routine inspections can have a various
range of intervals. Despite the range, only one schedule definition can be attached to the routine inspection type. So, if a
user commonly has both 24 month and 36 month routine inspections, two separate inspection types, such as routine24
and routine36, would have to be created in order to utilize a schedule definition for both intervals.
As mentioned earlier, if "Workflow Stage Action" is selected as the inspection completion indicator, the Inspection
Types tab will have additional selections in the grid that allow the user to select a uniquely defined workflow as the
completion point:

The available dropdowns and selections in each dropdown are dependent upon the settings established for the inspection
types as well as the specifics of each workflow.
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Templates
Templates are similar to forms because they contain fields for data entry and there are several different types, but templates are for more specialized uses.

To edit an existing template, click the
new template as described below.
If a template has the

symbol for the desired template. The process will be very similar to creating a

symbol in the list, it can be clicked to take the admin to that template's Forms Designer page.

Create New Template
To create a new template, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. The user will be taken to a new
page to enter information about the new template:

General Tab
Name
The Name textbox is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It is used to name the template and should be indicative
of the template's intended purpose.
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Template Type
The Template Type dropdown is a mandatory field, as denoted by the *. It determines what kind of template will be
created. There are several different template types that exist in AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI):
l

User Control - A template for reusable controls that will be used on designer forms. It can be placed on as many
forms as desired.
Example: If your agency's forms all have an identical header at the top, the header can be created once using the
User Control template type and then easily added to every form with less work required.

l

l

l

Manage Inventory - A template that, if created, will appear on the Manage Inventory page for each asset. It
allows for additional data to be collected and viewed directly from the template.
Project - A template that allows additional data to be collected for projects and work specifications in project
management.
Component - A template used in conjunction with component forms to collect component data during inspections.

Design Button
Regardless of which template type is selected, the Design button will appear whenever the template is saved:

The Design button takes the admin to the selected template's Forms Designer page.

Component
If "Component" is selected from the Template Type dropdown, the Mapped To tab will appear:

Review the checkboxes to determine which asset types should have the template available to their assets' inspection reports.
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Save and Cancel
The Save and Cancel buttons are located at the bottom center of the screen.
The Save button saves the changes made to the template.
The Cancel button cancels any changes made to the template.

Delete
Once the template is saved, the Delete button becomes available in the top right corner of the screen. Click Delete to
delete the currently selected template.
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User Agreement Management
Similar to the End User License Agreement (EULA) that users must agree to on their initial login to AssetWise Asset
Reliability Inspections (AWARI), administrators can add their own user agreements for users.
Note: For both the AWARI EULA and agency user agreements, users of the AWARI Collector mobile application must
log in to a computer and accept the agreements prior to being permitted to use the mobile application.

Create New User Agreement
To create a new user agreement, click the Create button in the top right corner of the screen. A popup will appear:

Name
Use the Name textbox to name the user agreement.
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File Name
Click the Browse button to locate and upload a file on the computer that contains the information for the user agreement.

Enabled
Check the Enabled checkbox to turn on the user agreement and have it appear at the specified times when a user logs in.

Require Acceptance
The Require Acceptance dropdown determines how frequently the user must accept the user agreement upon login.
l
l
l

OncePerLogin - The user must accept the user agreement each time they log in to AWARI.
OneTime - The user must accept the user agreement when they first log in to AWARI.
Recurring - The user must accept the user agreement at a recurring interval, as specified. If selected, additional
options will appear:

Require Users to Accept Every
Determines the frequency of the recurring user agreement. Use the textbox to enter a number and the dropdown to
determine the unit of time (days, months, weeks, or years).

User Agreement Start Date
Use the calendar to select a start date for the user agreement.

Next Acceptance Required On
Indicates when the next acceptance will be required based on the selections made for the recurring user agreement.

Save, Cancel, and Delete
The Save button saves the new user agreement.
The Cancel button cancels the creation of the user agreement.
The Delete button becomes available after the initial creation of the user agreement. Click the Delete button to delete
the user agreement.
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Forms Designer
The Forms Designer tool is used to configure the layout of input forms and output reports using an intuitive drag and
drop interface. The tool can configure various items in the Site Configuration suite, from small tasks like rearranging a
form's fields to large tasks like creating an entirely new form or report section.
The Forms Designer tool is used to configure the format and layout of the following items:
l
l
l
l
l

Forms
Maintenance Types
Repeating Field Groups
Report Sections
Templates

Forms Designer is accessible from the Design button or
tools pages.

symbol found on the above mentioned Site Configuration

Overview of Forms Designer Screen
When Forms Designer is opened, the admin will see the following screen:

The Forms Designer tool consists of three primary sections:
1. Form Edit Area - This section shows the current format of the form or object being edited. This is the finished
result that the user will see when using the form or object.
2. Add Controls - This section shows the controls that can be added to the form.
3. Control Properties - This section shows the current settings for the selected control and allows the admin to
make changes.

Using Forms Designer
The following information describes using Forms Designer to create a brand new form starting from a blank slate.
However, the same processes described below can be used to edit pre-existing forms and objects.
A new form will be completely blank:
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Controls
With a blank form, the first step is to add controls. There are various controls available to add:
l

Add Multiple Fields - Used to select multiple fields to add at once. The system provides a label for each field
and the proper control type for the field (textbox, dropdown, etc.). This feature can greatly reduce the time it
takes to complete a form.

l

Label - Used to label the other controls added to the form or used as a form heading.

l

Textbox - Single-line text field that allows the user to enter information manually.
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l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Image - Used to add images to the form.
Text Area - Multiple-line text field that allows the user to enter information manually and is generally used for
fields that may require a lengthy response, such as notes or descriptions.
Checkbox - Small boxes that can be checked to make one or more selections.
Dropdown - A control that houses a list of selectable options that are revealed when the arrow is clicked. Only
one option may be selected from the list.
Memo - A rich-text field control that permits font and style changes.
Logo Selector - A dropdown that enables the user to choose a logo to include in the PDF of their report. The
logos available to the user are added on the Manage Logos page and are determined by the user's profile.
Page Break - Inserts a page break at the designated location to help determine the look of the report's PDF output.
Note: This control is only available when creating/editing report sections in Forms Designer.

l

Cover Photo - Used to add a cover photo to the selected report section.
Note: This control is only available when creating/editing report sections in Forms Designer.

To add a control, locate the desired control from the Controls section then click, hold, and drag the control onto the
form:

Controls can be moved around the form at any time by using the same click, hold, and drag method.

Specialty Controls
Additional specialty controls that can be added to the form include:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Asset Control - Specific asset info, such as asset name, asset code, etc.
Report Control - Specific report info, such as the report owner, who it's assigned to, etc.
Project Control - Specific project info, such as project name, start date, etc.
Logo Image - Added to forms (typically output forms) to display a logo.
Assignment Log - Displays the workflow history of the report.
Details Grid - Displays the report history.
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Template Controls
The user control that can be added to the form uses templates that were created with the "User Control" template type.
Example: If an agency wanted to have the same header appear on all of their forms, they could create a header template
and insert it into each form with the user control rather than individually making the header on each form.

Setting Control Properties
Once controls have been added to the form, those controls must have their properties set in order for the form to look
and function as desired.
Note: When the Add Multiple Fields control is used, the basic settings for each field added are already established.
To select a control to edit its properties, click on the control within the form or use the Control dropdown in the Properties section to locate the desired control. The orange border around a control indicates that it is currently selected.
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Control Dropdown
- Use the Control dropdown to select a control and edit its
properties.
Information
- Use the Name textbox to change the name of the selected
control.
Functionality
- The Field option allows the admin to link the selected control
to a field. This is one of the most important aspects of the
Forms Designer because it ensures that the correct information
is displayed on the form and also that the information is stored
when a user enters it during an inspection. To link the control
to a field, click the
symbol to open a popup listing all of
the fields that have been created through the Site Configuration
tools and are available to be selected.
- The Tab Index textbox allows the admin to determine the
flow of controls for using the Tab key on the keyboard to travel
from one control to the next when the user is filling out the
form. By default, the tab index will follow the controls from top
to bottom, column by column.
- Use the Read Only T/F dropdown to determine whether the
selected control should be read only for users.
- If the Show Field Choice Name dropdown is set to true, once
a selection is made from the dropdown on the form both the
field choice name and value will be displayed.
- The Scripts field is for developer use only.
Positioning
- The Positioning section options allow the admin to establish
the specific location and size of the control on the form. If a
form with a clean appearance is desired, the Top and Left
textboxes are very useful in ensuring that all of the controls line
up perfectly.
Display
- The Display section options allow the admin to establish the
look of the selected control by changing items such as the font,
alignment, and border style.
- Every item on the form has a Z-index. If two or more items
overlap, this field determines which is on top.
- The Border Style dropdown determines if the control will
have a border around it and what kind.

Using the Mouse for Form Editing
Both the left and right mouse buttons allow the admin to perform various actions on a form in the Forms Designer.
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Left Mouse Click
As noted previously, the main use of the left mouse click is to click, hold, and drag controls onto the form. However,
that same method can also be used to manually resize a control as well as select a group of controls.
Note: Selecting a group of controls can also be achieved by holding the CTRL key and clicking on the desired controls.

Right Mouse Click
The right mouse click allows the admin to perform several different actions on controls that are currently selected:

Cut, Copy, Paste
- Used to remove, move, or duplicate the selected controls.
Bring and Send
- The forms are layered, allowing the admin to overlap controls as desired.
These options make it possible to move a control if it is behind or in front
of one or more other controls.
Align
- Used to align all of the selected controls in a certain way.
Distribute
- Used to distribute the selected controls evenly so that the space between
each control is equal.
Delete, Deselect, Select
- Used to delete the currently selected controls, deselect all controls, or
select all controls.
Undo, Redo
- Used to undo a change that was just made to the form or redo a change
that was just undone.
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Side Panel Controls
On the left side of the Forms Designer are many important form controls:

Open - The Open button allows the admin to select, open, and edit the forms or objects in the system.

Save - The Save button allows the admin to save the changes made to the current form. Changes must be
saved before exiting the Forms Designer or switching forms in order for the changes to be maintained.

View Switch - The View Switch button allows the admin to view the desktop, tablet, tablet landscape,
mobile, and mobile landscape views of the form.

Undo/Redo - The Undo and Redo buttons allow the admin to undo a change made to the form or redo a
change that was undone.
Import/Export - Import or export a form definition. This is often used to move a form from a test site over
to a production site.
Toggle Field Bindings - The Toggle Field Bindings button allows the admin to display the name of the
field to which each control is linked within the form.
Grid - The Grid button displays a grid to help with alignment.
Toggle Report Toolbar (Left) - Displays where the Report Toolbar will show up on the left side of the
screen when it is expanded. Any form controls or information behind this area will not be visible.
Toggle Report Toolbar (Right) - Displays where the Report Toolbar will show up on the right side of
the screen when it is expanded. Any form controls or information behind this area will not be visible.
Toggle Report Sidebar - Displays where the Report Toolbar will show up on the screen when it is
expanded. Any form controls or information behind this area will not be visible.
Validate Page - Checks for errors within the form and guides the user on how to resolve them.
Status - The status symbol reveals whether a save was accepted (
en error has occurred (

)
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), a change has been made (

), or

Configuration Walk-Throughs for Common Actions
While understanding how to use each of the configurations in the Asset and Report Settings section is important, it
doesn't explain how those configurations interact. The configurations can be thought of as building blocks that must be
combined in a certain order to reach an end goal.
The following walk-throughs provide a brief step-by-step suggestion of which actions to take, and in what order, to
accomplish a common goal related to forms. The admin can then review the Manage Asset and Report Settings section
of the user manual to understand each step.

Create New Field and Add to Existing Form
Adding an additional field to an existing form is a common need for AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)
users. To accomplish this task, the admin should do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create the new field on the Report Fields configuration page.
Locate the desired form on the Forms configuration page and open that form's Forms Designer page.
Drag the control type that matches the newly created field onto the form in the desired location.
In the control's properties, link the control to the newly created field.
ALTERNATIVE - The Add Multiple Fields control can be used in place of steps 3 and 4.

Note: These steps assume a basic system of Asset and Report Settings has already been established.

Create New Designer Form and Add to Existing Report Type
A major step above simply adding a new field to a form is to create an entirely new form and add it to an existing report
type. To accomplish this task, the admin should do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ensure all desired fields for the new form have been created on the Report Fields configuration page.
Create the new form on the Forms configuration page.
Open the form's Forms Designer page.
Drag all of the desired controls, labels, etc. onto the form.
Use each control's properties to link the controls to the desired fields.
ALTERNATIVE - The Add Multiple Fields control can be used in place of steps 4 and 5.
Open the desired report type on the Report Types configuration page and add the newly created form on the Input
Forms tab.

Note: These steps assume a basic system of Asset and Report Settings has already been established.

Create Entirely New System of Asset and Report Settings
The most elaborate task an admin can perform within the Asset and Report Settings is to build the settings from scratch.
There are multiple ways to perform this task because many of the settings contain similar mapping/linking controls, but
the following steps reveal the most efficient process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Create all asset types on the Asset Types configuration page.
Create all asset statuses on the Asset Statuses configuration page.
Create all inspection types on the Inspection Types configuration page.
Determine all necessary forms and plan them out (outside of AWARI) to determine all necessary fields.
Using the planned-out forms, create all fields on the Report Fields configuration page.
OPTIONAL - If repeating field groups, templates (and components), or maintenance types are desired, create them
on their respective configuration pages.
Create all forms on the Forms configuration page.
Design all forms in Forms Designer - All controls added to the forms can be mapped to fields because the fields
have already been created in step 5.
Create the report sections (output reports) in the Report Sections configuration page.
Create the report types in the Report Types configuration page - All previously created settings can be linked to
the report types using the report type settings' tabs.
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Manage Workflows
The Manage Workflows feature located within the Site Configuration branch of the Administration module allows an
agency to determine all of the steps an inspection report or maintenance item will travel through until completion. Most
agencies have a very specific way of processing their reports, and the Manage Workflows page makes it possible to bring
those processes into AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI).

Creating a Workflow

To create a new workflow, click the New Workflow button in the top right corner of the screen. The following popup
will appear:

Use the Workflow and Worfklow Description textboxes to enter a name and description for the new workflow.
The Workflow Type dropdown determines for what process the workflow will be used.
Click the Save button to officially create the new workflow.
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Workflow Stages
Once the workflow is created, workflow stages need to be added to signify the different steps in the workflow process.
Select the Workflow Stages tab to view the existing workflow stages:

By default, AWARI comes with 4 existing, uneditable workflow stages: In Progress, Awaiting Approval, Approve Final
Report, and Completed.
The simplest of processes can often be achieved by using an In Progress > Awaiting Approval > Completed workflow.
However, a workflow can be as simple or as complicated as desired. If the necessary workflow stages don't currently
exist, click the New Workflow Stage button in the top right corner of the screen. The following popup will appear:

Use the Workflow Stage and Worfklow Stage Description textboxes to enter a name and description for the new workflow stage.
Click the Save button to create the new workflow stage.

Workflow Stage Security
Each workflow stage has role-based security that can be determined by pressing the
stage. This will open the following popup:
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icon for the desired workflow

The Report Access Level dropdown determines whether the role's access is Full Control or Read Only for a report
when it is in the current workflow stage.
The Can Assign To checkbox indicates that only users within the checked roles will be able to have a report in the
selected workflow stage assigned to them.

Workflow Actions
In order for an item to move through the workflow's various workflow stages there must be workflow actions. Select the
Workflow Actions tab to view the existing workflow actions:

The most common workflow actions are Pass and Fail, but new workflow actions can be created by clicking the New
Workflow Action button in the top right corner of the screen. The following popup will appear:
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Use the Workflow Action and Worfklow Action Description textboxes to enter a name and description for the new workflow action.
Use the Workflow Action Order textbox to determine where the workflow action will appear in the list when a user
needs to make a workflow action selection (starting with "0").
The Workflow Action Default checkbox indicates that this workflow action will be the default action selected when a
user needs to make a workflow action selection.
Click the Save button to create the new workflow stage.

Building a Workflow
Once the workflow, workflow stages, and workflow actions have been created, the workflow must be built. Return to the
Workflow tab and ensure that the newly created workflow is selected in the Workflow dropdown.

Attaching the First Workflow Stage

By default, the first workflow stage will always be "In Progress." The first attached stage will actually be the second
stage in the workflow. Click the

button to open the following popup:
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Workflow Stage
Use the Workflow Stage dropdown to select the desired workflow stage to add to the workflow. If this is the first workflow stage being added, it will follow after the "In Progress" stage.

Workflow Action
Use the Workflow Action dropdown to determine what action must be taken while in the prior stage to proceed to the
stage being added.
Example: If an In Progress > Awaiting Approval > Completed workflow is desired, the Workflow Action must be set to
"Pass" when adding the "Awaiting Approval" workflow stage so that a filled-out inspection report can proceed to the
"Awaiting Approval" stage.
Note: In almost all cases, the workflow stage following the "In Progress" stage will have a positive (forward-moving)
action because there is nowhere else for the inspection report to go in the first workflow stage. Stages other than "In Progress" can have negative (backward-moving) actions that send the inspection report back to the previous stage.

Workflow Path Order
Use the Workflow Path Order textbox to determine where the workflow stage will appear in the list when a user needs
to make a workflow path stage selection (starting with "0").

Workflow Path Default
If the Workflow Path Default checkbox is checked, that workflow stage will be pre-selected as the default workflow
stage when a user needs to make a workflow path stage selection.

Role Security
The Role Security checkboxes indicate whether or not a user within a specific role can submit a report from the current
workflow stage to the stage being added.
Example: If the current workflow stage is "In Progress" and the stage being added is "Awaiting Approval," any role with
the Role Security checkbox checked will allow users to submit "In Progress" reports to the "Awaiting Approval" stage.
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When the desired selections have been made, click the Save button to attach the workflow stage to the workflow.

Attaching Additional Workflow Stages
Once one workflow stage has been added to the workflow, the look of the page and process for adding additional workflow stages changes.

The Workflow Stage dropdown becomes available and selecting a stage from the dropdown displays all of the paths possible to and from that stage.
Example: For a completed workflow, the "Awaiting Approval" workflow stage might look like this:
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Workflow Stage Controls
There are a few different controls selectable from the workflow, including:
l

l

l

- Add Workflow Stage - Use this icon to add a workflow stage to the currently selected workflow stage.
- Workflow Path Security - Use this icon to edit the role security for the workflow path to which the icon
belongs (this initially gets set when the workflow stage is added to the workflow).
- Remove Workflow Path - Use this icon to remove the workflow stage to which the icon belongs.

The workflows that aren't currently selected but are connected to the selected workflow stage's path have hyperlinked
names that will take the admin to that workflow stage.

Additional Manage Workflow Page Controls
Overall Workflow Chart

The Overall Workflow Chart button opens a new page that displays the entire workflow path with pass-only actions to
give the admin an overall view of the workflow.

The Workflow dropdown allows the admin to change the workflow being viewed and the Role dropdown allows the
admin to view the selected workflow based on the security for a specific role.
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Edit and Delete Controls

The Edit Workflow button allows the admin to edit the name and description of the currently selected workflow.
The Delete Workflow button allows the admin to delete the currently selected workflow.
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Manage Elements
The Manage Elements feature located within the Site Configuration branch of the Administration module allows the
admin to create and manage the elements that make up each of the assets in the system, including physical elements, protective systems, and defects.

Physical Elements
To view the system's physical elements, select the Physical Element portion of the bar at the top of the page. This will
display all of the physical elements available to make up any asset in the system.

Create Physical Element
To create a new physical element, click the Create Physical Element button in the top right corner of the screen.
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Element ID
The Element ID dropdown is the FHWA ID given to the element.

Element Name
The Element Name textbox indicates the name of the element and will be displayed as "[Element ID] - [Element Name]"
when referenced throughout AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI).

Classification
The Classification textbox displays whether the element is a physical element, protective system, or defect. This field
cannot be edited.

Units
The Units textbox is used to enter the metric or English units used to measure the element.

Material
The Material dropdown indicates the type of material that makes up the element.

Location
The Location dropdown indicates in what part of the asset the element is located.

Environment
AWARI does not use a structure's environment for analytics, but it does allow the inspector to record a structure's environment for their own purposes.

Override Federal Element
Non-FHWA elements can be created to serve various purposes, but will only be submitted with the NBI tape if they are
linked to an FHWA element. The Override Federal Element dropdown allows the admin to determine to which FHWA
element the new element will be linked. This way, when the NBI tape is submitted, the information from the new element will be included.
Example: If your agency is testing out the use of a new material for Element 12 - Reinforced Concrete Deck, a new Element ID may be used rather than including the test material in with Element 12. However, this information still needs
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reported. Therefore, the new material's Element ID will be set to override Element 12 so that structures using the new
material will have that data included in the NBI tape.

Failure Cost
The Failure Cost textbox entry is utilized in the bridge health index calculation.

Asset Types
The Asset Types checkboxes allow the admin to indicate which asset types contain the physical element. Some elements
are likely to be used for multiple asset types, while others are unique to a specific asset type.

Add Protective System and/or Defect
The Protective System and Defect boxes allow the admin to associate specific protective systems and/or defects with the
physical element.
To link a protective system or defect to the physical element, click the
from the dropdown:

To delete an item that has been added, click the

symbol for either and select the desired item

symbol for the desired item.

Note: Associating physical elements, protective systems, and defects can be done during creation of any of the three elements.

Save or Cancel
Click the Save button to complete the creation of the physical element.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the creation of the physical element.
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Protective Systems
To view the database's protective systems, select the Protective System portion of the bar at the top of the page. This will
display all of the protective systems available for assets in the database.

Create Protective System
To create a new protective system, click the Create Protective System button in the top right corner of the screen.

Element ID
The Element ID dropdown is the FHWA ID given to the element.

Element Name
The Element Name textbox indicates the name of the protective system and will be displayed as "[Element ID] - [Element Name]" when referenced throughout AWARI.
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Classification
The Classification textbox displays whether the element is a physical element, protective system, or defect. This field
cannot be edited.

Units
The Units textbox is used to enter the metric or English units used to measure the protective system.

Override Federal Element
Non-FHWA elements can be created to serve various purposes, but will only be submitted with the NBI tape if they are
linked to an FHWA element. The Override Federal Element dropdown allows the admin to determine which FHWA element the new element will be linked to. This way, when the NBI tape is submitted, the information from the new element will be included.
Example: If your agency is testing out the use of a new material for Element 12 - Reinforced Concrete Deck, a new Element ID may be used rather than including the test material in with Element 12. However, this information still needs
reported. Therefore, the new material's Element ID will be set to override Element 12 so that structures using the new
material will have that data included in the NBI tape.

Failure Cost
The Failure Cost textbox entry is utilized in the bridge health index calculation.

Asset Types
The Asset Types checkboxes allow the admin to indicate which asset types can use the protective system. Some protective systems are likely to be used for multiple asset types, while others are unique to a specific asset type.

Add Physical Element and/or Defect
The Physical Element and Defect boxes allow the admin to associate specific physical elements and/or defects with the
protective system.
To link a physical element or defect to the protective system, click the
from the dropdown:

To delete an item that has been added, click the

symbol for either and select the desired item

symbol for the desired item.

Note: Associating physical elements, protective systems, and defects can be done during creation of any of the three elements.

Save or Cancel
Click the Save button to complete the creation of the protective system.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the creation of the protective system.
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Defects
To view the system's defects, select the Defect portion of the bar at the top of the page. This will display all of the
defects available for assets in the system.

Create Defect
To create a new defect, click the Create Defect button in the top right corner of the screen.

Element ID
The Element ID dropdown is the FHWA ID given to the element.
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Element Name
The Element Name textbox indicates the name of the defect and will be displayed as "[Element ID] - [Element Name]"
when referenced throughout AWARI.

Classification
The Classification textbox displays whether the element is a physical element, protective system, or defect. This field
cannot be edited.

Asset Types
The Asset Types checkboxes allow the admin to indicate which asset types can be affected by the defect. Some defects
are likely to affect multiple asset types, while others are unique to a specific asset type.

Add Physical Element and/or Protective System
The Physical Element and Protective System boxes allow the admin to associate specific physical elements and/or protective systems with the defect.
To link a physical element or protective system to the defect, click the
from the dropdown:

To delete an item that has been added, click the

symbol for either and select the desired item

symbol for the desired item.

Note: Associating physical elements, protective systems, and defects can be done during creation of any of the three elements.

Save or Cancel
Click the Save button to complete the creation of the defect.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the creation of the defect.
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Manage Documentation
The Manage Documentation feature located within the Site Configuration branch of the Administration module allows
the admin to add manuals and other documentation to the system and determine which roles have access to them. Users
can then access the manuals on the Documentation page in the Help tab.

Add New Documentation
To add new documentation to the system, click the Add Manual button in the top right corner of the screen. Existing
documentation details can be edited by clicking the desired manual's

icon.

Click the Browse button to locate the file within the computer to be uploaded.
Use the Manual Name textbox to provide a unique name for the manual.
Use the Description textbox to provide an explanation of the manual's contents.
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Roles with Access
The Roles with Access checkboxes determine which roles in the system can access the documentation. Checking the
Select All Roles checkbox will check the boxes of all of the roles. Otherwise, check the boxes of the individual roles
that should be granted access to the manual.
If a user has access to a specific document based on their role, that document will appear on the Documentation page in
the Help tab.

Saving the New Documentation
Once the desired selections have been made, click the Save button to add the documentation to the system.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the addition of the manual.
The Delete button is only available when editing existing system documentation. Clicking the Delete button removes
the document from the system.

Accessing the Documentation
Users can access the documentation available to them by selecting the Documentation page from the Help tab.

Click the desired manual's

icon to download it.
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Manage Filter Permissions
The Manage Filter Permissions page, located in the Administration module, allows the admin to determine the permissions for each of the report filters, inspection schedule filters, and maintenance item filters that have been made public. The permissions are set using role security.

The Filter Type dropdown determines whether the admin is setting the permissions for report, scheduling, or maintenance filters.
The Filter Type dropdown selection will determine what filter options populate in the Public Filters dropdown. All public filters for the selected filter type should appear. To edit a filter's permissions, select the desired filter from the Public
Filters dropdown.
Note: If the desired filter is not listed in the Public Filters dropdown, the user who created the filter likely did not save
it as a public filter.
Once the desired filter is selected, use the grid to check the boxes of all of the roles that should have permission to use
the filter.
After selecting all of the desired roles, click the Save button in the top right corner of the screen.
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Audit Report
The Audit Report tool, located in the Administration module, allows the admin to run various audit reports to review
changes that have occurred in the system.

Run an Audit Report
Use the Audit Type dropdown to select the audit report to run:
l
l
l
l

l
l

l

User Access - Shows every login instance of the selected user over the selected date span.
User Changes - Shows every change the selected user has made in the system over the selected date span.
Asset Changes - Shows every change to the selected asset made by the selected user over the selected date span.
Report Changes - Shows every report change to the selected asset made by the selected user over the selected
date span.
Failed Logins - Shows every failed login attempt by the selected user over the selected date span.
Asset Fields - Shows every asset value change made to the selected field by the selected user over the selected
date span.
Report Fields - Shows every report value change made to the selected field by the selected user over the selected
date span.

Use the Audit Date controls to select the span of time the audit report will cover.
Note: Audit reports cannot be run for a date span of more than one month.
The remaining controls will depend on the selection made from the Audit Type dropdown, but will include the User
dropdown and the Asset Name textbox.
When the desired selections have been made, click the Run Report button in the top right corner of the screen and the
audit report will appear on the page:
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AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) CE allows the admin to export the report results into Excel by clicking the Export Results to Excel button in the top right corner of the screen.
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Bulk Import
The Bulk Import tool, located in the Administration module, allows the administrator to greatly reduce the time and
effort necessary to enter information into the system by importing data through the use of Excel spreadsheets. The Bulk
Import tool can import:
l
l
l
l

Asset/Report Values/NBEs
Users
Assets (can also move assets)
Fields

Each import type contains an Excel template that the admin can use to enter the information. All data must be formatted
correctly in order for the import to be successful, and each import type contains an error check that can verify the spreadsheet has been properly completed.
Note: The Bulk Import tool's spreadsheets must use the "Text" field type in Excel. The importer will reject fields using
the "General" field type.

Importing Asset/Report Values and NBEs
To import asset values, report values, or NBEs, select the Asset/Report Values tab on the Bulk Import page.
Note: The asset/report values imports are only to be used when importing data for existing assets into existing fields. No
new assets or fields can be included in the import.

Asset/Report Value Import Controls and Options
Import File:
Once the Excel template has been completed and saved, use the Choose File button to select that file for importing.

Update Standard Field Values?
This option determines whether the imported data is for standard fields, repeating field group fields, or elements. The
other controls on the page will vary depending on this selection.
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Update Asset Values?
This option determines whether the asset values for the assets and fields included in the spreadsheet will be updated
with the import. Selecting "Yes" from the dropdown reveals the Overwrite Existing Values? option.

Overwrite Existing Values?
Determines whether or not to overwrite existing values. It can be used when the admin desires to update only the fields
that have been left blank in AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI). Selecting "Yes" from the dropdown
reveals the Import Empty Values? option.

Import Empty Values?
Allows for items that have been left blank on the spreadsheet to be skipped. This prevents an existing value in AWARI
from being overwritten by a blank entry.

Update In Progress Report Values?
This option determines whether the import will update the report values of any open inspection reports for the assets
included in the spreadsheet. Selecting "Yes" from the dropdown reveals the Overwrite Existing Values? option.

Overwrite Existing Values?
Determines whether or not to overwrite existing values. It can be used when the admin desires to update only the fields
that have been left blank in AWARI. Selecting "Yes" from the dropdown reveals the Import Empty Values? option.

Import Empty Values?
Allows for items that have been left blank on the spreadsheet to be skipped. This prevents an existing value in AWARI
from being overwritten by a blank entry.

Check for Errors Without Importing
This checkbox ensures that the import file is checked for errors prior to importing. Information on the performed error
check can be found in the Past Imports tab.

Process
When the desired file has been chosen and the settings have been determined, click the Process button to perform the
import.

Asset/Report Value Import Excel Template
To begin working with the template, select the Download Standard Field Template, Download Repeating Field Group
Template, or Download National Bridge Element Template link to download the desired spreadsheet.
Note: The asset/report values imports are only to be used when importing data for existing assets into existing fields. All
assets and fields entered into the template must already exist in the system or an error will occur with the import.
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Asset Value Template

All fields are not necessarily mandatory, but it is recommended that all fields be completed if possible. It is important
that all information be entered accurately.
Fields of Note:
l

Controls that use numbers (such as Deck Condition) - Some of these fields have a limited number of choices
available to them. If a control's dropdown allows numbers "1" through "9" to be selected, entering any value outside of that range (such as "10") will cause an error when importing the template.
-OR-

Report Value Template

All fields are not necessarily mandatory, but it is recommended that all fields be completed if possible. It is important
that all information be entered accurately.
Fields of Note:
l

Controls that use numbers (such as Deck Condition) - Some of these fields have a limited number of choices
available to them. If a control's dropdown allows numbers "1" through "9" to be selected, entering any value outside of that range (such as "10") will cause an error when importing the template.
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-OR-

National Bridge Element Template

All fields are not necessarily mandatory, but it is recommended that all fields be completed if possible. It is important
that all information be entered accurately.
Fields of Note:
l

Parent Element - This field determines to which element the new element belongs, if applicable. In order for the
import to work, the parent element listed in the field must already exist in the system and must be entered correctly.
Note: For an asset with multiple elements that share the same protective system, a ">" character can be entered to
specify the grandparent > parent relationship and designate exactly where the new grandchild element should be
placed.
Example: An agency has an asset with both element 12 and element 212 using protective system 510. However,
each of those protective systems now has a defect that must be added:
12 > 510 > 1110
212 > 510 > 1111
When importing new grandchild elements, entering "510" into the Parent Element column of the template will
cause problems because both element 12 and element 212 contain that protective system. To solve this issue, the
admin can enter "12 > 510" into the Parent Element column to specify exactly where to place the new grandchild element within that asset.

l

l

Controls that use numbers (such as Deck Condition) - Some of these fields have a limited number of choices
available to them. If a control's dropdown allows numbers "1" through "9" to be selected, entering any value outside of that range (such as "10") will cause an error when importing the template.
Importing grandchild elements - To import grandchild elements, the Parent Asset column of the template must
follow a specific "Parent Element > Protective System" format to ensure that the defect is imported to the correct
location. For example, the Parent Asset column could read "12 > 510" with the Element column reading "1110."
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Importing Users
To import users, select the Users tab on the Bulk Import page. This feature is particularly useful during an agency's initial AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) setup because it allows the admin to avoid manually entering user
information one by one on the Manage Users page.

Users Import Controls and Options
Import File:
Once the Excel template has been completed and saved, use the Choose File button to select that file for importing.

Add User if Not Found?
This option determines if new users will be created from the import. If "No" is selected, users that are in the spreadsheet
but are not found in the existing database will not be added.

Update Existing User?
This option determines if the settings for existing users will be updated. Selecting "Yes" from the dropdown reveals the
Import Empty Values? option.

Import Empty Values?
This option allows for items that have been left blank on the spreadsheet to be skipped. This prevents an existing value
in AWARI from being overwritten by a blank entry.

Check for Errors Without Importing
This checkbox ensures that the import file is checked for errors prior to importing. Information on the performed error
check can be found in the Past Imports tab.

Process
When the desired file has been chosen and the settings have been determined, click the Process button to perform the
import.
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Users Import Excel Template
To begin working with the template, select the Download Template link to download the users import spreadsheet.

The mandatory fields include: Username, First Name, Last Name, Password, Profile, Role, and Email. All other fields are
not necessarily mandatory, but it is recommended that they be completed if possible. It is important that all information
be entered accurately.
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Importing/Moving Assets
To import or move assets, select the Assets tab on the Bulk Import page. This feature is particularly useful during an
agency's initial AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) setup because it allows the admin to avoid manually
entering asset information one by one on the Manage Inventory page.
Note: Although the assets being imported are new, the parent asset listed in the template must already exist in the system. By default, AWARI has an overarching parent asset - "All Assets" - that can be used if no other assets have been created yet.

Assets Controls and Options
Import File:
Once the Excel template has been completed and saved, use the Choose File button to select that file for importing.

Asset Import Type
The Asset Import Type dropdown determines whether the file being imported is an asset import file or an asset movement file.

Prevent Creation of Duplicate Assets?
This option can prevent the creation of duplicate assets if an asset exists in both the spreadsheet as well as the AWARI
database.

Determine Asset Duplicates Based On
This option determines how the system will determine whether or not an asset in the spreadsheet is a duplicate of an
existing asset.

Specify Asset Parent by
In the template's "Parent Asset" column, the admin can enter either the parent asset name or the parent asset code. This
dropdown indicates which of those two has been entered into the template to ensure that the bulk import uses the correct
information.

Check for Errors Without Importing
This checkbox ensures that the import file is checked for errors prior to importing. Information on the performed error
check can be found in the Past Imports tab.
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Process
When the desired file has been chosen and the settings have been determined, click the Process button to perform the
import.

Create Assets Excel Template
To begin working with the template, select the Download Create Assets Template link to download the create assets
spreadsheet.

All fields are not necessarily mandatory, but it is recommended that all fields be completed if possible. It is important
that all information be entered accurately.
Fields of Note:
l

Parent Asset - This field determines where the new asset will be placed in the Asset Tree. In order for the import
to work, the parent asset listed in the field must already exist in the system and must be entered correctly. By
default, AWARI has an overarching parent asset - "All Assets" - that can be used if no other assets have been created yet.
Note: For agencies that have an asset hierarchy with parent assets of the same name, a ">" character can be
entered to specify exactly where the new asset should be placed.
Example: An agency has two counties set up in the following way:
County A
Bridges
- Bridge1
Culverts
- Culvert1

County B
Bridges
- Bridge2
Culverts
- Culvert2

When importing new assets, entering "Bridges" or "Culverts" into the Parent Asset column of the template will
cause problems because both County A and County B contain those parent assets. To solve this issue, the admin
can enter "County A > Bridges" into the Parent Asset column to specify exactly where to place the new asset
within the Asset Tree.

Move Assets Excel Template
To begin working with the template, select the Download Move Assets Template link to download the move assets
spreadsheet.
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Fields of Note:
l

Current Parent Asset and New Parent Asset - These fields determine from where in the Asset Tree the assets
are being pulled and to where in the Asset Tree the assets will be moved. In order for the move to work, the parent assets listed in the spreadsheet must already exist in the system and must be entered correctly. By default,
AWARI has an overarching parent asset - "All Assets" - that can be used if necessary.
Note: For agencies that have an asset hierarchy with parent assets of the same name, a ">" character can be
entered to specify which parent asset is being referenced.
Example: An agency has two counties set up in the following way:
County A
Bridges
- Bridge1
Culverts
- Culvert1

County B
Bridges
- Bridge2
Culverts
- Culvert2

When moving assets, entering "Bridges" or "Culverts" into the Current Parent Asset or New Parent Asset
columns of the template will cause problems because both County A and County B contain those parent assets.
To solve this issue, the admin can enter "County A > Bridges" into the desired parent column to specify exactly
which asset to move and where.
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Importing Fields
To import fields, select the Fields tab on the Bulk Import page. This feature is particularly useful during an agency's initial AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) setup because it allows the admin to avoid manually entering
field information one by one on the Report Fields Configuration page.

Fields Import Controls and Options
Import File:
Once the Excel template has been completed and saved, use the Choose File button to select that file for importing.

Allow Duplicate Field Names?
This option determines if duplicate fields are permitted if an asset exists in both the spreadsheet as well as the AWARI
database.

Check for Errors Without Importing
This checkbox ensures that the import file is checked for errors prior to importing. Information on the performed error
check can be found in the Past Imports tab.

Process
When the desired file has been chosen and the settings have been determined, click the Process button to perform the
import.

Fields Import Excel Template
To begin working with the template, select the Download Template link to download the fields import spreadsheet.
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All fields are not necessarily mandatory, but it is recommended that all fields be completed if possible. It is important
that all information be entered accurately.
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Past Imports
The Past Imports tab reveals both previously performed imports and validation checks.

Past Import Table
Validate Only and Running
The Validate Only and Running column checkboxes indicate the action performed during the import. If the Validate
Only checkbox is checked, that past import listing was only a check for errors without performing the actual import.
If the Running checkbox is checked, this indicates that the import is still being performed. Depending on the size of the
import, the import can potentially take hours to complete.

Result
The Result column reveals information about the success of the import, whether or not it was processed, and any errors
that occurred.
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Manage Messages
The Manage Messages tool, located in the Administration module, allows the admin to create and send messages to
users.
Note: Currently, the only location for a user to view messages is with the My Messages widget. The user must have the
widget on their dashboard and check it periodically for new messages.

Add New Message
To add a new message, click the Add New button in the Messages section:

When the message is finished, click the Save button at the bottom of the popup. The message will then appear in the
table in the Messages section.
Clicking the Select link will open that message in the Message Details section. Clicking the Remove link will delete
that message.
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Message Assignment
Once a message is created and is currently selected, it can be sent to the intended recipients.

Use the Message Assigned To dropdown to select who will receive the message:
l
l

l

User: If selected, a new dropdown will appear allowing the admin to select a specific user.
Role: If selected, a new dropdown will appear allowing the admin to select a specific role. All users under that
role will receive the message.
Everyone: If selected, all users in the system will receive the message.

Use the Dates to Show Message control to determine which dates the message will appear in the My Messages widget
button to add it to the list of dates that the message will be
for the selected user(s). Once a date is selected, click the
sent. This can be very helpful in setting up a message that needs to be sent on a regular basis.
To assign the message, click the Save button in the bottom right corner of the Message Assignment section.

Read/Unread Messages
If the selected message has been assigned, the Read/Unread Messages section will display all of the users it was sent to,
the date it was sent, and whether or not the user has accepted (read) the message.
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Manage Logos
The Manage Logos tool, located in the Administration module, allows the admin to upload logos that can be used on
forms in AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI).

Upload a Logo
To upload a logo, click the Choose File button to locate the desired logo from the computer's files.
The Description textbox is used to describe the logo, but the Set Description to File Name checkbox can be checked to
make the description match the uploaded logo's file name.
Once the file has been selected and a description option determined, click the Upload button in the top right corner of
the screen.

Logo Controls
Click on the logo's image in the Logo table to open an enlarged preview of the logo.
Click the Replace link to replace the current logo with a new one. This will ensure that the logo's description does not
change.
Click the Edit link to edit the logo's file name and description.
Click the Delete link to delete the logo.
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Recover Deleted Items
The Recover Deleted Items tool, located in the Administration module, allows the admin to recover deleted reports,
assets, and users. This ensures that accidentally deleted items can be restored without needing to contact support or enter
a support ticket and removes the potential for permanent loss due to mistaken deletion.

The Items dropdown in the top left corner of the page allows the admin to determine which deleted items to review:
reports, assets, or users.
Note: Only one item type can be restored at a time. Making selections and then switching the item type prior to restoring will unselect those selections.
Once the desired selections have been made for the item type, click the Restore Selected [Items] button in the top right
corner of the screen to recover the selected items and return them to the position they had in the system prior to the deletion.
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Dashboards
This section describes the dashboards and widgets that
exist within each of AssetWise Asset Reliability
Inspections (AWARI)'s modules. The dashboard
widgets provide users with quick access to important
information about assets, schedules, and more.

Dashboards and Widgets
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)’s dashboard pages contain widgets with valuable tools and information for the user. These pages are configurable so that the user can add/remove widgets as desired. The dashboard starts
as a blank slate that the user can then configure:

Selecting Add Widget sends the user to the widget page that lists all of the widgets available for the dashboard.

The
symbol will add the widget to the dashboard. If the widget is asset-based, clicking
will first activate a
popup Asset Tree that allows the users to select which parent assets to include within the widget.
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Existing Widgets
The Existing Widgets tab displays all of the widgets that are currently added to the dashboard.

Click a widget's

button to remove it from the dashboard.

Widgets that allow the user to select a specific set of assets can be edited using the

button.

Widget Types
The AWARI widgets are separated into three categories: MAP-21 Performance Measures, NBIS Compliance Metrics, and
Standard. However, not all widgets are available to all users. Widget access is dependent on a user’s role and the specific
module dashboard being accessed.
Note: When viewing a widget, the user can click on a particular section to get more in depth information. For instance,
clicking on a section of a pie graph will reveal more information about that specific statistic. In addition, AWARI CE
allows users to export the data of certain widgets to Excel.

MAP-21 Performance Measures
Before viewing the MAP-21 Performance Measures widgets, it is important to understand some of the terminology and
how the widgets work.

Good/Fair/Poor Scale
The rating system of Good, Fair, and Poor that is used in several of the widgets is in reference to the NBI condition rating values and is based on a scale of 0-9. AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)’s ratings are as follows:
9-7 = Good
6-5 = Fair
4-0 = Poor
For bridges, this rating is determined by the minimum value of NBI items 58, 59, and 60.
For culverts, this rating is determine by the minimum value of NBI item 62.
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Count vs. Area
Some widgets are based on counts while others are based on area. This can give two similar widgets very different results.
Example:
Bridge A: 1000 feet of deck area in Good condition.
Bridge B: 2000 feet of deck area in Poor condition.
The Bridge Condition widget is count based, therefore it’s only interested in one count of a bridge’s rating. Bridge A is
in Good condition and Bridge B is in Poor condition. Each only counts as 1, despite Bridge B being twice as large, so
the result is a 50/50 pie graph:

The Deck Area Bridge Condition widget is area based, therefore it takes into account the amount of a bridge’s deck area
with a certain rating. Bridge A has 1000 feet of deck area in Good condition and Bridge B has 2000 feet of deck area in
Poor condition. The total deck area of 3000 feet is considered, so the result is a 66/33 pie graph:

Knowing the difference between count-based and area-based will make reading and understanding the widgets much
easier.
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-Bridge Condition - All BridgesDisplays the percentage of bridges in Good, Fair, and
Poor condition. This is a count-based widget. Only
assets selected when adding the widget will factor into
the pie graph.

-Bridge Status - All BridgesDisplays the number of bridges with each Bridge
Status: OK/SD/FO. This is a count-based widget. Only
assets selected when adding the widget will factor into
the pie graph.

-Bridge Sufficiency Rating by Deck Area - All BridgesDisplays the percentage of Deck Area per Bridge
Sufficiency Rating decile. This is an area-based widget.
Only assets selected when adding the widget will factor
into the pie graph.

-Bridge Condition by Deck Area - All BridgesDisplays the percentage of Deck Area bridges in
Good, Fair, and Poor condition. This is an areabased widget. Only assets selected when adding
the widget will factor into the pie graph.

-Bridge Condition by Deck Area - NHS BridgesDisplays the percentage of Deck Area NHS bridges in
Good, Fair, and Poor condition. This is an area-based
widget. Only NHS bridges within the assets selected when
adding the widget will factor into the pie graph.

-NBI 58 Deck Condition RatingsDisplays the number of bridges with each of the
NBI 58 Deck Condition ratings. This is a countbased widget. Only assets selected when adding
the widget will factor into the bar graph.
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-NBI 59 Superstructure Condition RatingsDisplays the number of bridges with each of the NBI
59 Superstructure Condition ratings. This is a countbased widget. Only assets selected when adding the
widget will factor into the bar graph.

-NBI 60 Substructure Condition RatingsDisplays the number of bridges with each of the NBI
60 Substructure Condition ratings. This is a countbased widget. Only assets selected when adding the
widget will factor into the bar graph.

-NBI 62 Culvert Condition RatingsDisplays the number of bridges with each of the NBI
62 Culvert Condition ratings. This is a count-based
widget. Only assets selected when adding the widget
will factor into the bar graph.

-Bridge Condition - NHS BridgesDisplays the percentage of NHS bridges in Good, Fair,
and Poor condition. This is a count-based widget. Only
NHS bridges within the assets selected when adding the
widget will factor into the pie graph.

-Posted BridgesDisplays the count of Open, Closed, and Posted
bridges. This is a count-based widget. Only assets
selected when adding the widget will factor into the
bar graph.

-Structurally Deficient Bridges by Deck Area - All
BridgesDisplays the percentage of deck area on Structurally
Deficient bridges. This is an area-based widget. Only
assets selected when adding the widget will factor into
the gauge.
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-Structurally Deficient Bridges by Deck Area - NHS BridgesDisplays the percentage of deck area on Structurally Deficient NHS bridges. This is an area-based widget. Only
NHS bridges within the assets selected when adding the widget will factor into the gauge.
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NBIS Compliance Metrics
The NBIS Compliance Metrics widgets were derived from metrics 6-10 of the FHWA NBIS Oversight Program “Metrics
for the Oversight of the National Bridge Inspection Program” document from April 1, 2013. Consult the aforementioned
document for an in depth explanation of the metrics behind the NBIS Compliance widgets.
All of the NBIS Compliance Metrics widgets will show bridges as late if they meet one of these two conditions:
1. The inspection was done in the last 12 months and it was late.
-OR2. The inspection is late.
Therefore, more than just currently overdue bridges will appear on the widget. A bridge that appears in the widget may
have already been inspected within the last 12 months but the inspection was overdue when performed.
To view the specific bridges that make up the totals for "More than 4 Months Overdue," "2-4 Months Overdue," "1
Month Overdue," and "Met Requirement," click on the desired link and a popup list will appear.

-NBIS Compliance – Fracture CriticalDisplays bridges that have FCMs, are open to traffic,
and whose inspection dates have changed since the
previous year’s State NBI submission or whose
inspections are overdue. Only bridges within the assets
selected when adding the widget will factor into the
table.

-NBIS Compliance – Routine – Lower RiskDisplays lower risk bridges that are open to traffic
and whose inspection dates have changed since the
previous year’s State NBI submission or whose
inspections are overdue. Only bridges within the
assets selected when adding the widget will factor
into the table.

-NBIS Compliance – Routine – Higher RiskDisplays higher risk bridges that are open to traffic and
whose inspection dates have changed since the
previous year’s State NBI submission or whose
inspections are overdue. Only bridges within the assets
selected when adding the widget will factor into the
table.

-NBIS Compliance – Underwater – Higher RiskDisplays higher risk bridges that require UW inspections,
are open to traffic, and whose inspection dates have
changed since the previous year’s State NBI submission or
whose inspections are overdue. Only bridges within the
assets selected when adding the widget will factor into
the table.
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-NBIS Compliance – Underwater – Lower RiskDisplays lower risk bridges that require UW
inspections, are open to traffic, and whose inspection
dates have changed since the previous year’s State NBI
submission or whose inspections are overdue. Only
bridges within the assets selected when adding the
widget will factor into the table.
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Standard Widgets
Standard widgets are key informational widgets used to maintain user responsibilities. The Standard widgets do not have
an asset selection because they take the entire system of assets into account.

-All Overdue InspectionsLists all of the overdue inspections in the system.

-All Reports Created Per MonthDisplays the amount of reports created per month
compared to the previous year.

-All Upcoming InspectionsLists all of the upcoming scheduled inspections in the
system.

-Last Accessed AssetsLists the last 5 assets to be accessed in the system.

-Last Accessed ReportsLists the last five inspection reports to be accessed in
the system.

-My MessagesDisplays the user’s received messages.
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-My Overdue InspectionsLists the user’s overdue inspections.

-My Reports Created Per MonthDisplays the amount of reports created per month
compared to the previous year.

-Reports Awaiting My ReviewLists the reports the user must review.

-My Upcoming InspectionsLists upcoming inspections that are assigned to the
user.

-Open Work Management CountsDisplays a count of open (non-complete) work
management types.

-Recent LoginsLists the most recent user login access to the site.
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-Report Status Count – Past YearDisplays the user’s report status counts for the past
year.

-Report Status Counts – Selected AssetsDisplays the status of the ongoing reports for the
selected assets.

-Project - Work Specification StatusDisplays the status of the ongoing reports for the
selected work specification within a project.
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Projects
This section describes the pages and processes used
when working with projects in AssetWise Asset
Reliability Inspections (AWARI). AWARI's Projects
feature allows an agency to track inspection projects
through work specifications and use consulting firms
to complete inspections.

View Projects
The View Projects page allows an agency to create and manage all of the inspection projects in the systems. This
includes setting dates for projects, determining prime and sub consultants, establishing work specifications and supplemental work specifications, determining which inspection types are available for specific specifications, and using an
agency-configured form to record other necessary details.

Create a New Project
To create a new project, click the New Project button in the top right corner of the screen:

The Name textbox indicates the name of the project and is used in the Project Tree and Asset Trees.
The Start Date and End Date textboxes allow the admin to determine the start and end dates for the project, respectively. Prime and sub consultants of the project will only have access to it within the selected start and end dates.
The Status dropdown indicates the current status of the project. This is used by the agency for informational purposes.
When the required information is complete, click the Save Project button to save the new project and reveal more controls:
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Note: The Configured User Template box shown in the above screenshot indicates that a configured template can be created using the Site Configuration tools and inserted into the page.

Project Security
Once the new project is saved, the Manage Security button becomes available in the top right corner of the page. Click
the Manage Security button to reveal the following popup:

User Group Security Tab
User groups given access to a project automatically have access to all aspects of the project (unless set to read only). To
edit the user groups with access to the project, click the Edit button.
The bottom portion of the popup will display any users with supplemental security overriding the user group security.

Supplemental Security Tab
The Supplemental Security tab is used to establish which users have supplemental security settings for the project.
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To set the supplemental security, click the Edit button and select the desired users and what level of access they will
have to the project.

Prime and Sub Consultants
There are two types of consultants who can perform work on a project: prime and sub.

Prime consultants perform the work of the work specifications and have more control over projects while sub consultants
perform the work of the supplemental work specifications.
The following chart displays the security overview for an agency's projects in AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections
(AWARI):
Agency Admin/User
Groups + Users with
Access
Create Project

X

Edit Project Details

X

Edit Project Security

X

Create Work Specification

X

Edit Work Specification Details

X

Add Assets to Work Specification

X

Edit Work Specification Security

X

Prime

Create Supplemental Work Specification

X

X

Edit Supplemental Work Specification Details

X

X

Add Assets to Supplemental Work Specification

X

X

Edit Supplemental Work Specification Security

X

X

Link Reports to Work Specification

X

X
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Sub

X

The Prime and Available Sub listboxes are used to determine which user groups in the system will be prime or sub consultants for the project.
To edit the prime consultants, click the Edit button under the Prime listbox.

To add user groups to the prime consultants, check the boxes of the desired user groups.
Click the Save button to save the prime consultant selections.
Click the Cancel button to cancel the selections.
Follow the same process to select sub consultants for the Available Sub listbox.

Work Specifications
Within each project are work specifications, and potentially supplemental work specifications, that contain specific
assets with work to be completed.
To view an existing work specification, click that work specification's View button in the Work Specification section.
To add a work specification, click the Add Work Spec button:
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The Name textbox indicates the name of the work specification.
The Start Date and End Date textboxes allow the admin to determine the start and end dates for the work specification,
respectively. Prime consultants will only have access to it within the selected start and end dates. Sub consultants cannot
access work specifications.
The Status dropdown indicates the current status of the work specification. This is used by the agency for informational
purposes.

Assets Included in Work Spec
Click the Manage Assets button in the Assets Included in Work Spec section to locate and check the boxes of the assets
to be included in the work specification. Those assets will then appear in the project's Asset Tree.
Click the Bulk Asset Selection button in the Assets Included in Work Spec section to perform a bulk asset selection for
the selected work specification:

The Download Bulk Asset Selection Template link downloads the Excel template that can be used to enter all of the
assets that will be selected for the work specification.
When the template is complete, use the Browse button to select it from the computer's files. The Specify Asset Parent By
dropdown determines how the parent asset of the selected assets will be determined. This helps ensure that the correct
assets are selected.
Note: Asset names and codes must be entered into the template exactly as they appear in the system or the asset selection will not be successful.
When the basic information is complete and the desired assets have been selected, click the Save Work Spec button to
reveal additional controls:
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The Available Inspection Types listbox allows the user to restrict the inspection types available for the selected work
specification. Click the Edit button to select the inspection types:

Check the boxes of the inspection types that should be available for the selected work specification.
Click the Save button to save the selections or click the Cancel button to reject the selections.

Supplemental Work Specifications
To add a supplemental work specification, click the Add Supplemental Work Spec button in the Supplemental Work
Specifications section of the work specification.
The basic process is exactly the same as that of the work specification, however the Available Inspection Types listbox
is replaced by the Assigned Subs listbox:
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The Assigned Subs listbox allows the user to select which sub consultants (out of those made available to the overall project) will be available to the specific supplemental work specification. To edit the assigned sub consultants, click the
Edit button.

View Projects Page Controls

As discussed earlier, the Manage Security button allows the user to establish user group and supplemental security for
the selected project.
The New Project button creates a new project.
The Copy Project button copies the selected project.
The Save Project button saves the changes made to the selected project.
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Link Project to New Inspection
In order for an inspection report to be linked to a project, the user must tie the report to a work specification when creating a new inspection report:

Using the Part of Work Specification dropdown, the user can select the project and work specification to which to tie
the new inspection report. This option will only appear if the selected asset is part of a project.
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Role-Based Project Permissions
Agencies that utilize the Projects feature of AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) will have additional project-related options on the Manage Roles page in the Administration module:

Default Project Permissions
The three different levels of a project - project, work specification, and supplemental work specification - each have
security settings for roles:

Project-Level Role Security
The Project Access Level dropdown determines the role's access to the overall project. Full Control allows the role to
edit the project while Read Only allows the role only to view the project.
Checking the Can Create Work Specs checkbox allows the role to create work specifications for projects.

Work Specification-Level Role Security
The Work Spec Access Level dropdown determines the role's access to the project's work specifications. Full Control
allows the role to edit the work specifications while Read Only allows the role only to view the work specifications.
Checking the Can Create Supplemental Work Specs checkbox allows the role to create supplemental work specifications for projects.

Supplemental Work Specification-Level Role Security
The Supplemental Work Spec Access Level dropdown determines the role's access to the project's supplemental work specifications. Full Control allows the role to edit the supplemental work specifications while Read Only allows the role
only to view the supplemental work specifications.

Link to Report
Checking the Link Reports to Work Specs checkbox allows the role to link the report to a work specification when creating a new inspection report.
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Help
This section describes the pages that make up the Help
tab within AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections
(AWARI). The Help tab provides a link to the web
help, basic information about AWARI, a link to
Bentley's support ticket system, user-designated
documentation, and a link to AWARI's Bentley
Communities page.

Product Manual
AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI) CE contains a web help version of the user manual that allows users
to access the information directly from their web browser without needing to download or open a PDF. Clicking the
Product Manual link in the Help tab will open the web help:

The navigation pane on the left side of the screen can be used to view the various sections of the user manual. The
search bar in the top right corner of the screen can be used to search for a specific page or feature of AWARI.
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About
The About page in the Help tab provides general information about the current version, trademarks, copyrights, user
agreement, privacy, terms of use, etc.

One of the most useful aspects of this page is the Bentley Service Request Manager link. This is Bentley's support ticket
system that should be used whenever issues or bugs occur within the software that need to be fixed.
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Documentation
The Documentation page in the Help tab contains all of the manuals and other documents uploaded by the administrator
on the Manage Documentation page. Document visibility is role-based, therefore which documents a specific user can
see and access depends solely on that user's role.

To download and access a document, click that document's

symbol.
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Bentley Communities
The Bentley Communities link in the Help tab directs the user to AssetWise Asset Reliability Inspections (AWARI)'s
Bentley Communities website. Bentley Communities contains an array of support and learning materials for AWARI and
many other Bentley products. Between the wiki, forum, and other tools, Bentley Communities can help answer many
user questions.

AWARI encourages all users to use Bentley Communities. The wiki is an ever-changing guide to various topics within
AWARI, especially small but important details that are often overlooked. The forum is a great place to connect with
other users of the product, discuss work-related topics and software-use strategies, and have questions answered by other
users or AWARI personnel.
To visit AWARI's Bentley Communities website, simply click the link in the Help tab within the application or use the
following link: http://communities.bentley.com/products/assetwise/inspecttech.
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